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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME

TOm*XX

KUMBBB BIX

Tkvsday, Feb. 8, 1917

WATER DEPARTMENT TO HOLLAND BOY

ASSAULT AND BATMANY SMALL HOLTERY HEAD LINERS
ASSI8TS1N CARRYLAND CREDITORS
IN POLIOS COURT
IN PEERLESS CRASH
INO DEWEY’S BODY

BE SELF-SUPPORTING

NOW

you have a broken

bit of

Jewelry or an Heirloom you’d
like remade,
in the right

do it for

let us

you

way.

Stevenson'S
(Jewelry

store)

MAXOT1RES

WITH AID OF BOND ISSUE! FOR
SPECIAL IMPROVEMENTS,
IT

J. J.

WINDEMULDER IS ONE OF THE FIRM HAS SOME ASSETS TC DRUNKS COME NEXT WITH BIGHT
LIQUIDATE THE
PALL BEARERS

CAN

One of Holland’scitizens(iffigatei' The Peerless ManufacturingCo., o'
In a very honorable position,and bo Holland, filed a voluntary petition 1cause of his modesty it has taken all bankruptcy. A>1 indication has bee
this time for the report to reach Hoi made nnd the matter referred to Ro*
land from Washington.
eree Corwin. The schedule! of th
The fact of the matter is that J. J. bankrupt estate show assets of $974.4^
Windemulder,mid shipman of the U. H consisting of machinery,tools, etc
8. Mayflower,President Wilson'spri scheduled at $585 sad personal proi
vate yacht, was one of aix men who erty amounting to $389.40. F-’i-v-l-..
carried the metal coffin that contained is a list of the creditorslisted by aiu
$11,857.
With the aid of bond issuea for par the body of Admirnl George Dewey bankrupt concern:
down the capita! steps and lifted it
Preferred C'neito-s
tieular improvements, the water depart
Dick Van Lente, Hollnnd, $03; (
ment should be self-supporting from tenderly upon the caisson draped with
Woldering, Holland, $44: Mrs. D. Yn
now on, ia the claim of Peter Bruns*, American flags.
Mr. Windemulder with the other cs Lehte, Holland, $13.25;Miss Rose Clart
clerk of the Board. It is now possible
corts followed the body to the National Holland $11.25.
to put the Water departmenton almost
Unaacured Creditors
the same basis as the Light departmeut Cemetery, where they placed it a mausoleum, made ready to receive what
D. W. Jellema, Holland, $55.00; Hen
so far as finances are concerned.
was left of the great naval hero.
ry Kraker, Holland, $12,65; C. II. M<
The communicationfollows:
Through Charles 8. Dykstra, Centra! Bride, Holland, $30.34;Van Dyke Bar !
Feb. 0, 1917
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Com Avenue druggist,this paper received ware Co., Holland, $4.04; Scott -Lugcr*
mon Council of the City of Holland: clippings from the Washington papers Lumber Co., Holland, $13.75; Holland
containing this information, accompan- Furniture Co., tiolland, *$27.04; Ottawa
Gentlemen:
At a meeting of the Board of Puhlh ied with photos plainly depicting the Furniture Co., Holland, $5.00; Wes*
Works, held February 5, 1917, the Hu stalwart form of Mr. Windemulder,of Mich. FurnitureCo., Holland, $42.18
perintendentpresentedthe following Holland with his fellows carrying th** George Van Landegend,Holland, $15
coffiin containing Admiral Dewey down Citizens TelephoneCo., Holland, $6.98
estimate of the amounts required in the
H. De Fouw, Holland, $21.99; Bay View
annual appropriation for Water, Main the capitol steps.
:o:
Furniture Co., Holland, $45.00; Johr
Bower and Fire Alarm Funds. .ToGlupker, Holland, $163.13; (\ Cahoos
gether with the further information
Holland. $1.75; H. Bhaoffer, Holland
and recommendationswhich were ap$6.58; C. G. Sehenok, Holland, .$10.83!
proved by the Board of Public W’orks
Derk De Graff, Holland, $7.53; Ackley
and referred to the president,Mr. Bolhuis and the Superintendent to confer DEMAND THAT THEY BE GIVEN Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, $42.02; A. 0
McClurg Sc Co., Chicago, $1.15; D
with the members of the Council there
GRAVEL MAY HAVE EXHoodemn, Muskegon, $289.59; Mrs. Ro
to:—
PENSIVE RESULT
zell, Grand Rapids, $000; Peters Trim
Main Sewer
ming Co., Chicago, $48 67; Carson
Operating expenses......................
$2250.00
Piere, Scott Sc Co« Chicago, $1.33;
Payment of Bonds, Series B. .. 1000.00 last
ji the dissatisfied property Cheney Bros., New York, $100; Carhor
One-Sixth of
owne
W. 19th St. Sewer ($849.21) 141.54 Mankilf,
i*"! ,,freet’ between undum Co., Niagara Falls, New York
1V*" Kaulte Av™ues, argued $5.04; Marietta Faint Co., Marietta, O.
W. 7th St. sower ($070.82) 112.80
«8tre,,t C?n'n,itt('e and the citv $6.65; Paul Steketee Sc Sons, Grand
Sewage Disposal investigation 500.01 fat
Rapids, $19.55; Sullivan Oil Co., Chi
Total ..............
. ....................
$4004.34
hiRh’pri^ rnga, $6-75; O. R. Wire Frame CV
Grand Rapids, $27.85; L. M. Barrett
Amount to be raised by genCo., Chicago,$18.15; TradesmanCo
eral taxes ..........
............
$4000.00 thuir prayer was granted.
Grand Rapids, $43.69; Adams Kiting
Fire Alarm:
t all resolved into a misunderstand- Chicago, $1.00; Tousy Varnish Co,
Operating expenses ..................
$ 500.00
ng between the Street Committee and Chicago, $41,39; John A. Harrison, Hol^’ew Boxes ...........- ................... 500.00
he property owners. The hearing w ,s land, $0.34; Holland City News, $1.25.

Asking the city for $450 less than
last year, the Superintendentof the
Board of Public Works, R. B. Chan’
plop, last night for the Board read the
amount requested for the department 11.
the new appropriation bill, to be submitted for the approval of the city
fathers in March.
The total of the estimate tbia year i«

—

SAVE ROAD TROUBLE

-

-

MAY TEAR OUT

You eliminate all necessity for troublesome,road
side tire changes when you use MAXOTIRES.

MAXOTIRES prevent

rim cuts and blowouts, paying

themselves from the extra mileage delivered by

for

worn casings and double the
full

life

of

new ones, giving

MAXOTIRES now

and avoid regrets later.

THE UNION SALES

CO.

“A Smallidje Concern”
9 Oakes

St., S.

W.

BED OF STREET

—

Citizens Phonel8880

Practical Economy
Baking powders made from alum or
phosphate may be bought for a trifle less
than Royal Baking Powder, which

Alum powders are not
they

differ

,.rMt

is

made

greatly in leavening power.

fine

a cheap Baking

powder

ance.

-

is

used

cake and the cake turns out a

for

a

failure

worth
more than a whole can of the cheap bak
there is a waste of costly materials

ing powder.

Royal Baking Powder produces the
finest food, and its use therefore, results in
an actual saving.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

s

swa

CITY FATHERS

New York

ARE

STAGGERED BY BILL
NO MORE DRINKS IN CITY HALL:

"DRY" SPEECHES, "DETMLIBRARY BOOKS.
The cUy

hall is a

dry

sort of Holland. Though

spot,— the dee*
tlie

sun ahlnca

there nnd the green grass grow* all
around just like any other building,
still dry throats must parch. Bcoaua*—.
Just recently the city was preaentad
ith an enormouswater bill.
hill. i'lTfoka'*
with
Klehl
doing no good. If the drinking
fountain on the third floor DID
i^wasn’t our funeral" is the sweet
reply the Board of
Public Work*
1

1

makes.

So the water was made
______
nix up there
and the officers are paying a "nickel %
trickle,”at the nearest fountain.Soma
one has claimed that he was able to
get a drink on the flnt floor last night.
Who carrieditf
Anyway, it’s a safe wager they’re
making up for it this month. One Board
member is included in the "ktokeri.”
He himself got n dun for 118 and ha
still swears it’s a put up job. How \o

we know! Another "leak.”, j

MUST CHANGE CHARTER BONUS SYSTEM IN BEIT'
GROWING IN INDIANA
IF PAY MEN REOUl
CITY EMPLOYEES WANT PAY ON BEET GROWERS OP INDIANA AMD
OHIO ARE ATTRACTED BY
THIRD AND EIGHTEENTH OF

NEW PLAN

EVERY MONTH

The sugar companies operating la InA soecial committeeasked to invest:
gate tae changing of the custom of pay diana and Ohio have jnat received from
ing the city employees, having the pay Willett St Gray a statement of the averdays fall regularlyon the 3rd and iMth age of their officialNew York net ceek
of each month as the Hoari^ of Puhlh' market quotations on beet sugar in the
Works asked, made the report last Chicago-Buffalo territoryduring the
night that it did not seem possible. D months of October, November and Dewas finally again referred to the com cember, 1910, and January, 1917, which
mittee, the City Attorney and the establishes an average price of $0.80
Board of Public Works for adjustment. per hundred pounds for the period.
The farmers in Indiana and Ohio
A change in the city charter must
have
been growing sugar beets for the
he made if the wish is granted, as it
now calls for the council’sallowing of factories for two years under a contract
The great eight-reel feature of Romeo
each bill before payment is made. The which guarantees them $5 net per ton
ilf
and Juliet
played by Francis X. Bushonly way would be to estimate the next and provides that they ahall receive aa
man and Beverly Bayne will he featurextra amount per ton in excess of $5.00
bill four times a year, when the three
at the Royal theater on Tuesday
weeks jwriod between meetings falls equal to the amount that the average
afternoon and evening, February 13. ’
due, and after the payment is made to New York net cash quotations on beet
This Shapespearian production is one
sanction it again. Otherwise, a special sugar, for the months and in the terriof the best in moviedom and the Ladies
meeting of the council would have to tory mentioned above, exceed! $5.00
Guild of the Episcopal church, under
be called four times a year for that per hundred pounds.
whose auspices it comes, is to be conIn accordancewith this agreement
express pnrposc.
gratulated on being able to secure
The waiting of the city employe*! the farmers will, within a few days, rethru the good offices of Mr. Himebaugh
for an extra week four times a year ceive checks from the Sugar Companof the Royal.
was contrasted with some county em- ies for sums equal to $1.80 per ton on
Matinee begins at one and again at
ployees who somotimes wait three all tho beeta they delivered laet fall,
three when an admission of 15c will b»
months. It is expected that the com thus making a total net price to the
charged. The evening performancewill
mittee with the Board will make a sat farmers of $6.80 per ton for their
start at 6:30 and agains at 8:30 when
beets. This additional payment is due
isfactoryarrangementat once.
25c will be the admission price.
February 15, according to the contract,

4002.16

Net transfer to water fund
$6857.32
The amount raised by taxes, however, was $8,000.00.
........

that

the

Board ask the Common Council for permission to present monthly bills covering hydrant service,in the same manner as we do at present for the street
lighting,with the understanding that
there will be transferredfrom the water fund to the proper funds money to
pay intereston outstanding bonds and
city and schpol taxes on the estimated
valuation of the plant as shown by the
annual report.

TiS£,TT

This change will in no wise affect the
tax payer and the number of hydrants
in service will be the basis of the an
nual appropriation.
From now on the water department
3
should be self-supporting—that is with
the aid of bond issues for particular
improvements.
COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER BUG
Respectfully,
GE8TIONS OF CITIZENS

WILL APPOINT MEN
FOR CHARTER CHANGES

CO.

i

.

ROYAL
RUN
GREAT PLAY-ROMEO AND JULIET

interest and sinking fund ........................
$2415.00
From water fund to
general fund, taxes ...... 1587.10

from grapes.

only cheap, but

^

w<,ek»..‘1“ri"8 whirl.
time .'W mh
general taxes ................
$1000.00
Water Fund:
Due to the fact that the payment of
Bonds, Series B, L and M are now com
pleted with the close of the present
fiscal year, it becomes possible to put
and the road made ready for gravel
the water departmenton somewhat the
lince the granting of that petition, the
th.
same basis as the Light departmentij council has made a rule that
no
more
far as finances are eoateread.
gravid streetswill he built.
The transaction for tbe P»»t year
-:o:would have been as follows:
TO
Hydrant service ........................
$10S59.44
From water fund to

I, therefore, recommend
If

There were ten assault and baTlery
casea recorded while fight drunk* paid
fines in Juitlee Conrta. There were
two disorderly charges brought,one
obtaining goods under false pretenses,
one larceny, one diltraetionof paoperty
and one violationIfithe
the vehicle
vehief ordia*
J
There were thirty-two night lodgera
in the city ’a hotel while three boiineaa
men forgot to lock their placca of bnii*
ness, while three more forgot ta keep
their lights burning over their atfefl.

......

“S-K

tartar, derived

for January.

p

Total to be raised by

Grand Rapids, Mich.

from cream of

Fist fights seem to be holding the
hoardi in police rlrelea according to
‘he report of Chief of Police. Van By

r

service without a tire change.

Use

REPORTED.

DEBTS.

PETER BRU88E,

. Clerk.

AND REPORT

hut the companies will maid out the
checks several days in advance of thle

HAVE A HEART?
New Event for

Holland Will Be Heart date.

Day Feb. 24

ALDERMEN WOULD

A

Heart Day for Holland,— that is
the plan of the Michigan Child Welfare
League of Detroit for, Feb. 24. Last
night they asked the Council for permission to stage the event. It was re
ferred to the Mayor, City Attomey and
Chief of Police with power to act.
Their expense in Ottawa County for
their good work is $00 u mouth, the
statementsays. The Heart Day is
variation of tho Tag Day, so well
known.

CHANGE STATE
TWO

LAW

REGISTRATIONS IN

The Ways and Means Committee
That a committee be appointed to reMONTH DUB PORI CITY; "TOO
with the council present Frid»y night, ceive, suggestions for changes in the
MUCH.”
MERCHANTS CONVENTION ls expected to discuss the commun
mea- city charter was the request of City
tion, as was moved by Aid. Wiersema Attorney McBride at the meeting of
Two primary election! arc due for
A second message that $25,000 be the Council last night. As a result,
this city in the month of March, to be
transferredfrom the light fund to the the Mayor will appoint a body of three
held on the 7th and 13th respectively.
Kalamazoo will be the host to 1,000
interest and sinking fund. It reada:
men whom the citizensand officialsof
This announcementby City Cicrk Overpeople, when the 19th Annual State
Feb. 6, 1917.
the city alike can meet with opinions.
Conven
weg last night caused a stir.
Convention of the Retail Grocers, Meat
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Com- These will bo considered and a report
Aid. Drink water arose. "Too raueh
Dealers and General Merchants of
mon Council of the City of Holland made to the council.
to spend $9 for one registrationlike
Michigan meet in that city for a three
Gentlemen:—
The names of the committeewill be FORMER SENATOR VANDER
they did a few days ago. It’s too much
days' session, Feb. 20th, 21st and 22nd.
At a meeting of the Board of Tublic announced as soon as made known by
The state law ought to be changed,”
Over 500 of this number will be deleWERP WANTS TO BE THE
Works, held February 5, 1917, the 8u Mayor Vandersluis.
JUDGE OP MUSKEGON OO and followed with a fine temner against
gates, while the remainderwill be viaperintendent recommended that $25,000
the state law that called for each a
itori who have already signified their
be transferred from the light fund to
intention of attending ’the gathering.
Ex-Lieut-Gov. John Q. Ko’s of Mus- registration. When it was made clear
they
be
allowed to install a gasoline
the interest and sinking fund for the
L. A. Kline, manager of the affair,
kegon, sees more tangible emolumente that the council only bothered itself
layoff present plans to decorate the
powerT1,c
to in industriallinos than in politics an] with laws of the city of Holland and
i,bgvr;o
general law practice,and so he is re then had its hands full, the tirade wai
the streets in honor of the event. Bands
On motion the matter was approved
calmed and business proceeded.
will be engaged to meet the delegates
The
Ways
and
Means
Committee
ex- tiring from both. Recently he with
and refertud to th# [President,Mr.
The regular polling places were namtended
an
invitation to the council drew from the Muskegon law firm of
"You don3 have to break your “Em/merchMi in the .t.t.\. in Bolhuis and the superintendent to eon to attend it* Friday night meeting of which ho was long a member to become ed for the primaries.
fer with the Council in regard to the
this week when the annual appropria- legal adviser,as well as having a largo
tank
vite(1 t0 attend tonvention, as i
duck fn
io cu/ppn
sweep nn
up me oust i8pecial
proram of much importance matter.
Candidates Are Already Out for Treastion bill, to be submitted in March, will part in the management of a Muskegon
Respectfully,
urer.
has been arranged for the occasion. Evho discussed. The same committeere- machine manufacturingcompany that
PETER BRU88E,
Two candidates for Citv Treasurer in
ery merchant is entitled to visit the
rted having met with the Board of is doing an exceedingly nronperous boil
Clark. Public Works and discussed the work- ness. His salary in his new position the place of Herman Vamlen Brink
I meeting whether a member of the as
'When asked if this were the same ingman’s compensationproposal for is said to be several thousandmore n who according to the City Charter can
'sociationor not. We want every mer
not be a candidate any longer, have
ehant to attend and learn what the $25,000 that was loaned to the Boarl city employees.They are still invest!- year than the salary of any office
the gift of the state. In addition be to put in their appearance.
ttato associationis doing for its mem of Education, both R. B. Champion and gating. ,
Petitions are being circulated for
E. P. Stephan explained that officially Claims amounting to $2,825.38were president of the Muskegon Street Rail
bers.
they knew nothing of this move and announced by Aid. Postma and accept- way company and a directorin a dozen Oerrit Van Zanten, health inspector
A big feature of the convention
By paying for the
or more industrial corporations.El and Jacob Van Putten, son of Adrian
the Fore Food Show which is to be the recomemndationhas no reference to ed by the council.
held in the State Armory. Over 100 any transfer the Common Council may
In three weeks the Poor Committee Senator John Vander Werp, who has Van Patten.
Holland City
been one of his law partners,is a can
exhibitsfrom every section of the coun- have made.
spent $125.50.
The factory league Indoor base ball
Mr. Champion also explained that the
try will be represented. The Food
The reduction of the special taxes didate for the republican nomination
one year in advance show opens Feb. 19th and closes Feb intereston the bonds ia computed
against the C. L. King prooerty, intro- for circuit judge for the Muskegon cir- games played at the High s< hool Gym.
fast evening still stands a tie. The
3%%. However by placing this amount duced at tho previous meeting, waa re- cuit.
24th.
Warm Friends defeated' the Shoes by &
Every grocer, meat deals and general on time deposit in the banks the rev- ported as not yet decided upon. The
Mrs. P. C. Siereema entertained with score of 7 to 5. The- batteriesfor the
merchant ia requested to forward his enue would be 4% which would more amount involved is $131. The matter
name to the ElectricCut Mfg. Co., Can than pay the intereston the bonds.
waa left to the committee with power an aluminum ehower last night at h*r Shoes was Peterson and Van Dyke. PeIt was referred to the Ways and to act.
home on East 16th street in honor of terson making 15 strikeoutsand allowton, Ohio where he will receive valua
ble information in advance of tke Food Means Committee.
and carry one of the
The board bills were read and allow- Miss Marie Siersema. Miss Siereema ing nine hits. For the Warm Friends
Show.
COUNCIL NOTES
ed. A collection of $11,458.59for light will become the bride of Mr. Theo the battery was Lievenaeand Cramer
A splendid program has been irrang
water and power was reported by the Boss in March. Those present were the former making four etrikeouteand
ed for the entertainment of the visitors
Every last "dad” was there.
Board of Public Works. The Board Mrs. A. H. Brinkman, Mrs. P. Notier allowing nine bite. In the eecond
in Kalamasoo at the Food show during
Rev. Harold Holt’i resignation ai a and the City Engineer recommended Mre. Wabeke, Mrs. Kooyers,Mra. A played between the Chemicals and
away with you FREE
Van Vulpen, Mrs. J. Kuhl, Mrs. J. berte, the Chemicals defeated the
this week and the invitationis open to member of the censor board, submitted several fund transfers.
berts by a acore of 10 to 6. Batt
the public.
because he la about to leave Holland,
Interest bearing bonds amounting to Hamelink,Mre. J. Van Vulpen, Mrs. H.
for the Chemicalsw«re. Naah
IVt apphe* to oU»« well
new
Karsten,
Mre.
V.
Van
Vulpea,
the
was accepted.
$25,294.98 were preaented for payment
Te Boiler and for Limberts,
Fred Jaduon, the Brisco man baa
Kardux A Karsten,grocers at 7th and the clerk was instructed
' * to order1 Mines Anna De Vriee, Ebeis, Angie,
and Fik.
Sina and Nellie Siersema.
been laid up for two weeke by illness. | street and River Avenue, asked that their payment.
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VALENTINE PARTY TO
INDUSTRIES OF HOLOUT THE COST
WRECK BURNS * ZEELAND TOO HAS
A FARMERS’ RALLY LAND WERE REVIEWED
AUTOS; NONE HURT
OF REMBTRATIOy
BE A BIG AFFAIR

SIX BUICK CAM DESTROYED; ZEELAND FAEMEiT CLUB uETS MARVELOUS GROWTH OF LOCAL
BEHIND PROJECT; HAVE A
FACTORIES IS TRACED BT
HOLLAND TBiAIN, STUCK IN

Ggaad .Haven wiM take advantage

STAR OP BETHLEHEM CHAPTER

of the law which permit* cities of the
MEM1BR1HTV OF 883
MO. 40, O. B. B. IfSURS 850
fourth class to cut down the expense
HOYT
POET
ENOW, IS HIT.
of registeringvoter*, and hereafter ininvitations
stead of conductingregiatrations nt
Thursday was a gala day for the
At 5 o’clock Sunday afternoon train farmers of Zeeland and vieinity when Century Club Oathasa At Horn# of Pio- every ward, one place will be selected
No. 60 on the Pere Marquette, bound large crowds gathered at Wyngarden ’s
and all voter* will register there whea
neer Manufacturer’sEon for
4
i
Preceding the ball to be gives bv
for Holland and Chicago from Grand Hall where the one day Farmers’
registrationia required. By ordinance
Usti
Momorabio
Program.
the Star of Bethlehem Chi
bapter, No. 40,
4 Mr*. John Ver Hage who has bet:. Itapids, became stuck in a snowdrift tute was held. Che attendance broke
the common council will establishthe
emng, Lacey’s
on the Vr Icelandbill. A double-header all records and surpassed the expecta• ehnfined to her home with tonailitil,thi
city hall in Grand Haven as (be regis- O. E. 8., on Tueaday even!
render a proextra, closely following, ran into the tion of ail. Led by such an enthusiaatie With singular appropriatenessth? tration place, and inatead of five sep- flvq-piece orchestra will renaer
past week ia ilowly recovering.
gram
of
the
following
numbers:
Oliver De Jonge was in Grand Rap rear of the anow-bound train, derail- man as William Glerum, president of Century Club aaseml
arate
and
diitinet
boards,
the
city
rniblcdin the b«autiLoyal Legion
ing the forward engine and smashing the Zeeland Farmers’ Club and each of ful home of Mr. and Mrs. J. J, Cappon, clerk and the city manager will serve MarchJ .. ..........................
id* Friday.
Overture...............
...... . Encouragement
Mr. and Mra. Bos* Vander Wail mov the caboose and next three ears.
son
of
the
founder
of
one
of
thia
city
’>
in
that
capacity
without
extra
pay.
the 283 members of the Zeeland orf
The way ear, or caboose, burned with ization being a real booster it is little largest industries, to diseuisthe growth Action was taken at Tueaday night 'a Selection ..... -------From Opera “Waug”
to Zeeland laat week from Horeat
its
contents
of
bills
and
other
papers,
Orove. Mr. Vander Wall ia employed
wonder that such a large number of the and development of the business inter- meeting of the Grand Haven coancil, Concert Walts.... .............Jolly Fellow*
..The Golden Seeptor
and two of the smashed ears burned, farmers came to Zeeland Thursday as ests of Holland. The two very able and the arrangementwill save the city Overture.................
at De Kniif ' garage.
...Loila
Mra. J. Timmer and Mrs. David yei- containingBuick autos for . southern the guests of the Zeeland business men. papers were received with the greatest a biff sum of money, every time a regis- Spanish Serenade ......... ...............
Several vocal solos will be heard durpoints. Three autos were in each of The splendid success of this farmers' attention and interest. Mr. Hoyt G trationof voters ia called for. The reeeke apent Friday in Holland.
H. H. Karaten was in Grand Rapid! the two destroyed cars, while the other rally was offset by just one thing, the Post dwelt chiefly on the foundations registrationrecently held was an ex- ing the concert,beginning at 8 o'clock.
smashed ear ’s contents were sent back fact that all of the visitorscould not and growth of Holland enterprises.He pensive affair for every city in the At 9 the Grand March will ccmmenre.
on businesa Friday.
John Ver Hage Jr. took the interur- to the factory.
be accommodated in the spacious hall. irefaced hia paper by two letters se- state and Grand Haven has been quick For those not desiring to dance, other
None was injured of the crew. The Wyngarden ’a hall which has heretofore ect*d from his father’scorrespondence, to see the advantaj^of coming in un- ampsements will be provided.
baa for Grand Hapida Saturdaymornsteam w-reclfer was ordered out of Wy- held every audience gathered there, was In' which reference was mads to the der the new provisions. Hereafter
This Valentine party of the Star of
^tiaa Mable Claver has returned from oming and at 2 a. m. the track was so crowded that in order to avoid in- early (lays of Holland business as con
ters who wish to registerwill go la Bethlehem Chapter ia to be their anclear. The 5:57 from here for Chicago jury to those inside the building the ducted by Mr. Post’s grandfather, Mr
an extended visit in Grand Rapids.
a city hall on the daya named,
nual event of the year. Two hundred
Miss Maggie W’yngardeaof Vrieslanl left at 3 A. M., being held in Grand doors were locked and over one hundred H. D. Post, and his uncle, Mr. Hoyt register either with the clerk or the and fifty invitations have been issued
•who has been employed at the Phoenix Rapids awaiting a clear track.
for the party, to be ataged in the Odd
impatient farmers were barred from the Post, afterwards of Grand Rapids. Mr. city manager.
•Cheese Co. has severed her connections
Fellows nail on Central Avenue. Puncb
hall. At dinner time, after those in the Post’s paper was full of most interest
with the firm.
will be served during the evening.
hall had been fed, several of them left ing statistics and details of the starting
Walter Van Haitsma has returned
the building in order that other might points of the local factories, enterprise
from a business trip to Chicago
participate in the excellent treat pre- ng which almost fvery member of the
(Martin Languis
:n
pared for them by the Zeeland business Century Club has had some personal
the employ of the Holland Furnace Go.
men. An accurate count of only those to concern.
At South Haven, is spending some time MAKES MORE THAN $60,000 WORTH whom dinners were served nt the hall,
Freely Given By a Holland Citizen.
The second paper, by Mr. Arthur A.
OF IMPROVEMENTS ON THE
in
, ,
totaled five hundred and eighty-twj. Visacher, dealt first with the present
Miss Aggie Staal, who is staying
This number testifies to the popularity conditionof the industries, and emphas
PLACE.
•with her parents in Kalamazoo, arrived
of the farmers’ institutesand the ap- ized the high standard Holland business When one has sufferedtorturesfrom
a bad back and found relief from th*
here this week for a stay with relapreciationof the work of County Agent
n had set in regi
aches and pains, that person’s advice
Belvidere farm has become the most D. L. Hogerman and those who assisted
tives and friends here, after which she
tary and cheerful buildings,excellence
is of untold value to friends aad neighbeautiful spot on the Saugatuckbranch
will return home.
him.
of productions and fairness of 'method
partfaByor wall fiapaiai. fc *1 setWill Koops who is employed in Grand of the Michigan railroad. The farm
The morning session opened at nine Mr. Visacher then added a few words bors. T he following neighborly advice
Sapids apent a few days visitingwith was purchased a few years ago by John o’clock, William Glerum, the Zeeland as to the future prospects of Holland comes from a Holland resident.
tled setcions— long past the pionaatf perhis parents, Mr. and Mft. Henry Koops Williamson, vice president of the Peo- president of the Farmers' Club opened business, and the best policy to pursue
Mra. M. La Fleur, 359 River Street. iod— and with the advantage of good
ples Gus company, Chicago, and com
«f Borculo.
the meeting with several appropriate It was n paper ringing with youthfn Holland says: “My kidneys wore weak roads, schools, churches, markets, water,
The meeting of the youn ladies’ sew- comprises about 126 acres. During the remarks. Prof. If. J. Heueeroth, of th. ambition,optimism and lentiiusiostic and inactiveand I had dull pains aoros.ing circle of the Third Christian Re last two years, Mr. Williamsonhas ex- M. A. C. u member of the soil Improve loyalty,whose slogan was “do it to my back and loins. I tired easily ant! transportationfaculties, are y«t at the
formed church was postponed from#this pended nearly $'>0,000for buildingsand meat 'Committee of this state gave the Holland.”
the action of my kidneys was irregular command of practical farmer* seeking
•week Monday to next Monday evening many additionalimprovementsare con opening address on “ttoil and Its FertilDoan’s Kidney Pills, procured from good heme lands where prices are inThe
music
under
the
able direction
whan the meeting will be held at the templated.
ity.1 ’ His lecturewas exceedingly in
of Mrs. Telling was very beautiful. Vaupell A Aldworth’edrug store, rid creasing and developmentin pcegreaa
OBM or
Mr. Williamson’s summer home was terestingand instructive.Frank Ham
ifeoBM
of Miss mane
Marie Glerum.
me of the backaches and regulated the
Mrs. Robbins played with great artistic
These are
Bev. P. P. Cheff, pastor of the First J erected at a cost of about *32,000. The ilton, president of the Farm Bureau
finish the splendid Weber-Pauaig “In- action of ray kidneys.”
Befemed church will conduct the ser- j caretaker’s cottage cost *6,300 and a spoke on the topic, “Improve Farm
vitationto the Danee:” Mrs. Tellinc
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t sim-rice* in one of the Reformed churchesmodern barn has just been completed at Seed,” which proved to be very ndvant
and Mr. Kleinhfksel sang a lovely sonj1 ply ask for a kidney remedy— get
=»t Kalamazoo next Sunday while his a cost of about *5,000. A modern poui- ageous to those present as eauevt care
of Lohn’s, “Where my caravan ha/
pulpit will be supplied from the West- 1 try house, has been erected at a coat of must tie taken in fhe sclcc^rrnof seed.
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that ftoaa from the ke and snow of northern
rested,” and a ladies’quartet, compos^ern Theological
*800, a gas generating plant and pump- The Beax'ertlamWarblers, a set of skilled of Miss Evelyn Keppel, Mrs. Hoff Mrs. La Fleur had. Foster-Milburn Co., section* with good climatic conditions,
Henry De Kruif, the veteran imple- house at a combined cost of $700 and a ful entertainers,furnished fhe farmers
man, Miss Anthony and Miss Vennema Props., Buffalo, X.
• Adv. long (lotting seaeons, pleasant run
>ment man of Zeeland, is in Ann Arbor 11x34 foot silo has beeir enlarged at r. a rare treat in the musical line.
acrompaniedby Miss Dykstra, madt
•receivingtreatments for failing health. I cost of $360. A private gravel road hai
man, wall dlxtrihutedrainfall, md capAfter a bounteousdinner had been the club forget the snow drifts heaped
Mr. De Kruif has not been well lately,I been constructed to the premises and a served by the Zcclnnd Bus|iess Men th;
able at producing the widao* rang* of
outside in a most inspiringand charm
bat it is said he ia now improvingby I sw imming pool will be laid out.
program was resumed at 1:(H), Mr. Hag ing Spring song.
crops— from the semi-tropicalfruits
U.
of
I
Mr.
Williamson
will
beautify
beautify
the
virtue of the treatments at
erman display his customary vim and
At the 1 ext meeting to be hrU in th
and vegetable* to the grain crops of
[premises with flower beds and shrub- force of speech proved to be o$r of the
Jf. hospital.
WomiKi club rooms one scene fron
| fiery, stock the farm
with high grade most interestingspeakerson the pro
northernlatitudes. You knew what
Verdi’s Aida will be given under tin
HAMILTON
cattle and poultry and otherwise tran*
gram. Win. B. Wagner, Grand Haven management of Mrs. Hoffman,and thb
these lands will do from the exhibits
[form the place.
Chamber of Commerce Secretary,gave a will be followed by a little force, “On
of farm products shown, at your fain.
"Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Ackerman u ove-1
good address. The afternoon program Minister’s Bride.”
They an too for
Saturday from Douglas Jo their farm
was liberally interspersedwith music.
I
Hoyt Post's tracing of the growth 0
by the Dout place. They are at presThe evening session held nt 7:30 was
Holland's industriesfallows:
eat making their home with her polalso well attended, Mr. Heueeroth Ulus
Holland's Industries
enta Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Butler.
rated his leeture on the soil and its for
PRISONERS GUESTS OF tility by means of pictures. Mrs. Jns. I wifi begin my naper by rcmlir.g
Mrs. Charles Kosett and daughter
.as tiiey grow good, grain and foraga
If so get busy and write an essay
you two letters. The first was writte?
COUNTY THAN HAVE BEEN
are i» Holland for a few days visit.
Ver Lee entertained with several read
crops, spiandid corn, excellent alfalfa
by
my
father.
John
C.
Post,
to
m;
on the following topic:
SINCE THE YEAR 1915
Mrs. George Rutgers, son Henry
ings. She respondedto many an apgrcnl-uncie,Hoyt G. Post, of Gran
and other faada. Beef and pork are
daughter Grace, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
plause. The BeaverdninWarblers an
Rapids on Nov. 25, ]s9{»( and sent t>
Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Butler, I There nre fewer prisoners in the several Zeeland singers also were on the
made at lowest costs.
him with n small box of sugar, a aampli
constitutesa good
jCuM. Barber, Mrs. O. B. Wakcman and I county jail than there have been at evening program. The meeting elo*ctl
Choice locations in Virginia, North
aoaa, Miner and Daniel attendedth- lany time since 1915, when during Jan at 9 o’eloek,the farmers ’well satisfied of the first produced by the Hollan)
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida,
Sugar
Company.
.* fuaeral of Milton W., the eight months’ I nary there were 91 prisoners,in 1910 with the treatment received.
Portrait by Photography Georgia. Alabama, WatiaaipfATenneeThe letter:
«M aon of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Weave? there were 48, while during Jan. 1917
The increasing politeness of trades•i of 'Mill Grove,
there were only 17 prisoners.
see and XtBtueky, aU reached by the
men and their care to assist purchasers
“Recently I have been reading some
•flliltker is among the sick while I The sheriff ’4 office is making an ef- to wise choices of their wares is plea
of the old letters which your mother had
A letter outlining year requirements
tfkorgr Rutgers is greatly improving. fort to keep all tramps on the move ingly noticeable. Now, there are th
treasured np and which were written in
A later eutlinlng your loqiinmenta
Mr. Wm. Peterham is visitingwith land very little comfort will be extend- butchers — that’s what they used to b- 1848 mid 1849 by you and my father.
wfiQ
brint ear publications and full Infriends in
led to this class of undesirable citizens eajled in the plain old days, but nu< The story which they tell of your hopes
Art Lange who is working in Grand I who may stop off here in their wander scarcelyever hears the word now. Well and plans have great interestto me se
atiieo or a visit from ant of our
Aa^du called on his mother and sis I ings. They w ill not be given a chance suppose vou are seeking a chit ken and the representativeof the second generta— ntatlrea. Address,
(trr a few
I to make this county a place where they
with deference hint this to the polite ation and to my children as the repreBoth cold weather and snow came Iran spend the winter months at the ex- man in the white apron. “Certainly,’' sentatives of the third, of the l<*ttlers
"Thuraday and are eon**nualiy im-rca* Ipenso of the taxpayers if SheriffDorn- he says. “Which would you like,
of the Holland Colony. Life is but a
Get particularsat
I bos has anything to say about the tnatspringer or a yearling
Beware ot repetition by each generationof the
WESTERN
liits Grace Rutgers visited her I ter. Of course should any of them drift that word “yearling.” It indieat
same aspirations, the same sorrows, and
brother and wife Mr. and Mrs. llenmiiil iD at night and ask for lodging it will such a tender age that you nre likeh the same fleeting joys. The future of
Chemical Bonding.
Sutgera Thursday and
not be denied, but when the morning to be won by it, the more so because of Holland, which you and my father saw
St Louis, Mo.
Mr. John Danuenberg who visited I comes they w ill be told that for their the differencein price; but always take in your day dreams of 1848-1849is
‘bis unele Mr. C. W. Butler for some I safety a* well as for the good of the the “springer”— if vou have enough still a ‘ will of t|ie-wisp,’ Which dances
time left for Allegan
I community they had better make
money — it will be old enough. If you before the eyes and fires the imaginaMra. John Koolvar.l was in Allegan I tracks for more congenial surroundings. have not alreadyhad this experienceyon tion of the young men of 1899.
Holland. Michigan '
will get it if you take the yearling, not 1
Tim train of thought has been devel
s\ COMMISSIONER
^M^Benj. Lugten has been sick the
dump, tender, tempting young thing, .oped while packing a small box of
Roam F. Sootbem Railway.
19 E. 8th St. • UpStairs
>ut a very mature matron of the flock- sugar to send to you by mail. You saw
Washington,IX
Mias Grace Rutgers was in Allegan'
plump enough, indeed, at what the Ger« the first factory, the Post Co., Potash
man
called
“the
behindt
emit”,
but
Fabriek, built in Holland and I have
. , Iwajj ELDER IN CHURCH FOB
Hiram Weaver is visiting his friend
one that has had intimate business rela- no doubt that you and my father watchTHIRTY-FIVE YEARS
--n ...... —
tions with a cold storage house ever ed for the first appearance of the manu
DRENTHE
MEATS
John G. Witteveen, one of the obi since 1907.
factored product with as much interest
pioneers of this vicinity died at the
and delight as wc of the next brood
WM. VANDER VEER, 152 E. 8th
"Mr.
«... and Mrs. John Hoffman
.age of 64 vears at his home in Harder
have awaited the first sugar fiom our
Street. For choice steaks, fowls, or
«Overiael visited at the home of •MMwyk, near' Alpena Beach. Mr. Witte
sugar factory. The half a century
TO
C. E.
game In season. OUaeos Phono 1048
•and Mra. Henry \ an Dam last
lveen j,a!, i,0(,n a residentof that vicinwhich intervenes between these two
events has been filled,with struggles
. ,
t,„lity for more than 50 years and was an
DR. N. K. PRINCE .
lira Henry Telgenhof who u on • |eijer
0j,j Harderwyk church for SELLERS PROMINENT IN SUNDAY which you and I will ntver forget.
SCHOOL
CONVENTION
TO
Veterinary Physician knd Surgeon
-aiek Mat with the la gfip!*»n unl,ro J35 years.' He was a man of influence in
The little box contains sugar fro-n
TAKE HIS PLACE.
Night Calls promptly attended to
attorneys and notaries
the first strike which passed through
ic-,. |h»a localityand was highly respected
Holland Mlcb.
John Zylstra spent Friday and Sntur, ky his friendsand neighbors,
the factory. It is not perfect and will DIEKKMA, KOLLEN ft TEN GATE Phone
Rev. Ketchum of Moody’s Bible Inday at the home of bis daughter and l
jg su-vived bv a widow and live
mixed with other sugar and sent
ATTORNEY h-AT-LA
oa-in-law,Mr. and Mr. Lambert »row- LhUdren, Mrs. David Vanden Berg and stitute who was to be a drawing card back through one more process, but it
during C. E. week, in Holland for is sugar, as you will find by tasting it. Office over First Slate bank. Both
ar of
iBert, George, Albert and Henry WitteTHE FIRST STATE BANK
Thursday,will not be on the program Today and every day hereafter during Phones.
John Hunderman attended the Farmn’
CapMol Stock paid in ______ 60,00«
as
had
be.m
arraigned.
Mr.
Ketchum
tit1 Institute in Zeeland last
The*funeral will be held at 12:30
this campaign, the perfect granulated
LOUIS H. OSIEKHUl b
Surplus and undivided profits 50,000
has been taken suddenly ill and bis sugar of commerce will be turned out.”
I from the home and at 1:30 from the
Depositor* Security------ ~~.160,uoe
place
on
the
program
lias
been
substiPROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Mrs. G. Van Dam is confined to l, r lchur(.), at Harderwyk,with Rev. Buteo
The acoond letter was written to my
4 per cent inter eat paid On Uma
tuted
bv
Mr.
Sellers.
father in reply to this by my great Practicesin nil State and Fed-urai
?>ed with the la
. officiating.‘
deposits.
Mr. Sellers will be remembered ns unele, Hoyt G. Post, and bears the date
Mr. and Mrs. Art Bredeweg s^nt
8
;p.
Courts. Office in Court Hqumi
the leader of the chorus in the KnickerExchange ou all business centers
of November 27, 1899.
Saturday and Sunday with their rfla'Upp0XNT
Grand
Michigan.
bocker theater during the Sunday
domesticand foreign.
“Your
letter was received and what
School Convention here, and besides beCreamery Board met at
host of memories did it bring up!
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS O. t Disk a mo, Pr— .
ing a good choristerlie is also a fine
- th® home of Nick Hunderman Friday
J. W. Beardalee. V. p.
The
box
of
sugar
came
too.
Your
• iimke nrep&rationsfor the annual meet- 1 STATE
INTERCOLLEGIATEMEET orator as has been demonstratedin hi* mention of the first manufacturingJ. J Met sen. Corner Tenth and Cen- 0
several
speeches
during
the
Sunday
tral
Are.
Citizen*
Phone
.iaTwWch will be held Feb.
TO BE BIG EVENT IN HOPE
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
plant the “Asoh Fabriek” came into
School meet here.
141$. Bell Phone
John Vanden Kolk who purchased a
CALENDAR.
CaplU) stock paid ln.~~
|60,Q0e
my
mind
at
once.
When
we
started
Mr. Sellers will scak at the First Re141
- (team of horses In Holland a few days
Additionalstockholder's liabilthat it was necessary to put the foundaA very enthusiastic mass meeting formed church at 7:30. T he public is tion of logs in the water, and It was
-.*go for $400, sold the same to Albert
....... 50,000
[of the Hope College Student Body was invited.
Wuerink for $410. •
MUSIC
in the spring and I could not get any
Deposit
or
security
-----------lOOWtf
Tony Nienhuis who has charge of the
Roelof Bredeweg of Holland was a held Monday evening in Winants Chapof onr helpers to work in the water, so Cook Bros. For the latest ^PopiOer Pays 4 per cent interest on Savings
speaking
end
of
O.
K.
week
received
let to discussplans for the coming Mich' JJrentbe
visitor last week Tuesday..
I went in and placed the logs, standing, songs and the beat in the music line.
Deposits
We will hav® six weeks moro of igan IntercollegiateOratorical Contest the following telegram yesterday morn- as I had to, waist deep in the water; Citizens phone 1269. 87 East Eighth
DIRECTORS
winter. The ground-hog saw hia shad- [which will be held at Hope College oa ing:
& Viecher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Ten
‘We nre sending Mr. 0. E. Sellers in but it was accomplishedat last and Street.
ow last week Friday. Seems a* though March 2, afternoon and evening. The
alowlv the Ase.h Fabriek grew to comCate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Yntema,
wome iM'oples’ coal’ bins will be very 1 president of the local oratorical assi place of Mr. Ketchum who cannot come pletion. The first product was a good
LUMBER
AND
INTERIOR
FINISH J. G. Rutger.
.low by that
elation, C. Wierenga,presided, and en- —Mr. Sellers will leave Chicago Thun
qualityof hard soap, and later we made
' Mr and Mra. Roelof Telgenhof ofltartaiamenj wai furnished by: Sehreus, day Feb. 8 at noon on the Pore MarScott-Lugera Lumber Co., Bivar Avenue
potash which was shipped to New York
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES $
'Reeland are visiting at the home of I reading*; the Prins Baker quartet; qnette No. 5 train dlle in Holland at and told. But what a slow and tedand Sixth 8t., Phone 1001
their son and daughter-in-lawhere, Mr. JBp«eches relative to the coming eon 4:20. His subject will be “One Task ioua job It. was to get anything don*,
PRI8 BOOK BTORH
Our Tools and Our Triumph.”
UNDERTAKING
and Mrs. Henry Telg
and, aa I look back at it, and think
Books, Stationery, Bibles, NewsJohn
R.
Riebe.
John VaAdcn Kolk
S- DYK8TRA, 40 EAST
of the ‘shiftless’ .way we did everypapers, and Magaalnea *
-:o:-^rii) to Grand Rapids
Raalte, Miss Marion \an Drezer, and
thing, I do not wonder that we .did no!
EIGHTH Street. Citizen* phone
30 W. 8th
Phone 1741
Mi** Mariraret De Vries, wso is em-|wa]ter Bcholten.
accampllsh much, and nearly all we did
12l7-2r.
- Moved at the Colonial Clock Co., will] Yella were practiced with J. M.
IN
do waa at a loss, if thne and labor
DRUGS AND BUNDIES
noard in Zeeland for the winter months I ker leading as yellmaster. The «
were counted anything. But we were
DOESBURG,
H. R., DEALER IN
DR. A. LEENHOUTS
on account of the severe weather we man appointed the followingk
HOLLAND GIRL RETURNS FROM living in the' future which pictured s
DRUGS! medicine,points, oils, toilet
I committee!, the first named of whichEAST TO OPEN A PIANO
EAR-NOSE—
nnd—
THROAT
“harbor” and a town with business
articles- Imports and* domestic
• Mr* Egbert Bredeweg is on the «ick LiH act at chairman j Publicity Con
STUDIO.
Office: Corner of 8th Street and
growing up, like Milwaukee, —every,r
Imittee — Bernie Mulder, Jay Fhpae, C.
cigars. Cltlsens phone 1291. 82 B.
thing waa going to be and the present
Hirer Avenue
Miss Marie Dykst^a of 29 East 9th
thw Furmera’Club did not meet Sat-fafarvia Brower; decorating committee
Eighth Street.
whs of small account.
OFFICE HOURS
___
____ tl_______
on aeconkt of the bad weather. c*thcart, Arthur Winter, Orrcn ’trect in opening a school of music, al
•urday
Yea, the comedies and tragedies,th<; 3 to 5.30 p.
7;3q to 9:30
Daining has returned to Grand Jci,apmtn.program committee,Z. Z. ready having several pupils under her
MISS
HELEN E PELGRIM
- Thomas
a certain weekly paper reads. I Lnidena, James Hoffman, James ^tuL- aupe'v’srion.A* a capable instructor, hopes and disappointments,of all thos?
Tuesday and Saturday
Teacher of PUao
years come to my mind after reading
she received her musical education
aveuligs only
Cits. Phone 1460
the
England Conservatory of Mu- your letter. It is life’s story over and fto Office Hours In tha morning or
Potta,
RestdnKe 197 West 12th St
over
again,
and
it
comes
back
to
me
Paul Visacher, Wm. Ten Haker ; ei >r- sio at B stnn, of which she is a graduwith all its variations, anH I agree on Sunday
tainment committee, V
''ururf, ate from the Piano Deartment, and
Christine Van Raalte,
' * t
the Michigan Conaervatoryat Detroit. with you that much has been aceomp
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
Dr.
scott
Etc'
llsbed considering the difflenlties that
UaMl Christmaaof 1916 she wa*
Elizabeth VanBnrke; ticket »,
nie
TYLER
VAN
LAND EG END, Dealer
had to be met and overcome.
memoer
of
the
Detroit
Institute
Dalman,
William
V$n
Putten;
>11
van Dam who owns a farm one
The box of sugar waa of great inter- in Wkidmlle, Gasoline Engines. Boon: 8 to IS a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
Musical Art. She then resigned to take
half mile west from master, Jay Marinus Dusker; mus:
est to me. That wa* one of the thi
Holland. MB
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cits. S| Eaat Eighth
no
initruction
at
her
Ninth
St.
Prof.
J.
B.
Nykerk;
ushers,
Fred
Stein)
J.
Van
Mine to George
wa
did
not
think
of
back
in
1081.
48
Want
8th
Stmt.
^.yu,
$7,000.
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Tfct Superior Foundry organized in I we have witnessed several dismal fall- tarea are retained but are adopted by
1115
under the management of Albert of some of our new industries. Wo our modern designer to oor present imdevelopmentand success. This is coo
.
Rwliove that these failures have had roved method of constructionnnd onr day or a hundred pairs of small
if w4^k*d'fom«iithat 1b the earlv tinned under the present management Knooihuisen ia now well established.
daya, what hopes we ahonld have boift of William H. W’ing and Arthur A
The ^myrlpHi JIumidifierA Ventilut I their advantages In that they tcught (eculiar present dav demands, with a where as a helper can make but a doaai
ing
g Compan.
Company under the muagement of local investors of moderatemeant that remit that much oreour modern high- small pairs or three or lour large ones.
up oa'tkeproipWt of a auftr factory. Yiascbsr.
He claims that it is next to impoesibU.
But Ik* Holland of today with iti harIn the establishment of the Holland Frank Kleinhekael and Chrlt Becker more discretionand good judgment priced furniture compares very favorbor, railroads, Maeatawa Park, eity, Fnrniture Company, a few year* after are manufacturinga humidifier whieh should be exercised ih the investiga- ably as to deaifra, constructionand for him to get the right kind of h*b»
manufacturers, banka, roller, and its that of the Ottawa Furniture Companv
beiqg used successfully already ia tions of propositionsfor the establish workmanshipwith articles made by the so he is usually compelledto do hte
peopla/— what a contrast with the time J. G. Van Putten was moat active. He many homes in this city and this com ment of local industries. We believe old masUri themselves, such as Hepple- work all alone. He finds a ready market for his entire out-pat, in fact he'
when we built the Aack Pabriek. It ia had been associatedwith Mr. Browning pany bid fair to attain great success. that a proof of this lesson having been white, Sheraton and Chippendale.
Not only has there been a marked is usually a thousandof pain behind
a wondarful history of «teady,.elow,but in the Ottawa Furniture Co. ana be
Time does not permit us to more well taught la shown in the large in
sure frowth from a f«w poverty-strick-came at once manager of the Hoilanl than mention other of our industries crease in the savings departmentsof change in the design of furniture but his orders.
eu people, who started in the woods, Furniture Cy. Associated with him for all of which are now operating and ad- our various local banks. We stated another change is noticed in the discon- The latest entry into the ranks of the
wither money or experience in such a many years was Albert Knooihuisen 'ding to the productiveness of our city: that all of our vacant factory build tinuance of certain woeda and the adop- industries which have honored themcountry.* »
and together they establishedthis com- Holland Busk Co., Michigan Tea husk Inga were now occupied. Two of these Hon of others as principalcabinet selves sa well •» their eity by usiaf..
The aaherv or potash factory referred pany on a prosperous and reliable foot- Co., Thompson Mfg. Co., Homfort Hot plants were filled during the ysar just woods. Ten years ago more oak, furni- the word “Holland” as a prefix tn
ten Co., Zeeland Ornamental Co., Hol- closed by the American Humidifier k ture was made than all other kinds put their name ii the Holland Aniline Dye
to ia throe letters wA of especialvalue ing.
to the marly Holland colony. Many of
A little before this time a great im- land Canning Co., Veterinary Specialty Ventilating Co. and the Veit Mfg. Co. together. Today oak is decidedly in Company. This institutionis now man*
the people Were very poor. The lands petus had been given to manufactur- Co., Holland Extension Ladder Co., Besides these, our list of manufactur- disfavor. A proof of Ihis is found in ufneturing two varietiesof dyes, Bln
were being cleared and the people had ing in Holland by the establishment of Home Furnace Ca, Viet Co., Brown- ing industries was increased by four the fact that oak lumber today, both mark Bnwrm and Bulpho Bistre. The
abaolotly nothing which was marketa- a direct boat line to Chicago. This wall Gas Engine Co., Peerless Mfg. Co., other firms all of which are housed in plain nnd quartered, is a drug on the1 output of the former is, or In a few
commodious buildings built for their market, while the prices of other lumber I days will be, an average of from 12 tn
ble eseept the ashes from the cleariag*. gave us at once quick, cheap and de Dunn Mfg. Co., Hardie Jewelry
These kahea were tted up in bundles pendable connection with the eommer Globe Cavring Works, Holland Pattern particularneeds. They are the Home are constantly increasing. Ten years IlfiOO peends daily. The Bulpho Biatrn
and mfcu and women trudged miles to cial center of the middle west. Histor- Works, Crystal Creamery, Btandard Furaace Co., The Buperior Foundry Co ago much furniture was made from I ii being produced in quantitiea of $6(9
carry them to the ashAr and exchange ically it is interestinfi; to note that Grocery Co., Holland City Gas Co., and Holland Extension Ladder Co., and ths white maple, especiallybird’s-eye ma- pounds daily. By February u, methyl
Holland Aniline Co., making aix large pie. Today there ia scarcelyany of It I violet will be made. There ii a very
them for money wiW which to buy the first steamboat sailing from Hol- Bnperior Ice Co.
groceries and supplies.
land was the A. C. Van Kaalte, which
Nor can we more than mention ths new industrieshaving been added dur- made. Circassian walnut became very large demand for this last named dyn
The flnt steam saw mill was built in in 1867 connected Holland with Saug aame of Frans Franken,that most re ing the past year. During the same popular as a cabinet wood about five at the preient time. Methyeleneblur
1850 kg D. D. Vandersluls, the father stuck, South Haven and 8t. Joseph, and cent and romantie figure in tke indus- period we have lost none, whieh shown years ago. Today it is entirely dii-lwillalso be producedwithin the spaen
of Mayor John Vandersluis and Mrs. later ran direct to Chicago. The line trial life of our city, who has assumed a very health growth. But our growth carded. During the last decade mahog- lof ten daya or two weeks. The Aniliao
Arend Visscher, the site being at tbs was discontinued after the fire of 1871. management of the Holland Aniline has not been as much in the number of any has been becoming more and more Company now employes about forty
may I men regularly who work in three shifts
head of the lake near where the Ottawa In 1890 the Mabel Bradshaw was run Co. and just completed building the new industries as in the increase of popular until today
be called the King of all cabinet woods, lof 8 hours each.
Furniture Co. now standi.
ning between Chicago and Holland. In new dye works on the North shore of business done by our older ones.
The gathering of statistical informs American walnut which was generals I While we have many other industrlet
Associated with the .early settlement J892 the Holland k Chicago Transporta our lake.
tion concerning our older industriesha* supposed to be very scarce has recently| whose products are interesting and
of this locality was the Phoenix Plan- lion Co. was organized and the City of
On account of Holland’sindustries
ing mills. This industry was founded Holland and a smaller boat
b<
made daily would not be iomplete without +men been a very difficulttask. Wc knowNof come to the front with the result that worthy, of special mention time prein I'lfiO. At that time) as may be trips to Chicago. This boat line was Honing the names of our citizenswho no available figures of special interest almost all manufacturershave man; vents a discussion of more of them.
We have attempted to give a glimpao
easily ’imagined, the capacity of the owned and operated by Holland men are standing behind them and assisting that were compiled during the past, so American Walnut suites in their lino
mill was very limited)and the sale of among whom Mr. William H. Beach, C in their organization and development. wo wore obliged to collect these figures with apparently no danger of exhaust of what Holland ia at present Industrially.Our further growth can and
ing the supply of this lumber.
its products confined to this immedlste J. De Boo and William J. Garrod. Al
Mr. Arend Visscher, George E. Kollen, ourselves. We addressed letters to the
Besides the cji$nges mentioned a should bo more rapid than that of the
managers of our various leading manu
vielnJlY.- The mill was later greatly though the line never showed anv and Gerrit J. Diekcma.
enlartpd bjr its owner, Messrs. Bcott k profits, these men rontinued to devott
Much of tho present industrialactiv- factoring industriesasking for the total third radical change in the furnitur* past. It will, however, depend quite
rgely upon the progressiveand alHchuSVman. The mill was appropriate- much time and energy to developing ity of our town is due to the energy of their annual out put, the annual pay industry is found in the fact that then
nil tie spirit, the instincHve love af
ly named “Phoenix’*for twice it arose the line for the best Interests or the expended in securing new industries roll and the average number of men em- have been so many changes made U) truistic
from tke ashes, first in 1871 after the city. In 1895 the steamer Boo City by the officers of our Board of Trade, ployed during the year just closed, and the finishes.In tho oak, differentflm, our native town and tho good sound
great Are of Holland, and later in 1892 was purchased and in 1900 the contract August H. Landwehr, Mayor John also for the same information for the ishes have had their periods of popn business judgment of our younger men,
when' it again burned. The she of was let for the building of the steamer Vandersluis, Dick Boter, and our new year 1911 in order that we might make larity. The Antique finishe gave way as the younger men of today will pri-this mill is now oecapled by our post- Puritan. Before this boat was com- president of the board of trade, Frank a comparisonbetween the beginning to the Golden Oak polish, which In turn raarily have to guide the destiniehof
and end of a five-year period. We was superseded by Early English ot our growing commonwealth. We have
office building and the ffiisinessthrough nleted the local company sold out its White.
several changes of ownership is now intereststo the Graham
Mortoo
The banka of our citv have had an were more than gratifiedto ha:c rc the Mission finish.’ After this the pub been fortunate in the examples that
lie wanted the Fumed finish which if have been left us bv the btoad Visioned
merged in Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
Transporation Co., who has continue! important influenceon the development reived so many courteous repli1*;
Chief among the early industries of most successfully to operate the line of our industries. The first bank in these requests. Of course, wc hardly •till auite popular, but its predomiu founders of this colony and the nubileHoliaad was the Tannery, whose found- to Chicago. Many new boats have been Holland was established in 1871 by expected nor received the information ance is hotly contested by the Jaco spirited leaders that have fwlowefil
ation was laid in 1857, when, with but added, chief among which is the pah Nathan Kenyon. A few years later h asked for from all. But we received bean, Butler and other finishes. For tnom. We often think of th* farMahogany*, the Adam or Antique finish sightedness of old Dr. Van’Raalte ia
meager capital though possessed of a tial City of Grand Bapids.
waa sold to Jacob Van Putten, sr. who enough to warrant us in making the
wealth of experience,pluck and energy,
About the same time that the furni- conducted It as a private enterpriseun following conservative estimate of the whieh is a mellow blackish brown col laying out the down that was still td
two ysong men, Isaac Cappon and John ture companies were being organized til 1890 when it was incorporatedas the total value of goods manufactureddur or haa displaced tho old popular dark be in the way that he did at a heavy
sacrifice to his personal resources.A \
Bertsah • embarked in the business of the plant of C. L. King4 L Co. was Holland City Btgte Bank. The First ing the past year by our local manu red color. Enameled furnitureand th
tanning hides and skins. To trace the built. .This company was in operation Btate Bank was incorporated in 1889. facturers for consumption and sale higUy decorated furniture is today a* large college campus, our beautiful
CentennialPark and our broad and ’
early struggles and experiences of the for many years employingas many as tad the Peoples State Bank in 1906. At principally outside of aur city, viz. $10,- the height of its popularity.
The Holland Shoe Company is an in straight streets all testify to the fttt«
sturdy founders of this industry would two hundred people in the manufacture the head of these banks are Gerrit J 393,000.While this figure is intercut
he bpt to recount that of most success of veneers, butter plates,baskets and Diekema of the First Btate Bank; Wm. ing it in itself proves nothing as to duatry that wo hear but little about that he dreamed of a far greater Holyet it-is the largestand most beneficial land than he ever expected to see. For
ful men, who, commencing at the bot- fruit packages.
H. Beach of the Holland City State our growth. We therefore took the figtom cf the financial or. commercialladShortly following this came the Buss Bank and Arend Visscher of the Peo ures of nine of Ar largest industries of all our local institutionsin regard progress today we need a larger proporwhose managers Vl complied with our to number of employesand the amount tion of men like him that are ensbood!
der hgrai by dint of unwearying patience Machine Works, which are still operat- pies State Bank.
of the payroll. Its factory building'- with a love of our city and a willimrendomitableperseverance, and natural ing successfullyunder the management
As we review the past, much certain request in detail and made comparisons
buslapas sagacity,^ succeeded in sur- of W. R. Buss) assistedby M. E. Dick. ly has been accomplishedbut there between the totals of their business are models for lighting arraugemen; ncss to devote time and monev to do
mounting all obstacles,and finally atThe Bay View Furniture Co. was ad remains much that can bo done if Hoi done five years ago and that done last sanitation and neatness, both within real thinxs for our town. NVe have
taining the summit of success. When ded making the fourth furniture fac- land is to grow and keep pace with oth year, and found that there had been and without. They are equippedwith many such men today, but they are too
in 1875 the growth of this industry had tory. Henry Pelgrim, sr., and Henry er rival industrialtowns of our state. an increase of $2,172,000or 84 per cent the most modern machinery. The com much in the minority. We believe j»m
reached such proportions as to render Pelgrim, jr., have active management of Enthusiasm is as important to a town over the business they did five years pany has a capacity of from two t"* practicaland good way to foster thia
ago. In making a comparison between three thousand pairs of shoes daily and spirit is to do as we have recentlybeen
the hhndling of the business difficult this company.
as wealth. We must believe in Holland
under old conditions,a stock company
In 1898 the Holland Sugar Co. was and everything about Holland and not the payrolls of those same years we an annual out put of far in excess of o trying to do, namely in enlarging the
was formed and the institutionbecame organized and the factory was built keep it to ourselves but talk Holland, found an increase of $278,000 or 41 million dollars. Bhocs of the best membership of our local Chamber of
known al the Cappon k Bertsch Leath and ready for operation for the fall and merging private ambition in the per cent. Besides this wc found that grades and workmanship are munufac Commerce. If this body accomplishea
er Ootapany.
campaignof 1899. Charles M. McLean, public good, unitedly continue to work these same plants were today employ- tured exclusively for men and boys nothing more during tho coming yeai
ing 375 more hands than they were five Great credit is due the able managi than creating amongat its many memThe wisdom of this step was soon was the second superintendent of our for a larger and better Holland.
years ago, showing an increase of 35 ment of this large institutionfor tht bers an enthusiasticlove for our eity,
apparent. Business relationswere ex- schools to give up that work to beo
per cent. These figures,we believe way it has developedfrom a modest its mission will have been accomplished
tended, a notable increase in produc- come actively interested in manufacshow a very healthy growth of the nine beginning some year* ago. Much of it* but we believe it will do muck) mere
tion followed, and the company became turing and has continued as manager of FACTORIES GIVE
firms taken as examples. We believe success is due to the fact that thia fir.i than that. In order to accomplish-still
the largest and most successfulleather the Sugar Company from that day to
ITS
it would be fair to take the figures as has always paid its employees very Hb
more it should soon have a capable paid
manufacturersin Michigan. The com- this. Additional factories have been
given as average ones for the other eral wages, thus being able to obtain secretary who could devote his entire
pany was ably managed by Isaac Cap- built at St. Louis, Michigan and Detime to the manv problems that an or
pon and John Bertsch, and after Mr. catur, Indiana, and the Holland-St. CITY CAN BE MADE INDUSTRIAL manufacturingindustriesas the firms such desirablehelp.
chosen for the comparison were not takr&ppoa’f death in 1902, then passed Louis Sugsr Co. is now one of the moat
Special interestsurrounds the almost ganization of this kind should take up.
CENTER OF STATE. SAYS
en because of their apparent growth, phenomenalgrowth of tho Holland FurAnother step forward that shoald be
into 4ha-«qaallyefficient management prosperous Institutionsin the eity.
A. VISSCHER
but because of the.fact ttyit their figur- nace Company, which company wa» taken in wrder to assist our present
of his sons John J. Cappon and A. L.
The shoe factory built by Guthm&c,
es were available.’It must be wmem- started in our eity about twelve yearr manufacturers and In order to havu m
Cappon. In 1909 the factory was sold Marpenter and Telling, was later orto the Armour Company of Chicago. ganized as tb£ Holland Shoe Co? Dur- Right People, Right Spirit, and Right bered in this connection that there ago. A happy combinationof an ex better argument to meet other manuwere several factoriesstarting during cellentproduct, an exceptionallycapa- facturers that are contemplating marLarn additions have since been made ing the years it has operated successPlace Make Successful Town;
the period whose out puts would add ble management and an efficient and ine here, would be the procuring of anby the erectionof new sole leather and fully, it has many times doubled its caEntire Paper Given
greatly to the increase of the percent- well equipped factory baa resultedin a other railroad to enter our city and
pigsidi departmentson the north side pacity. Not the least of the things for
age figures given above.
of tke lake, and the Cappon and Bertsch which Holland is indebted to it, is its
development that has been surpassed the improvementof the present servkeAnother proof of our growth during by but few manufacturinginstitutions on the Pore MarquetteR. R. It is not
Leatker Co. continues in regard to val- bringing to the society of our town,
The present condition of Holland’s the past five years can be found in the
ue #( investmentin plant and eqpip Mr. and Mrs. John Telling, Mr. and
in the state during the same period, iu necessary here to enter into n dissuameat, number of men employed, and Mrs. Frederick Tilt and Mr. and Mrs. factorieswas described by Arthur Vis- fact that our local banks all show such fact there are but very few furnace sion of the inconveniences that masKnvalue of manufacturedproducts, to be August Heuer.
srher to the Century Club as follows:-— marked increases in their financialre factorys in the country today that can facurers are now submitting to, da* to*ports. It is true that this is not alone
Holkahd's leading manufacturingindusIn 1899 the Heinz* Co. built their It has been said that three things the result of our industrialprosperity boast of a larger business than the Hoi the fact that we have but the oasstry. Associated in the management oj factory in Holland. They have since
steam road and ttfnt railroad having a<
make a city: The right place, the right but we claim this is the fundamental land Furnace Company. In a few
the company at present are Jerry Laep
years we expect to see this company hard time to make both ends meet. We
added addition 'after additionuntil Veople and the right spirit. One hardcause of the following showing. In with its unique plan of installation sur wish to cast no reflection on either its*
pie, manager of the South Side tannery
now the Holland factory is in size next
Jokn J. Good, manager of the North to the main Heinz Co. plant in. Pitts- ly knows which is the most essential. 1911 our three local banks reported to pass all competitors. Wc prophesy local agent or bis assistants, as w
we conSide tannery,B. M. Bosworth, office burg. The Heinz Co. has been called Either two without the third is like a the state aggrigate resourcesof $3,164, that the neW plant now being built in sidcr them a very capable and court278. The last reports made in 1916 Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is but the first of I ecus force, but wc believethat the facts
manager and Simon L. Henkle, manager the mortgage lifter of the farms in this
building without a foundation. These showed an increase of $802,578 oi
of the pig-skin tannery.
many such plants that will some dav as stated will be verifiedby most: of
vicinitv and in this way has been of
three things have made our city what 25.3% advance. A more marked ad make “Warm Friends.”
Ia 1872 the City Mills was built and
our larger manufacturers.
great benefit to the town.
vance is noted In the fact that the
for many years was a land mark op
We would alio recommendanother
About this game time the Western it is,-— picturesque,progressiveand
Another of our factories needs speEast Eighth street. These mills were Machine Tool Works moved here from prosperous,—and they will yet make it saving departmentsin our local banks cial mention. This company does more move that would aaaist us to gr»w mors
have shown such great increases. Five
destroyed by fire in 1897. The site
Grand Rapids. Nieodemus Bosch, be
to advertise our city, tho country over rapidly industrially,viz., to pass annow occupied by the Van Eyck-Weurd sides successfullyoperating this plant, a city of National renown, possibly not years ago our three banks had in their than mt other iocni inatlVutlo.:
l>»nd Uau. U'«rt„ to obtain adbecause of its great size, but because savings departments practically$1,753,
ing Milling Company.
the possible exception ot tho Chas. P. ditional funds whereby wo could inhas served the city as mayor and as
Ia 1878 William H. Beach started the sociated himself with many public spir- of its beauties,its contented and hap 000. In last December they reported Limbert Co., which company does con- duce other manufacturing institutions
a figure which was practically$441,000
hay and grain business,which laler was ited enterprises.
py inhabitants and because of its mansiderable national advertising. The in- to come amongst us. Our bopui comhigher than tho former showing an in
organized as the Beach Milling Co. A*
dustry we now refer to is the Do Free mittecs in tho past havo acted cauHom
Poole Bros., railroadprinters, built :t ufactured products.
crease in this department alone of over
a citizen, Mr. Beach has been one
Chemical
Co. This company started ly and prudently and havo accomplished
branch factory here, the inducementbe . Possibly one of the most strikingtea 25% even after the Christmasmoney
the most enterprisingand pubTic-epirit
work
oniy
eleven yean ago in two much. Wo heartily approve of their
ing the fact that George A. Foole had tures, barring the beauties of our re had been distributed.
<*d men in Holland, and has always been
small
rooms
over a down town drug plan that has been so successfullyaphis summer home on our
sorts and harbor, that impress visitor*
In consideration of our products and store. It then manufacturedFormalde- plied in the oast of retaining the titlr
found in the lead in any movement cal
In 1906 the Bush k Lane Piano Co. to our citv is the generally neat and their markets, we will first mention
the
culated to promote the welfare of the
hyde Fumlgators exclusively. Today it to any new factory property until th*
located here, moving their factory from Uell maintained condition of the homes
furniture,as this is our leading indus- occupies some of the most modern an! company occupying such propertyha*
community. He has associated himself
Chicago. The large .industryhas aided on the so-called back streets of our citv. try, both as to the number of factories
paid out in payroll a sufficient
ffleient sum,
with many other industrieswhich have
very materially in the growth of our These homes ar« largely occupied and and the amount of business done. We commodiousfactory and laboratory specifiedin advance, ‘ justifying thr.
eiace developedand to his active and
buildings
of
any
in
the
state.
Its line
city. The location of the factory has Lwned bv the factory workers. This is kave six large factoriesmanufacturing
progressive lead, much of the present
is now expanded so that it embrace.* payment of the bonus. But great caulargely developed the south eastern L condition that- is quite different from
furniture,as well as one manufacturingpracticallyall tho drugs, toilet articles tion should be exercised in order not to
.prosperityof the cijy is unquestiona
part of town. The active management that of manv cities where hundreds of
get our city too heavily burdened with
pianos. We will list them in the order
bly due.
of the company is in the hands of fami]ie8 are herded together in tene of the volume of their business,C. P. and accessoriesthat are handled in a cither bonus bonds or any other indebtIn 1879 a tnb and pail factory was
modAn
drug
store.
It. is no uncommo-i
Walter Lane, William H. Beach, Frank mpnt8> 0r which in unsightly districts. Limbert, West Michigan, Ottawa, Holstarted by J. and A. Van Putten and
thing to see full page advertisements edness, because a low tax rate ia on*
T Congleton and Chester L.
This is due partly to the charactcrland, Bay View and Thompson Manu- in such papers as tho Saturday Evening of tho strongest inducementsthat can
operated successfully for many years.
Bhortly after this our fifth furniture i>tic thrift of onr ^dominatingDutch
facturing Company.
In 1882 the Walsh-De Boo mill was
Post, Literary Digest, and others, ex be mentioned to a prospective manucompany, Charles P. Limbert k ’’o., Iraec, but more largely to the fact that*
•built on North River street by Ileber
A wonderfulchange has taken place plaining the merits of the various facturer. Other growing cities are ofmoved here from Grand Rapids Large our factories have given steady employ
fering actual inducements along thia
Walsh and C. J. De Boo and G. T. Huizadditions have been added to the orig ment and every encouragementto their in the nature of tho furniture manu- “San Tox” products. A <’>08e observer
inga. This was operated as a co-parof
the
advs.
will never fail to find the line of bonuses and wo should not ha
factored
in
our
different
factories
durInal building and the Limbert com- |emp]0yPe8 We believe that we arc not
ternorship,until 1887 when the Walsh pany is now the largest furniture
ing the past ten years. The writer ha* name of Holland,Michigan on them found without funds when the riguV.’
thp facts when‘ we ascri,,
opportunity arises.
De Boo Milling Co. was organized.This
pany in tho citv. The management '* thin condition to our factories, because had occasion to watch this development
In order that our present industries
mill has not been operated since 1905.
The
Holland
Husk
Company
also
during
this
period.
In
1906
the
out
put
in the hands of Charles P. Limbert and H0Uand is primarily an industrialconmay
continueto grow it is necessary
Western Michigan is nationally W. Shaw, both of them reside in Grand’
of most of our factories, consisted Df helps to keep Holland on the man. Rc
ter. Many cities become great because
knowmas the home of the furniture in
heavy sideboards, buffetsand chamber ccntly when the writer was in Milwau for all connected with them to pay spedf the support received from their surdustry. The manufactureof furniture
pieces which were covered with a gaudy kee, Wis., he was surprised to notice cial attention to tho improvementsand
in Holland had had its inception iu the
there, a largo ElectricSign about forty changes that are constantly being made
factory built by R. Werkman on River
.
i
many of which were nothing more than feet long advising all passersby to in the machineryand methoda of manuas an adjunct to the furniture indux of our city, as the farming country to
facturing. Manufacturers today aro
street, now incorporated by the Ottawa
molded clay. Other features of the “Eat Holland Rosks.”
jthe North and West is deplorably poor,
Furniture Co. In 1889 when the West
We referredabove to the ramarkahle facing a critical proposition in thw
furniture of those years were the de
In 1906 Con De Free first started to with tho possibleexception of a certain
Michigan FurnitureCompany was ormand for large mirrors, the general pre- growth of the Holland Shoe Co., that constantly increasing cost of material*
ganized, Geo. P. Hummif, who up to manufactureformaldehyde.This story farm owned by our good friends Dreg- dominance of band sawed curves and company is not, however, the only shoe and labor, and a keener competition.In
that time had been superintendent ot of the rise and developmentof the D-* man and Nykerk. To the South anil the high and heavy construction.
manufacturing industry in our city. Al- some lines manufacturerscan merely
schools in Holland, took up the active Pre Chemical Company reads like a East we find better soil, but this terri
How
differentis the product of to though the fact is not commonly known add these increased costs to the KeTlingj
management of this company and to dream. Con De Free, assisted by tory is closelysprinkled with small vil day! The clumsy, unsightly sideboards there is another factory on East Seven price of their finishedproduct, but ia.
him is due the rapid developmentand his brothers, James De Free, Robert De lages and cities that draw heavily on of a decade ago have been replace 1 teenth street and Columbia Avenue, other lines this is not possible,conse. growth of this institution.Associated Free, and Jacob De Free soon succeed- the farmers’ trade, which would under with buffets of artistic merit. Instead where a hundred pairs of shoes are quently these increases must be offset
with him in the managementof the ed in capturing the entire fumigate: ordinary circumstances come to ns, of the gaudy bureau of that time, we turned out in a single day. Mr. De by more efficient methods of manufaccompany for many years were Frei business of this country. In 1913 they hence our claim that we are what wc find today a dresser with a distinctive Witt is manager of this establishment turing.
Possibly an even more important.
Metz and Frank W. Hadden. It is in started the manufacture of the Ban- are principallybecause of our home in charm. Formerly it was not commonly as well as its superintendent and chief
terestingto note that'the site whefeon Tox line of druggists’ specialtiesand Idustries.
laborer. The shoes he turns out would condition that must be taken care of as:
In "order to de.l with this com, re- ;on*id'r'J."T’fS'" ,‘i”
the factory is built was formerly oceu their efforts here are being equally sue
*i ' -i ious pieces of furniture for a single possibly not ne quite as comfortable to present,is that of erecting more mod*
* hensive subject in the short time al
pied by the Plugger Mills, whieh in the
room to match one another. All this' most of us as those made by our other erate priced and modern homes. This
In 1906 the Holland Furnace Com loted us, we thought it well to touch
early days of the Holland settlement
has now changed. This is particularly Holland factory, but Mr. De Witt in is a condition that has arisen but rc- were operated by Mrs. Hummer’s father pany, was organized under the manage upon the following.three phases. First, true of the dining room, as matched sists that he ran find no other sboM ccntly, but it is a critical one today.
ment of Guy C. Bowman and John P. a few statistics pertaining to the devel
A. Plugger.
chamber suites have been in vogue for that are as satisfactoryas the ones lr. Our local contractors seem to be a
The furniture manufacturingin Hol- Kolia, and August H. Landwehr. A opment of our industrialgrowth. Next many years in the better homes. To- makes and wears, namely wooden ones little slow in realizingthat ak actual
land grew rapidly during following first class hot air furnace was manufac- an explanation of a fey of our local day it is an almost unheard of thing A visit to his quaint little shop would change has taken place from what ex
years by the erection of other factories tured and sold to the plumbing and products and their markq^s, and, finally for people to furnish either a chamber well repay any one of us as Mr. De isted a few years ago when vacant
and bas been, taken all together, Hol- heating trade. It was not until th*’ our ideas as to what is needed to make or a dining room with anythingbut a Witt is as interestingns is his process houses were so plentiful, hence our
land’s foremost industry.In April of ideas of startingbranch agencies in the us the industrial metropolis of West- matched suite, and at present complete of cutting out his shoes. He will tell Chamber of Commerce should agitate
1891 the Ottawa FurnitureCompanv various towns of the middle-west was Urn Michigan.
matched living room suites are becom- you how the shoes are made from bass- this matter and do everything possible
came iato existance. Altho the busi- conceivedand installingthe/ furnaces We believe that Holland is at the ing vefy popular. Another difference wood logs whieh he buys from farmers to encourage tbfc buildipgof these
esent time at the highest jffiint yet
small but modern homes. Vf\
ness of manufacturingfurniture had by representativesof the company io
is the fact that almost all the better in the surrounding vicinityand how he
We believe that the tlmb is not fa*
been carried therein tn a comparative- a thoroughly efficient manner that the reached of its industrialprosperity. ' It furniture today ia made in accordance saws the logs up with a cross-outsaw
ly amall way for some time prior, it real developmentof the furnace com- was recently stated at a Chamber of with some old period style. By periol operated by a motor according to bis distant when Holland will bo beyond
was not until this coperation was form- pany was brought about. In Oct. Commerce meeting that the last vacant furniture we do not refer to exact re own ingenious plan. Ho then bores the 20,000 mark in population. Po<sied that it assumed any degree of sta- 1910, August H. Landwehr assummed I factory building waa then filled when productions of antiques of past Centura them out by a machine, but the rest of bly we may reach this point before ouer
nal census. It depends much
bility* and prominence. The manage- the management of the company and to | the Veit Mfg. Co. was induced to come ies, but to furniture that is designed the work is done by hand tools which next national
to our eity from Grand Rapids. This is
t of the company was assumed by him is due in great part its rapid sue- 1<
along lines that incorporate the pr»Goarge W. Browning, and the history of cess. The company is now the largest a condition that has not existed for vailing characteristicof some partic
installeri of furnaces in the world.
tome yean back, during which time
ular period. These main idfas o{ fea- so proficientin the handling of these Holland
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News

Japfmiga and Foest, the Hollaed cue El
Electricity ia the only agent which
wnoVere to play in Grand HV will thaw frozen water. pipes* without
ven ifriday
Friday night, did not arrive in digg
digging them up, aayi the Electrical
the county acat- until 6 a. m. Saturday. Experimenter.With the action of elecThey wiH try it again next Wednesdaytricitythe pipe can be easily thawed
in a short time, the passage of current
night.

Fifty per cent of Holland poatU emD?. Musselman of Chicago, who >hai
ployes ore prominently connected with >wu the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John
church activities.The officeholders in- Boons for i tew days, haa returnsd to
clude an elder, four deifoiie,a Sunday Chicago.
school superintendent, two tec ret arise
Chris Koroas, proprietor ot the Palof Sunday schools,a president of the ace Billiard hall, left Saturday night
through the pipe heating it sufficiently Christian Endeavor aoclety, a president for a short visit with relitlveiia ChiMr. H. M. Bremer, Field Secretary ot to melt the ice.
and secretary of men’s adult Bible aao.
The American PlaygroundAsaociation,
classes, three choir members and several
Miss Jessie Clark of Ann Arbor, a
addressed Hope College StudentsdurThe Stgr of Bethlehem, 0. E. 8. No. Sunday school teachers. * One men
former Junior High school teacher, la
ing chapel hour Monday morning on 40, held their regular meeting Thursday of the force occasionally preachesa visitingfriends in this city.
playground methods and the value of evening in Masonic hall. A veiy large sermon in a village church.
HI J. Pruim of Zeeland left Monday
he work.
attendance is reported,their being nearfor i visit of several weeks in Miami,
The teachers who arV Interested In
—
ly 45 present. Plans were made regard*
Washington: Henry JVird, manufac- jng the Valentine partv and dance to be the family wish thru the Sentinel, to
Miss Helen De Pree was
Grand
turer and pacificist, announced here given Feb. 13 in Odd bellow hall. Thi* thank the parents and ehildren, who Rapids visiterMehda^j >v
today that in the event of war he will be by invitationand all attending have given food and clot)iH)E for Mrs.
Mre. P. T. McCarthy of. Jenison Park
Sturgeon and children. This family, is visitingfriends in Chicago.
would place his factory at the disposal are guaranteed a good time.
who is in great poverty, live" at 179
of the governmentand operate it withWill Vander Ven, Manager of the,
Ant
I .Work will very shortly be begun by Columbiaavenue. Mrs. Sturgeon would Holland Canning Co., left Monday for
like
work
by
the
day
in
any
part
ol
.
u 'ik* Pere Marquetterailway on the HoiCleveland, Ohio, where he will attend
l
land-Pentwater br.ach from Pcntw.ter the city. Their greateit need at pres- the National Canners Conventionfor a
“ [he All0B»n C„cu.t
,hil ci,
of , ,)0 0UIlJ ent is a kitchen atove with oven. Any week.
n Ffb'uarv ,re Ben tieok.^rd of|r,u thll Ui-inr raij „‘kll,gtherp|aof, help toward this will be greatljlap- Hub Boone left Friday for Howe, Ind.
Uk.'own, Henry Booikool of Oven.el |o{
Tho ‘en0: preciated. Information concerning the
to visit George Pardee, who ia attending
Robe Demptler of Stug.tuok and E,l
,/b()lh
e
lud family can be obtained at Ml W..15th
passenger
the Howe Military Academy.
Brandt of Fillmore.
freight traffic on this line is the reason street, Citx. Phone No, 1649.
O. W. Kooyera has returned home
.

artists
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' Mr. and Mra. Lae Catfmthfi

Tb*t»*rV.41.-

evening oaUftainod | dozen of -their
friends at theit home on West Eighth
street
There will be i hard -time party given

by the Royal Neighbors of Amotiei
this evening in the Woodman halt
Prises will be given

The Century Club

met it

tho

home of Mr. and Mm J. J. Cappon on
Monday evening instead of it tne homo
of Mr. 0. M. McLean.
Tha Mvstery uub met Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lane ou State
- •
Marriage license* weae issued to Helbort Oelen and Minnie Bonwkamp, Helland and Frank May, CoOpersville and
May E. Cramer, Clinton county, Mieh.
James A. Brouwer Friday evening entertainedhis Sunday school claaa of the
Central Avenue Chriatian Reformed
church at hia residence on East Ninth

street.

.

v

‘

Street. &

Gerrit Du ^fexnf^Se ftrm of DnMas
Bros. Friday evening entertained tkl
from Laming.
Several local furniture dealers were
Henry Van Ark, Frank Van Ark and
Mr*. G. A. Stegeman left for De- lady clerks of the atere at his homo
““O—
atending the MichiganFurniture Retail
J. E. DekJcer of tho Van Ark Furniture
While
Benton
Harbor
milk
dealers
troit to visit her parents Mr. and Mrs. at Central Park. There were 10
Arguments in tho Weiho Macatavu Co. left yesterday noon to attend the
convention held in Grand Rappresent who apent a very pleasant eveand producershave been sparing beJohn Bpsby.
suit started in circuit court Monday.
ids on Wednesday and Thursday of
afternoon session of the Retail Furnining.
tween
each other to boost the price of
Mra.
B.
Stooit
ia
spending
a
few
— :o:—
this week. It is estimated that more
utre Dealers' Conventionand the banmilk
locally,
the
eity
health
authorities
day!
with
her
sister
Mrs.
T.
Terpstra
Mrs. Anna Lokker, formerly a real*
ICiaf Lillian Price has accented a po- quest at 7 o’colek. Will Lokker and
than 2,000 retailorsare there. The
East Saugatuck.
dent of this cjty, became the bride of
ition with the Bell Telephone Co. in Milo De Vries also attendedthe con- have stepped in and imposed stricter big event of the meeting was a
health requirements of both the dealers
Lloyd Goodrich, superintendent of the Rev. Thomas Young in Denver, acthis eity.
vention.
banquet February7. The enactment of
and farmers to offset the probable price
schools of Allegan County, wan in the cording to word received here. They
— :o:—
legislationcurbing illegitimate sets
citv Friday.
A. Bennett, aged 82, a nursery sales
will make their future home in North
Earl Kardux, who was operated upon increase, which is imminent.
of retailers will be consideftd and honman wall known around here, is dea- recently at Edgewater hospital for apMrs. J. A. Vander Veen was a Grand Platte, Nebraska.
Rev. Thomas Young of Denver was esty in advertising and a closer rela- Rapida visitorFriday.
lt Douglas.
Mr. and Mra. C. W. Dornboa of 350
pendicitis, haa been removed from the
highly honored, in Monday's Sentinel. tionship between manuracturerand re— :o:—
Melgert Van Regenmorterand daugh- Pino Avenue, entertained the Central
hospital to his home. Ho is able to
He was given credit for being the tailer will be advocated.
Six horses hitched to the street sera
ter Mary have left for riorida to spend Avenue orcheetra of 21 pieces with J.
meet his friends at the home of his parper, are taking the snow from Eight)
eroom of tho union in which Mrs. Anm
the winter.
Van Vyven, leader, at a luncheon at
ents in Beechwood.
The
De
Pree
Indoor
baseball
team
Street and Biver avenue.
Lokker formerly of this city, was the
Peter Van Regenmorter,lighthouse their home Thursday night The boya
bride. Instead, he was the reverend was royally banquetedand entertained keeper at Macatawa ia spending the
all report an excellenttime.
The annnal congregational meeting chosen to tie the knot. Mrs. Lokker Tuesday evening at the home of Mr.
Thomas Wareham, of Holland, is serwinter months at the Soldiers’home.
of the Fourteenth Street Christian Re
The Star of Bethlehem, Ol E. 8., will
aqd
Mrs.
Con
De
Pree.
Assisted
by
is now Mrs. J. C. Baker. They will
iously ill at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. H. M. Otto of Chicago is visitformed church was held Wednesday live in North Platte,Neb.
give a Valentine Party in Odd Fellow»f
Miss Helene and Mrs. Jacob De Prei,
Mrs. laaae Scott.— G. H. Tribune.
ing Mrs. Frank Aye at 13 West Seventh
evening. A musical program was given
Hall on Central Avenue on Tuesday evethe spread was laid for fifteen. The
street.
and
a
social
time
followed.
ning, Feb. 13. Muaie will be furnished
host
told
many
of
his
interesting
base
John Lagestee of Denver, Colo, writes
Pria. C. E. Drew of the high school
Mrs. Ed Streur was in Detroit Thur*
by Lacey’s orchestra. Grand March
to his parents in this city that even ball experiences as manager. As the
ia eoiflned to his home, 330 Maplt
President Ame Vennema was one of Denver could not escape the cold wave party were leaving nine rahs were giv dav to visit her son Alyn Streur.
starta promptly at 9 o’clock.
Avenue, with an attack of quincy.
Miss
Levina
Cappon
was
a
Grand
the sneakers with Dr. Chamberlainat that ia sweeping the country, the tem- en for De Pree’s some of the members
Mrs. A. Lagestee was very pleasaatly
Rapids
visitor
Friday.
The coal shortage iu Charlotte has the Grace Episcopal church parish perature there having been 27 below being too full for utterance.
•Miss Myrtle Beach was a Grand Rap- surprised bv a party of frienda at hsr
house
in
Grand
Rapids
whore
a
gatherbecome so serious that the city has
with the temperaturemark still at
home at 142 West 15th street Fridar
Hope College debaters are making ids visitor Friday.
been burning sawdust for fuel at the ing of 250 men held a banquet.
zero the next day at noon. Not so bad
Attorney
Arthur
Van
Duren
was
in afternoon, the occasion being her 56th
water works.
for the city known as “the summer re- preparations for the annual triangular
birthday. Refreshments were served
Russel Zalsman Thursday afternoon
— to:—
debating leagues with Michigan col- Grand Rapids on law business Friday. and a fine time was enjoyed by al)
sort in winter," is itf
F.
C.
Hall
of
Grand
Rapida
was
in
injured
his
left
hand
in
a
rip
saw
at
the
Practically indeitruetiblesteel shipleges. Hope is a member of two leaguer
— :o:—
those present. Mrs. Lagestee was the
ping eases have been invented that West MichiganFurniture factory. TV
John Bird of Snugatuck, well known one with Alma and Olivet and the oth the city Friday.
Carl Staplekamp left Friday morn- recipient of aeveral pretty as well a$i
eta be folded flat when empty and ua first finger was amputated at the first among the young folks of Holland, has er with Kalamazoo and Hillsdale. Nine
useful gifts.
joint and the other fingers were crushed. joined the 8th division, 1st Battalion of of the twelve debaters have been pick- ing to take up his studies at the Iowa
ed indefinitely.
Mrs. A. H. Landwehr and Mrs. Oscar
Agricultural College at Ames. He was
the Michigan Federal Naval Reserves ed from the three literary societies,
The Michigan Bowling Congress at
Fishermen are making some good and is now training. During the sum- the other three to be chosen in the next escorted to the train by over a hundred P. Nystrom entertained with a dinner
Grand Bapids, March 3-25 inclusive,
catches of speckled bass and perch at •mer vacation he will cruise the lakes intersocietydebate. The candidates of bis Hopeite friends Friday morning. party at the Pantiindfollowedbv I
Mrs. C. Hacklander, Mrs. C. Eilander theater party at Pesrera Wednesday.
ia expected, will be attended by 3,000
creek. One fishermanreported on the Isle de Lezon, aSk of the boats selectedare Paul Stegeman,Walter A
to 4,000 devotees of the game from all that he caught a speckledbass last Admiral Dewey chpturedwH Manila Bay. fjcholten, Cornelias Wierenga,G. Mar daughterand son, H. J. Laarman and As their gueats there ’were present,
over the world.
Wednesday measuring 13% inches in This gun boat makes Holland harbor vln Brouwer, Bernie Mulder, Jay daughterGrace and Mrs. J. Laarman John Bosman, Mm Oharies H. McBride,
— :o:—
were guests of relatives in the city Mrs. W. J. Olive and Mra. John P.
length and weighing one pound and sev- every summer for a few weeks.
Flipse, Eldred Kruiaenga, W. Gumser
Isaac Kouw ft Co. have bought from en ounces.
Thursday.
Kolia. The treat in store at Powers'
ana James J. Burggraaf.
— :o:—
Bobt Leenhouta two houses and lots.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Rusticus who was John Drew, etarringin Mayor Pea— :o:
The congregation of which Rev. C. P.
154 West 14th street and 324 West 12tb
Allegan it is said will install a boule Dame is pastor of at Grand Rapids, has
Triday will be Holland night for the have been the guest of relativesher« dennis.
•treet, this eity.
vard lighting system on its street. A just finished the building of a new Elks in Grand Rapids and many B. P. returned to their home in New Rich
In the list of “J" hop guests at Aaa
— :o:
joints meeting of the City Council and
E.’i from this city will attend. An mond Friday.
Arbor for Friday of this week, Mias
parsonage
for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dame
aid
L.W. Schoon, student at U. of M the Board of Public Works was held
now they are making plans for a nov. elaborate program of entertainment Mrs. Hub Boone, Mrs. Slater and Helene De Pree is registered for the
ia in the hospital there having under
for that purpose at which members of church. Mr. Dame is well known in thi* has been prepared under the direction daughterof Chicago, were Grand Rap Alpha Delta Phi house, the Miseee Ida
gone an operation for appendicitis. John
the Consumers Power Co. were also city, was the former editor of the An- of John Buys. T he decorations will b? ids vimtors Friday.
and Lavine Cappon for the Sigma Phi
Gchoon of this city, left Wednesday present.
Miss Chrisine Fris left Friday for Epsilon an^ Mias Cecilia Koning of
chor, and is a graduate of both the Holland, the favors and souvenirs will
morning for Ann Arbor.
— :ot—
for Ann Ariior to visit her mother who Saugatuckwill alao be entertainedat
local college and seminary. He has be Holland, and so will the “eats
The idea of establishing a canning many friends in this eity who will be An illustratedlecture on Holland will is confined to the hospital. Mrs. Fris is the later fraternity. Thi* year’s hop
J. Van Prooyen and Mr. Bakker of factory in Saugktuck seems to have
b$ one of the features of the evening improvingvery slowly.
will be the best in the history of MichIndiana, have both purchased 80 acr* struck a number of people all at once. pleased to learn of bis good fortune.
Gary Vogelaar and John Vander Lin- igan, reports from Ann Arbor state.
John K. Burch will be toastmaster and
farms near Olive Center through the We have met three people the past week
many new and unique stunts will be den from Pella, la., are visitingat the
Isaac Kouw ft Co. agency.
who are agitatingtlhe matter, it would Some of our moneyed men of Sauga- polled. The entertainment will begin home of Mr. and Mrs. G. Vander Linden A VERY UNIQUE
tuck who have made loans on tho big
od thing.-n
be a good
thing.—Saugatuck Commer
376 Central avenue. They have been
DINNER PARTY GIVEN
dancing pavilion and had taken a sec- at 7:30.
'Visa Alice Danhof of Grand Haver, clal-Record.
w i
— to:—
visiting the auto show in Chicago. Mr.
ond
mortgage
as
security
are
now
tak
haa takes a position with her uncle.
•’In Ionia recently a firm, aimed Vogelaar and Vander Linden are both
Miss Anna Tietscmaentertained sevJames Danhof, as stenographer in the .lira. John Ten Broeke, living at Bor- ing steps to reeiaim the property re- Ftfhch ft Son, started suit against
business men in Pella. They eepeet to eral of her friends with a unique din nee
cently
sold
under
a
first
mortgage,
Judge of Probate office. Miss Danhof eulo, mother of Harm Ten Broeke of
man to collect money due. The matter visit in Holland for a couple of weeks. party at her home Tuesday, at 118 W.'
this city fractured het leg Friday. The amounting to sotflewherebetween eight was thrown out of court because of the
has many friends in this city.
Mrs. Oscar P. Nystrom and Miss Sel- Fifteenth street.
strange circumstances in this case is and ten thousanddollars. This st^p failureot French ft Son to file certifi— :et—
ma
Land-wehr left Saturday for Battle
Among them, some Zeeland people,
seems
to
be
necessary
to
make
their
The garbage burner of Grand Bapids that the injury occurred on Ler 65th
cate of partnershipwith the county Creek, where they spent last Sunday viz: Mrs. Wm. De Hoop, Mrs. P. Veneclaims good. The pavilion is a mecca
had a record month's business for De- birthday anniversary.
ckfrfc. All persons doing business as wjth Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Landwehr. klasen and Mra. H. Bouwena. Also
for resorters,in fact it is the hub of
cember. Due to the quarantine, 263
copartners or under a firm name, th->
Miss Della Van Zanten has returned William Vander Schel and Master WilThe PeerlessMfg. Co., of Holland has little Saugatuck in the summer time.
4ogs were burned and 179 cats were in
Ionia paper states, must file with the
filed in U. 8. District Court voluntary
to her home at South Holland, 111. aft lard Vander Schel and Mrs. Anna Boae
einerated.
clerk a certificate if he wishes to hav
er a few weeks visit with relatives and Wigers of Holland, and Mra. Robert
petitionin bankruptcy. The company’s The metropolitan cap, such ns ar.Leenhouts of North Shore Drive.
H. Wykhuizen, veteran jeweler,wis assets,it is aserted, total 4974.40,' as worn in -the army and by members ot standing in court. The fee for regist friends in this city and other points.
taring is twenty-fivecents. For the in
At 1 o’clock the dinner was served
87 years old Friday. The old gentleman against liabilitiesof $1,866.39.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Blink of 15 West 17th
the New York police department, will
formation of business men here we
is laid up owing to a broken ankle bus
be the official headgear of the Grand might say that this rule applies in Hol- street have been called to South Hol- in cafeteria style, arranged systemataiaed in a fall on an icy pavement re
land, 111., through the illnessof Mr. tically, each guest serving self. All
Circuit Judge O. S. Cross rendered Rapids policemen. Action was laken by
land as well as in Ionia.
were greatly charmed bv the arrangeBlink's brother.
eently.
a decree of divorce to Jennie Wright the board of police and fire commissionments and the manner in which Mist
against George M. Wright. The charge ers Thursday, after a petitionsigned by
The Maple Avenue Chr. Ref. church ‘Mrs. Georgia Hoyt left Saturday for.
Mrs. John Brown has undergone
was cruelty and non-support. The almost every member of the department held, their annual congregational meet Santiago, Calif., to visit her son Clar Tietsma handled every detail and consider her an ideal hostess.
aerioui operation at Edgewater hospital judge allowed Mrs. Wright to resume
was presented asking that the change iafe in the church Thursday evening. enee Williams.
Dra. Winter and Fisher were in charge. her maiden name of Jennie Hoekstra.
be made.
The church was filled and an interesting Mrs. T. 8. Hadden left Saturdayfor
The patient is dong as well as can bo Diekema, Kollen and Ten Cate repre— :o:
BRONSON’S
program was carried out. Remarks wen- Huntington..Ind., to spend a month.
expected.
A union Evangelical campaign op- made by M. Notier, J. Vander Hill and Edward Pierson left Saturday for
— :o:—
TO PLAY IN
Mrs. Rears McLean who for the past ened in Grand Haven, at the Armory, Frank Bolhuis.The choir sang several Providence, R. I. in the interests of the
Jan Van Voorst of East Holland has
two months has been under the care of Runday.The campaign will last five or selections, a flute solo was played by Hardie ft Ekeblad Co.
sold his 35 acre farm to B. Warners.
EASTERN STAB 429, TO GIVE PARTY
six weeks, and will be conducted by a
Mr. Van Voorst will move to New Dr. Williamsonat the Henrotin hos- party of five, of which Willit 8. Cole- Henry Huizenga accompaniedby Mis' Fritz Jonkman of the Dyke Jonk
IN LITERARY CLUB BOOMS
pital in Chicago, has been doing very
Helene Huizenga, a vocal duet was sung man ConstnictionCo., returned to
Groningen where he has purchased an
nicely and will be home within a fort grove of Grand Rapids, is the leader, by C. DeKoster and George Dok, accom- Grand Rapids Tuesday morning after
FEBRUARY 16.
other farm.
and H. J. Bray of this city will have panied by Mrs. J. Vander Hill. After spending the week-end in this city.
night.
charge of a chorus of two hundred the program refreshments were served
. The Holland Old Settlers' association
Mrs. August Heuer left Tuesday for
Invitations are ow for the second
voices.
According
to
the
annual
report
of
the
and an enjoyable social time was en a three-weeks visit with friends in Chi- annual party of the Order of Eastern
of Western Michigsn, will hold its an
renoal social March 29 at Gfajid Rapid* secretary of state there are in service
cago and Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Star, Holland Chapter No. 429, to ba
Plans for the national encampment of
Several pioneer from this city ami vi in Kent county more than 500 commerJohn Stroop and Jack Van Anrooy, held in the Woman’s Literary Club
cial auto trucks, mostly In Grand Rap- the Modern Woodmen of the World in
einity will attend.
The entire Hope College student body who have -been employed in the Saxon rooms, Friday February 16. Earl Bronids, and more than 9,000 conimerci.il Muskegon during the coming summer field n mass meeting in Winants Chapel factory, Detroit,are visitinghere. The son ’s famous ukulele orchestra of
are
being
made.
Evan
J.
Morris,
manHenry J. Pas of Fillmore,has been cars. Kent’s share of the auto tax is
Monday evening to discuss the plans burning of the Saxon plant last Friday Grand Rapids will play for the dancera
ager of tho head council for the Illin- for the coming Michigan Intercolleg- threw them out of work till the factory for the first time in Holland.
engaged as clerk in the grocery depart about $51,000.
ois jurisdiction,
comes to Muskegon on iate Oratorical Contest which will
meat of A. Steketee's store in Holis rebuilt.
During the evening a buffet lunch
Rev. J. W. Esveld, pastor of the Fre- Friday to confer with the Chamber of held at Hope College this year. The
land.— Fillmore Cor.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A. Visaeher left Tuesday will be served. About seventy couples
mont Methodist Episcopal church, will Commerce. A site for 2,000 tents for various committees were also appointed
noon for a few days’ visit in Chicago. are expected to attend. The Grand
Attachmentsfor motor truck.' invent give the address at the union serviee the accommodation of delegates will be
His face torn to pieces by a charge
March will begin at nine o’clock.
Mrs. John Kooiker took the interured by an Illinois man plows furrows in Sunday evening, which will be held in selected.
of birdshot from a gun he was “prov
ban for Grand Rapids Wednesday
the ground, lay telephone or telegraph the Congregational ehureh. The subing" could not be discharged with tho
W. L. 0. TO
morning.
cables, cover them and repack the earth ject of Mr. Esveld 's address will oe
The annual meeting of Hope church safety catch set, Ralph Hamilton,
“Man, the Garment of God."— Mus- Sunday School was held Thursday even Hart, Michigan, 16 years old, walked G. J. Diekema and Con De Pree left
It l single operation.
kegon Chronicle.
ing. The following officersfor the ensu- a half mile to his liome, dying eight yesterdayfor n three week’s visit to
William Weatveer, assistant cashier
On Wednesday evening of this week,
ing year were elected: superintendent, hours later. Hamilton and a companion California.
of the First State Bank, who has been
Suspicion aroused by the unusual O. J. Diekema; Ass’t Superintendent,“ were after rabbits and the fatalityoc- • Frank Wall of the Bfownwall Engine the Holland Womans Literary Club will
liii up with an injured eye, is again popularity of hunting in a certain see M. Me Lean; assistant superintemlen: cured ns the boy-tried to prove his ar- Company took the interurban for observe Qentlemen’sNight. At eight
filling his position at the bank.
tion of Benton township, near Benton Dr. A. Leenhouts;secretary and treas guments.
Grand Rapids Tuesday.
©’block a program will begin at the
— :o:—
Harbor, and a wave of drunkennessurer, Miss Cathcart; chorister,Prof. J.
' Miss Lulu De Kruif, of Detroit, has club rooms, to be enjoyed by the memH. C. Maenta of Allegan county among the sportsmen led to arrests of
The Western social conference, com- been spendinga few days in Holland bers and their husbands or gentlemen
B. Nykerk; pianist, the Misses Keppel
bought last week from Albert Klok- three farmers who had built up a thriv
posed of ministers and laymen in the and with her parents in Zeeland.
and Vennema.
kert of Hamilton a dressed hog that ing trade in “cider."
Reformed denomination in western
Fred Beuwkes and William Brouw
Hon. G. J. Diekema will make on adweighed 544 pounds and for which he
Michigan, will hold a catecheticalcon er of James A. Brouwer Furniture dresa and a playlet,“Jnst As W>11"
The
new
sheriff,
John
8.
Chestnut,
of
paid twelve cents per pound, 465.28.
The County Democratic convention Flint, had little patience with prisoners ferettce in Semelink hall here on Feb store, were in Grand Rapids Wednes- in charge of Mrs. Durfee, will be prewill be held at the courthouse Tuesday,
10, the date of its annual meeting. day.
sented. A musical program will ala»
John Kammerand has left for Chi Feb. 13, when 20 delegates for the sta'e who broke up jail furniture to amuse Twenty-minutepapers will be read on
J. Vander Shel went to Saugatuck be heard, followed by refreshments.
themselves
and
promptly
put
them
on
h
ctgo to visit his brother and sister and convention will be elected. This meet
“The Age Below Nine," by Benjamin yesterday on business.
Tomorrow afternoon, at the regular
from there will go to Valparaiso,Ind., will be hdd In Grand Rapids, Feb. 15. diet of bread and water. He not only Hoffman of Zeeland; “The Age from
John Scholten, the druggist, was In meeting of tho club, the following prosaved
money,
bat
broxe
up
the
ten
where he Will take a course in teleg- Twenty-nine from Holland city will
Nine to Twelve," by Rev. Nicholas Grand Rapids Tuesday.
gram will be heard: A Jurney to Cap*
dency of hilarity quite effectively.The
raphy.
attend the county meeting.
Boer of Forest Grove; “The Age from
Rev. M. E. Flipse was a Grand Rap- Horn, Mrs. Pifer; Music, a vocal solo;
prisoners all keep perfect order, and
Twelve to Sixteen," by Rev.- James ids visitor Tuesday.
Miss Wickes; Flowers and Bird* of
have decided that hazing a new official
According to the monthly report ci*
Prof. M. J. Hoffman was not able
Wayne of Grand Rapiffs, and “The Ago
E. P. Stephan was in Grand Rapids South America,Miss Rogers; South
may bo a “chestnut."
State lire Marshal Winship the careless
to meet his classes Monday morning,
from Sixteen Up," by Rev. Gerrit
Wednesday on business.
American Poems, Miss Van Baalte.
— :o:
handling of gasoline and kerosene causbeing snowbound between Holland and
Hekhuis of Overisel. A report will
Mrs. Arthur Van Duren was a Grand
—
o ------ A
Kalamazoo youngsterborn Tues"od 12 deaths during January and 13
Grand Haven on the return from
ao bo presented on catecheticalcondi- Bapids visitorWednesday.
SCHOOL
OFFICERS
preeona were seriouslyburned or injur- preaching engagement. Dr. G. B. Me day that came near being named after
tions in the particular synod of Chi
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob VeilLutber Burbank, the famous California
•d.
WILL MEET HERB
Creary was able to make Holland at
cago through investigationsmade and beer, Fairbanks avenue, a daughter.
— :o:—
plant wizard. The reason it wasn’t is
6
o’clock Monday morning, returning
chartered
by
the
aid
of
the
class in re
I.
W.
Wyrick
has
gone
to
Belding,
Wm. Knrdux of Holland, drove in a
small, but exceedingly sufficient. It
The annual school officers institute
Kalamazoo.
Ugous education in the Western Theo- Michigan on business.
new Dodge touring car from the fac- from Mnrtiu, near
was a girl. The child Is the daughter
for Ottawa county will be held Friday,
— :o:—
logicalseminary.
Mrs.
G.
H.
Thomas
was
a
Grand
tory at Detroit last week for H. De
February 16, at Grand Haven in the
Although several Michigan women of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waters. Mrs.
Rapids visitor Tuesday.
Kruif's garage at Zeeland.
excourt room. Tho morning session will
went north during the Inst deer season Waters’ sister, of Hastings, recently
Mrs.
E.
P.
Davis
visited
friends
in
perienced no trouble with snow on the with guns and licenses,few returned niarried Luther Burbank.
begin at 9:30.
Grand Rapids Tuesday.
way.
with n deer. Mrs. Elmon I. Knowles,
W. E. Dunn left Wednesday noon Topics of general interest to school
— :o:—
officers will be discussed and importof Grande Poinfc, Hnrsen’s Island, Dogs and cats were the targets for
for Chicago to attend the Annual. CeMayor Me Carthy of Bird Center bagged n deer and also killed a bear. the house members at Lansing Tuesday.
ant phases of the school law will rement
Show
at which the Dunn Mfg. Co.
wishes to have it distinctlyunderstood Both of her trophies 'were killed near Representative Root of Allegan started
ceive attention.Officers should come
have an exhibit.
that the Holland Interurban is the only Hillman, in montmorency county.
a curefw law for canines. It woull Mr. and Mrs. A. 8. Gage of 186 West
prepared to ask questions of interest
railroad running its cars thru Jenison
force owners to lock their dogs up from Twelfth street, this city, are on their
to their district.
way to Florida. They will return about
Park strictly on time.
The law providesthat the director
Gerrit Oudermolen,living at 221 W. 6 p. m. to 6 a. m. and would force each
the middle of April.
or his representativefrom other memEleventh street, died at the age of 79 owner to tie a tag to his dog. Dogs
The big Worley Drain in Robinson years and eight months. Mr. Oudem<»- running at large after that hour would Jack Post, Nicl Blom and Percy Osbers of the board shall receive $2 a
township is being' dug rapidly thru the len is survived by three children: Ste- be shot by officers and the owners fined born of the U. of M. are in the city
day and actual expenses for attending
aupervision of Berend Karamerand,the ven Oudemolen,Mrs. B. Holtgeerts and $25 if the law was strietly adhered to. for a week, having a recess between
the institute, such sum to be paid from
new County Drain Commissioner.Mar- Mrs. A. Plakke, all of Holland. The Rerepresentative
Glaspio entered an semesters.
the general fund of the district. As
Hoyt Post spent tho week-end
tin Baxaan has the contract and since funeral will be in charge of Rev. Brock- amendmentto the migratorybird law
these institutes are of vital interestto
B. will meet with Mr*. the officers there should be a large ren-*
January first has dug a mile of drain. stra and friends are requested to omit making it lawful to shoot dogs or eats Menominee, Mich., and was one of
afternoon
The drains are estimated to cost in flowers.
The________
funeral will
be held from unaccompanied by their masters seen the many anowbound passengers on the Otto P. Kramer
_______________
resentation of the diatricts of Ottawa
Michigan railroads
3 o’clock.
the neighborhoodof $5,000.
the home at 10:30 Friday morning. chasing birds.
county present at the meeting.
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LOCAL STUDENTS TO AT- HOLLAND AGAIN VICTOR CREAMERY BUTTER
LET'S HAVE HOKE
°^TW^n^njRBraiF TEND STATE ROUND UP
OVER ITS OLD RIVAL
IN STATE INSTim
OT THOSE OET< TIONS IS A LAW*
TO GETHER MEETS whole MICHIGAN CITY FALLS
MISSIONARY WORKERS TO JOIN GRAND HAVEN 18 TAKEN INTO|
BOD LZ7B ZM flOUTH AMULIOA
ov K ITSELF TO GET IN
BUT THIS WAS TWENTY ill YEAR*
AUK) A SUBJECT AT
HANDS AT ANN ARBOR,
W. J. OLIVE TOASTMASTER WITH
CAMP ON THE RUN IN 36-18
nuts. %
SEVERAL LOCAL MEN
W.'L.-C. ;!:
AGO WHEN BUTTER WAB
FEBRUARY 8S 2fi
LICKING

TRIPAKOUND OAPE

HOSN BT HS8. PIPER

I

|

ft

1

| It waa snowing in s tired, discourCHEAP.
Another of the South American profor aging fashion here' In Grand Haven
P-E-P—The first ”P” stands
A missionary conference for the colgrtaa h'Md the intereat of the Woman ’s
Again
Holland
has
scored
a
triumph
push; “E” for enthusiasmand the and tho main street was a vista of lege students of Michigan is to be held
Litorarjr dub Tueaday afternoon.Tho
over ita one time dangerous rival, Grand I Creamery butter only ia served to the
•econd “P” for perseverance.That walk echoing with stlence. A small
flrat paper waa given' By Mra. Pifer,
.again this year. It will be at Ann Arwas the key note of the meeting attend- bo, drtniof ,i m lied wu .1. popul.fr
Haven.. Friday night the local high ‘“J1**®* ‘J1 of Michigan ’i neaal aai
being recollectionsof a trip around
ed by *0 boosters Tuesday night when
Cape Horn which Mra. Pifer 'a brother they aat down to aft Oyfctcr supper at for th. tin* »nd pr«. folded her win?.| Delog,tt c(imniilt„ membfr, ln tki. school five walked away with the ••••Ip E.MpTaUrthe^omea^d Ualai.g Vhlll:
Dr. Christian De Vrie# has made severHotel Cafe, where Landlord Hoffman and squatted on the steps of the post city are Mins Amelia Menning of Hope in a 35-18 go on the Holland school floor for feeble-minded,the home for epile^
al times. With the. personal touch, piled the good things on the festive
that plainly showed tho superior class hi*’" *nd the state home for soldiers. Thl*
office. Prom out of the doors of the
therefore,that adds so much of charm,
College and J. C. Van Wyck of the of the fast
board.
26 years ago, when creamery
hotel came a little man with a quaint
Mra. Pifer took her audience ffom
Western Theological Seminary. Both
xux.
.1. 4 4-J
butter was aelling for less than one-half
William J. OlivO whose side was the
Colon, down the weat coast of South
When
the
locals started the gamr|ita pre8enj price, the farmers in the
lined
face
and
droll
lips.
He
ahivered
loser iu the «oIitltingof members for
will leave America next fall for the
America, past the length of Chile, the
with a rush, Rutgers caging the first legislature, with the Intention of creat*
the reorganized Chamber of Commerce, and turned hia back to the storm. The
foreign mission field, receiving their
“loageet country in the world," lin- waa toastmaster for the evening, an in
toss at once, Holland made two more ling » little wider market for their hatvisitor
into
the
hinterland
looked
at
gering at Valparaiso,the New York of
appointments in the near future.
a witty and entertaining way, introsimilar throws before the visitors found |*r;, kid » U,w
creamery*
him with a slow growing conviction.It
the Southern Pacific,through the tS
. . I butter, not oleo, should be served OXduced each speaker in turn as he was
Entertainmentfor the visitingatu
the ring. Then they almost equaled cluBivcIyto (hp rajinv thouglind|in th# .
mo*e straitsof Magellan, touching on
called to deliberate on the following became certainty.
dents will be free, the room, break
the jcurney many points of interest.
Holland, getting up to one point, 8-7, state institutions.Now that butter i»
aabietits:
“Heilo, Gua Pixley,” he said.
fast and Sunday dinner being furnished
Mrs. Pifer 's paper was enriched by
but being left behind swiftlv with the wiling »t war prices a big bunch of
Henry Geerlings, ‘‘Push-Enthusiasm
many beautiful views add by a num- aad Perseverance.”
,h' °,h'r 't r1* half ending 23 to 10. In the tecond ®*®* «0ttld be “ved wnually by lift-'
ber of souvenirs that Dr. De Vries has
Henry G. Pelgrim, “Future Plans the grave of memoriesGus Pixley, atar will be served for 20 cents each, being
collected on his travels in South
period tb« lor.l qulnlct mud. IS point. of Mld|ind) h„ int,odu«il . bill to r*
and Playground* for 'the Children.”
of “Rtbea in Toyland,” star in the a regular 60-cent meal with the rest of
to 8 by the visitors, the latter making (move it.
Andrew Klomparens,Captain of the Famooa 1 Players, the Vitagraph,half
ktjie money being raised in Ann Arbor
Miss Elizabeth Weren of the Froebel
winning team, “How We Beat *Em. ” the big motion picture companies in
but one field goal.
•chool told of the plant and bird life
Charles H. Me Bride, “Advertising the kmd, led the way to a seat in the by subscription.
Rutgers showed a form that promises |NO HOPE NOW OF GETTING
of South America,the vast forests so Holland.”
Actual expense in Ann Arbor for the
hotel and there he told the tale.
CHEAPER NEWS PRINT
dense that no floweringplant will grow
Thomas N. Robinson, “The Needs of
made
Open Mori* Studio
three days will be $1.80, including i
there, the immense flowering bushes,
this City.”
“Yes, we are here making pictures” registrationfee of $1.
more baskets than anv other warrior on I New York, Feb. 8 — There ia no i
the wonderful orchids, the birds of rich
A. H. Imndwehr, “Co-operation.”
he
&re building a studio
plumage and of a very variety of song,
Studentsare advised to secure ci the floor. Irving with his dash and go I mediate prospect of cheaper paper, asI CL J. Diekema, “Persistence and the and have a company of a dozen
was the spectacularfighter of the con- 1 cording to reports yesterday to tbfr
the largest of all flying birds, belongUltimate Results.”
more with Mary Malatesta doing
for morning clasaes of the fol- test. Long far-reachingVyn of Grand I National Paper Trade association aai
ing to the vulture cl&as, the smallest
This get-to gether meeting was one of ahd the swellest mob that aa outfit | lowing Monday. They will bo able to
Haven showed skill In free-throwing,I the American Puln and Paper aaaoeLh
of birds the tittle jewels ez humming
« most “peppy” and interesting ever had.” He
j
birds that will go easily in n thimble,
reach home in time for the afternoon looping 8 out of 9 trials, and with H«i-|tion which are holding annual coav
gathering ever held in Holland, and
trop sharing the field goal honors with tions here.
and the South American ostrich, small- the speeches made by the individuals “Such as howf” was demaaded.
He explained and the visitor went classes.
2 each. Bolt made the only other court J “The anew ia hampering cutting/^er than the true ostrich bnt of great surpassedanything of the kind ever
Robert E. Brown of Ann Arbor, the shot for the county-seaters. I). Van Laid Frank L. Moore of Watertown,NVaround town and discovered the tale to
value for its feathers. Mias Weren
given in this city by either local or be true. The mob that goes roaring chairman of the delegates committee, Putten of Holland at right guard foil |Y., vice president of the Pulp and Piitated that many of our own birds, inoutside laledt. In fact it ia the talk after the motion picture thief, that Isays the following to Holland students:
owed his shots ia, scoring thiee field per asoefation. “Where wood ia evt-*
cluding the barn twalhrw,the oriole,
of the town this morning and it would aurgea and circles when the hero fighta
A conference of this kind in Michi- goals as did Irving.
there are not enough cart to haul lt‘
the kingfisher,the purple martin, the
have been well had four thousand men the villain, that stares in mock horror Igan and coming this year means much
Husky Cappon adopted beef and- out and there is a great shortage of'
bobolink, migrate to Booth America. As
instead of forty listenedto the oratory at the flames and the linking ship and to the present student generation for brawn tacticsthat told the crowd how|
motive power of Canadian railroad*.
a supplementto Miss Weren ’s psper,
of the evening.
several reasons. The college
studcnls he played football. Falling on the ball Everythingthat enten into paper ka»<
_
Miss Rogers of the High school caliefl Seriousness mixed with humor seem the exploding mill and the cruel
ployer ia a mob that totals several mil- of Michigau who are interested in the with a sweeping dive as it cavortedgone up.”
the attention of the club to the fact
ed to be the vein of thought running
Christian evangelization of the world from the melee was hia big suit. He
that a flock of evening groosbeaki, all through the evening’s deliberations, lion
Grand Haven has gone in for pie- have not had an opportunity to meet used some trump shots, ringing two
very rare visiter* to Midbigan,is now
and while many hearty laughs were had tures and acting, gone in bead over in such a conferencefor four years
"THE PRICE OF A DRINK'*"
field goals and looping 3 out of 7 free
to be seen every day somewhere about
some good common horse-sensewas lib heels and ia having the time of its This makes it probably the last oppor- tosses. Kuite substituted for Rutgers
our City, usually in the <east end to- erally mixed thru the exhortationsgivlife with the new plaything the players tunity for many students,
at the opening of the second period, IS THE SUBJECT OF MAJOR DAM*
ward* the south.
en by the local speakers.
have
brought
Many
states hold such conferences played fast ball with two court shots
MORGAN SMITH, ONCE WET.
The list paper by Mies ChristineVan
Informal gatherings of this kind
Lord, we will never get a mob,” every year. Michigan certainly ahouhl to his credit.
NOW DRY
Raalte of Hope College <wm on the would be far more beneficial to the city
said a worried director when the first not neglect to give her collegestudents
The return match will be played at
poet* of South America. South Amerithan the views of big outside orators, picture/ “ Bumps of Love,” was taken a knowledge of this world wide move
the county-seat in March.
A very interestingprohibitionepeecN
can poetry, Mias Van Baalte said, is who do not know the conditions of
and the scenario demanded maddened I ment and thus prepare them for the:r
Summary:
will bo given by a national character,
patrioticbut provincial,there is no
Holland. Let us have more of them.
men and tumultous
relationshipto it throughout life.
Grand Haven (18) who waa convertedto the dry can**
Holland (35)
such thing as a really national poet. ExGet
Mob
Probably the most urgent reason is Irving ........
4. F ......................Bolt after he had aeen the baneful result*
amples were given of three of the most
“Won’t wet” chuckled Alfonso Li- tho condition in Europe. The war has Rutgers..........
R. F..
Holtropjof the use of liquor.
famous poet*, Areella,writer of a South FLOCK OF PRETTY. YELguori, imported director. “If I know drained the schools of Europe and Can Klomparens..
. C
Vyn I The gentlemnnis Major Dan Morgan
American epic, Olmedo, who celebrates
human nature we will.” He went out ada of the beat young men. We can Cappon .....
L. G..
Fisher Smith, who will speak at the M. R.
'the. great Bolivar and Diaz, the Longand the word passed along the streeta. [npt appreciate what such a loss means, VnnPutten..>
R. O.
Mastenbroek church Monday evening, February 111
fellbw of Brazil.
Substitutions— Kuite
for Rutgers. at 7:30 o’clock.
As the musical number Miss Wicks When Miss Lida Rogers, natural Presto. In five minutes the mob was not. only to the nations themselves but
also to the whole world. The advance Poppen for Klomparens;Faso for Mas
Mr. Smith comes highly reeontiBendof the High school aang to her own ac science instructor at the high schooi, waiting.The business of the town had
come to an abrupt halt, tWc merchant of Christianitywill bo hindered unless tenbroek. Field Goals — Rutgers 4, Irv ed and has held many important ofilc**.
conjpaniment, Sing On ’ by Denza.
started out for a hike about the city
Several importantannouncements in a raging blizzard Sunday afternoon had deserted his counters, the banker Anterlca responds even to the point of ing and Van Putten 3, Cappon, Klom In 1905 he waa assistant corporaHoa
wefe made. The January committee, in search of birds, she was labelled i his vault, the editor his paper, the den sacrifice. With all our privilegesthere parens and Kuite 2; Holtrop and Vyn counsel of Chicago, waa special aaalatcomes a responsibility
to send and give
Bolt. Free throws— Cappon 3 in 7; an U. B. Attorney at Chicago in 1913
under tho leadershipof Mr*. A. Cnppon, “crank” by her friends who impatient list his forceps, tl#.1 housewife her
Vyn 8 in 9. Personal Fouls— Irving I and is now Judge Advocate of Iliinoia
paid off ISO of the club house debt. ly awaited* her safe return. She was bread and the school bell rang for deaf more than ever before
John R. Mott says of this conference, and Cappon 3, Klomparens;MatenbroeV National Guards.
Nett week, amfler the management of not suvceasfiil, but Tuesday auothc
There are rich men in the little lake “It is clear to anyone who has stud 2, Vyn and Holtrop. Referee — Norman I “Mr. Smith is a Virginia gentleman
the legislativecommittee, Mrs. C. II. ramble at random with the same object
McBride, chairman,Mr. Trank Bhaw, made her and her pupils jubilant They aide town nnd there are men of dignity ied the facts that the terrible depletion Buck. Umpire— Billy Van Putten. —a great orator and an able lawyer.
and learning, but what of that! The of the vital and economic forces ot
Almost as thrilling as the first game His sarcasm ia mercileas, his wit brillof the Oraad Rapid* Chamber of Com found the Evening Grossbeak.
lure of the pictures was in the air. The I such warring countries as Great Brit
was the fast preliminary between th- lant and his logic convincing. He
mefee, will address the club on Woman
Tuesday mornine a phone rail to this
and Law. Thie promises to be a 'most office advised us that “those cardinals mob worked hard, bankers cringed be- lain, Germany and France, in connection Hope “Preps” and the Hope Churcli I makes hia audience laugh, cry and vot*interesting meeting. This evening at reported at Virginia Park not long ago neath abuse of director*, maidens sim (with the present world war, will makr ‘Go” elaaafivf.Wlarnshnia of the l“wet” aayi a wet.
eight o’clock the drib oedebrates the are her© now, on Sixteenth street. pered and housewivesthrilled as the it necessary for America to furnish
Preps” was the individual star with I “It has been my good fortune to
anpual "Birthday,” and will receive About iwenty of ’em in the flock. They hansomest hero faced them before the far larger number of missionaries and a keen eye for the circle, being respop-lhear many of the moat prominent
click of the little black box. Grand to contribute a far greater amount of sible for the bulk of the 28 points made speakers of America in advocacy of
as honored guests the husbands of mem turn yellow in winter, dftn’t they?’
money for the prosecution of the mis against the 21 by the “Go” squad. I prohibition, and I am free to say Smitk
here pad
the men who have But It wasn't the red-hued cardinal,— Haven was being inoculated.
It took, wonderfully. And nowjLionaryenterprise than has been real Close counts throughout made the result I presented the greatest subject In tll«helped to make it'* success.
it waa the Evening Grossbeak from
Does the company want an extra auto- wed.
doubtful tiH the last minute. The tirst I dearest, most convincing and eloquent*
Canada, seen here for the first time, as
mobilef Thcv have but to murmur and The Christian leaders of America period showed a 13 to 11 tally for the manner I have ever heard,” aaya
far as inquirieshave been able to dehalf dozen 'dash for the studio with eaanot too soon adjust themselves
ARE TALKING OF
winners. Billy Van Putten refereed.
dry.
leimine.
the owners driving and fairly quiver- this serious fact. I trust that the coni
Before the big game and between the
:o:
For the pest two weeks, occasionally
ing to act as chauffeur for some wild ing state Student Volunteer Conference halves, a company from the high school
The Apollo Theater presents Lauraone of Mise Rogers’ pupils would report
ride and to bear the pretty slender to be held at Ann Arbor, will sound band, with Rousa Riemersma loading on Hope Crews in
pieturisalionof
seen a queer, bright-yellowbird,
«NCB RAISE nr PRICE, CENTRAL having
form of the Malatesta to triumph over out a clear and strong' call to the the snare drum, made joyful sounds that “Blackbirds,”today, matinee ani.:_
about the size of the robin. Her susChristian students of Michigan to de- gave the finishingtouch to the even
DisnuBurnra station ib ' picions were confirmed Tuesday a. m., the body of the super-villain.
evening. “Blackbirds” in the pictar- "
vote themselvesmore largely to this ing's entertainment.
Can Hare Anything.
ization of which Miss Laura „ Hep*1
BEING AGITATED
when one excitedyoungster bobbed into
Does the company need a . pretty great undertaking.”
Next week Holland High will moot Crews makes her second appearance* a**
her room and told of a flock on 14th
The Student Volunteer Movement the Grand Rapids Bouth High squad on L Paramount star of the Jesse L. Lasky*
For the past few days, since the raise street. She at once left the building homef The finest houses in tfce town
in the price of milk by the local deal- in search of them and chanced upon have hung a handle to the latrh-stringlwillhave charge of the Conference the local floor.
Feature Play Company, ia adapted from»
ers was inauguratedan agitation has them at Central and 17th street. She and painted mummers go racing and but it ia for all students and teachers
the drama *f tho same name in wbicka
begun among several prominent citi- returned and escorted one of her classes drama spouting through the LaJls and who are Christiana.This conference
Miss Crews appeared a whole reason at:
parlors
while
the
flattered
and
proud
will
meet
their
needs
whether
they
ex
zens aa to the advisabilityof startinga to that vicinity, and by a lucky chance
the Lyceum Theater, New York, and oa#
mistress hastilyorders coffee ami oak pect to go or to give and pray for mil
milk station and asking the city for a the Groaabedks were etill there.
tour of the United State*. The autkorr
SHERIFF
OF
es for their
Lions. It is an opportunity for misfranchise to furnish mQk to the entile
is Harry James Smith.
They are natives of Canada, their
The
high
school
thrills
with
whispers
sionary
organizations
to
get
plans
and
city at a rate considerable below the presence here being accounted for by
GRAND HAVEN PARENTS RAISE This elaborate production is a fitting.*
and a most amazing number of curls inspirationfor the work of the home
-present price.
sequel to Miss Crew’s flrat photoplay^
NINE BOYS; HAVE BOTH WEDthe strong, wintry gales from western
It baa been talked that a centraldis- Canada upon which they rode. They have suddenly appeareda la Piekford. base.
the Laaky-Belasco production of “The
DING ANNIVERSARY
The
churches
and
Christian
Associatributingpoint could be establishedanl feed on weed seeds and box elder buds. Boys and girls with a taste for drawFighting Hope,” which has created
that five or six delivery atrtoa could The male hae a large, short, strong,yel- ing flood the studio with “plana” and tions may send their missionary com
To raise a family of nine boys is widespreadfavorable comment,
•take care of the entire city while at low beak with a yellow patch over his there ia not a full length mirror in mittees. They will come back multi quite an undertaking, yet this ia what
Leonie Sobataky in “Blackbird*” ts
present there are 28 wagons and 48 lic- forehead and eyes and a black patch town that has not reflectedback the plied in usefulness.
Mr. and Mrs. Joost Ver Plank, of Grand a young American woman of adventurSome of tho leaders who will be
ensed dealers to do the bumneee in Hol- over his head. ’ His wings and tail are dramatic gestures of some member of
Haven, accomplished with the most do ous dispositionand inclinationwho be*
land today. It is argued that a saving black with a white patch on the top of the family as he or she in secret and charge have been engaged. Dr. George cided success. They celebrated their comes a member of a successful,so
Innes
is
foreign
secretary
of
the
Presin the wages of at least twenty men the wings, forming a strong contrast. fearsome pleasure takes stock in hia or
fiftiethwedding anniversaryat the speak, band of smugglers. With Leonfa
nnd as many span of horses would be The bqdy m a deep bronze above and her ability to thrill the shadowed multi byterian board. Mr. J. K. Birgs of home of one of their son’s at Gary, Ind. it is the excitement and thrill of ftkethe outcome of a central station and shading to a bright yellow below. The tude that nation-wide crowd the Smyrna la considered one of the best last December.Mr. Ver Planke was the thing which appeals.She it, aa the
missionary,speakers in tho country this
movies.
«that in itaelf would have n tendency to female is not so brilliant.
title of tho play auggests, a “Blackyear. Mrs. W. A. Montgomery, presi- only DemocraticSheriffever elected to bird.”
Does
the
company
want
a
threshing
lower the price of milk preceptibly.
Their stav bere depends upon the durthat office in Ottawa county. He serv
H ia claimed further that now each ation of this extremelycold spell, H ia machine engine, a needle,a locomotive, dent of the Federationof Women's ed during the Civil war as a member of It ia when Leonie and the band comrpf'ddler must practicallycover the en- said. With their feathers fluffed, they a Persian cat, a ship,. a shotgun! The Boards is probably the greatest relig- tho Twenty-fifth Michigan infantry.
into possessionof a wonderful oriental!
tire city in order to reach the custo- are aa large aa the robin, but prettier, property man calls up the Board of ious atateawomanin our country. Mr.
Gerrit, John, Albert and Grover arc rug of mysterious religihu* power that :
Commerce and straightway it is deliv- James H. Lewis, was secretary to Bishmer on his list for as a rule they are and are moot welcome vioHore.
residents of Gary, Ind., Abraham lives they understand tho wrong which they*ered. In another year there will be op Bashford in China. Mrs. McClure, a in Crocker township, Tony in Bpring are doing. This transitionis brought
scattered and not in bunches,which
5,000 actors, the town’s population,in traveling secretary of the Student Volthrough a franchise would be oblivtLake, Cornelius in Allendale township, about by a aeries of most interesting
A
Grand Haven. Yea, art ia great, and unteer Movement and from India is and Joseph in Evansville,Ind.
ated because one distributingauto or
situations and dramatic aoenos.
called
the
woman
of
prayer.
Mr.
J.
wugon could go from house to house the
VEIN IN ITS VICINITY? vanity ia but human, after all. — DeJust is Miss Crews in the pk-turizaLovell Murray, EducationalSecretary
troit Newa-Tribune.
full length of a street withsnt the
tion of “Tho Fighting Hope” establish
DICK
IS
DEPof
the
Student
Volunteer
Movement
•waste Of time or energy which does oc
In a geologicalsurvey made of this
es herself among the great dramaticmay be present. In addition to the
cur when the peddler is compelled to city and vicinityon different occasions
stars of tho Screen,“Blackbirds” placCOS.
above leaders missionariesfrom several
nkip about.
and for differentpurposes many things
es her ut the top of the list.
SHORT
IN
countries
are
to
be
present.
WAS ALSO MADE DEPUTY SHER
But there is little likelihood that « fran- were discoveredby the engineers. For
Besides -the general meetings there
IFF BY SHERIFF O.
chise could be obtained aooa and the instance when the Board of Public
RESOLUTIONS
will be conferences on missionary study
DORNBOB
milk men have small cause for fear. A Work* *ent out competent men they
franchise must first be secured thru a found everything possible but their HOLLAND FURNACE CO. STARTED missionary litrature,miasionary meetings and miasionary giving. Addresses
AGAIN YESTERDAY; CLOSED
Dick ITomkes of thi* city received Minute Adopted in Reference to tftcr
vote of the people,but it is doubtful i* heart’s desire and that was an adequate
Death of Hon. Jacob Den Herder, th*
on
Evangelistic,
Educational
and
MedFIRST
TIME
IN
FIVE
YEARS
his
commissionfrom State Game Wara monopoly in the milk or any other supply of fresh, healthfuldrinking wat
First President of the Zeeland State
ical missions will also be given. Any den Oates appointing him a deputy
business could or would be given a man er. They discovered for one thing that
Bank.
one desiring information regarding tho game warden in the place of Sheriff
or act of men by the people. No doubt a strata of Waverly stone extends from
For the first time in five years the
Tho Director* and Stockholders of tho
conference
may
write
Robt.
E.
Erwin,
Dornbos,
who
vacated
the
office
after
a franchise could he given legallybut around Pine Creek Bay nearly to Zee- Holland Furnace Co. closed its doors
Zeeland State Bank having received offiit is very doubtful if competition could land and wer© it not for cement blocks for two days owing to a shortage in Chairman for Delegates, 523 E. Wash- his election to tho Ottawa County Shot
cial information of tho death of theiw
iff ’a office.
be barred and if that were the case which are made much cheaper thnrf Foundry coke. Two ears were expect- ington Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Mr. Dornbos has also named Mr highly esteemed and greatly belovetW
a license to do business would be just quarry atone of the Waverly quality ed two days ago, but were mixed up
-:o:*
Homkes a deputy sheriff, ao he can take president,Hon. Jacob Den Herder, or.
as *atiifactory it seems, as a fran- can be mined, Holland might today be in the Vriesland P. M. wreck Bundav
ZEELAND’S
care of both duties jointly. Mr. Hom- the evening of December twelfth, nine/chise would be.
the quarryingcenter of Michigan.
and have just arrived, so the plnut
kes has asked tho Holland police de- toon hundred and sixteen,desire to-,
Of course it would not prevent an orBut that ia knocked in the eye and could again resume operationstoday.
partment for the us© of the telephone make the following minute in refcr«nf*r.gankationfrom starting a milk statbn now there ia talk that a vein of salt
The Home Furnace Co. have also
and thru its superior and more economi- extendi along the north shore of Blacx closed the foundry part of the factory GRAND RAPIDS FIRM LANDS THE at headquarters and at a meeting of thereto:—
Resolved that, bowing to the Divlnar
Board of Police nnd Fire Commis
cal methods of distributionbe able to Lake. The reason for this is that when for a |ew days owing to a shortage of
CONTRACT
PAVE ZEE- the
sioners it wa* decided that his request will, wc recognize with gratitude tho
sell cheaper and thus get the bulk of Mr. Golds dug his deep well at Marigold foundry coke, but will resume work in
LAND’S MAIN STREET
be granted. The sheriff’soffice and benefitsthat have accrued to our own.
the business.
Lodge, large quantitiesof salt were brot that department as soon as the car now
game department have much in com lives from his long and useful eareercOa the whole our milkmen in their up in the boring, and later when Charles in transitarrives.
The bid for the paving of the main mon with the police and the Holland among us, and to the institution which ',
dealings and our milk eupply as to Collins, manager of the Holland Gelatin
street of Zeeland was let Friday after- force will co-operate whenever ncces wc represent from the high ideals, tho
quality has been above the average, Co. drove a well near the plant, a great TIMES WEREN’T0 AT ALL GOOD
indefatigable industry, and the xignui
compared with most cities and the raiso Quantity of salt and brine was cast up
WITH EGGS 3c A DOZEN noon. All day Thursday and part of Fri- sary and a phone call for Mr. Ilomk2s ability with Which he. served ita
day the representativesof tne different at police headquarterswill put the
although seemingly uncalled for, was from the bowels of the earth.
honored president from its very found.!- .
not outrageous as was the case in other
Since it has become known that th<!
Macon, Ga., Feb. 8— “People who constructioncompanies came to Zeeland party calling in touch with him.
tion:
cities, and it is doubtful if the new Aniline Co. needs a great deal of salt complain of paying 5 cents apiece for and late Friday the bid waa let to .1.
Resolvedthat from his example of
DNALLOH HGIH ELECTS
method will result in anything more in the making of some of their dyes, and eggs think they are in hard luck,” re- Kloote Co., of Grand Rapid*. The bids
absolute propity,scrupuloushonesty an
than simply talk, notwithstanding the are buying by car lot, it is being said marked J. H. Wright, one of the coun- made were on all kinds of paveme:i,J
Cappon Named Leader of High School ronsei vativo wisdom, we as individual*,
fact that there is merrit in many of the that the company could avoid paying ty’s pioneers, “but I can tell you wo and the one finally decided upon wa-<
Literary Society.
in our relationsto our fellowmen, and
' argument!advanced.
heavy freight rates on salt products bv thot times were a good deal worse in Metropolitan brick. The job was let bv
as stockholders and directors of thi«
n
the
square
yard.
There
are
about
19000
simply reaching down and getting them the 50 ’a when eggs were sellingat 3c
bank, in the honest and conrcrvativ.
The
Dnalloh
Hgih
Literary
Society
of
FARM FOR SALE— 30 acres, house It would not be such a wonderful a dozen. I jemember one day of taking square yaris in .Main street from the
high school held its semi annual busi- conduct of its affairs, take inapiratlor. *
.. and barn on the Waverly road 2\i event if salt were found in large quant a basketful of the nicest eggs ever laid limits to limits, a distance of practically
nnd incentive, and hereby record our
miles northeast of the city. B’d 10. ities here. Michigan is the big salt to old Bloomington and offering them over a mile. The estimated cost of the ness meeting with the election of the
united determination to seek to main :*
J. W. Beukema, Holland. Btfl
producing state in the Union. Has to the merchant there. When he told constructionwas $50,000. From the dif- following officers:
tain the enviable reputation which iff
President— Franklin Cappon;
enough for a world’s supply for years me he could get all the eggs he wanted ferent constructionmen it was learned
enjoys so largely through the confidcnc:
Vice-President— Lewis Lawrence;
that
had
Zeeland
paved
their
stlM
PUBLIC AUCTION
to come and ft would not be strange if for 3c a dozen I took mine back home.
which he inspired;
Secretary— James Yonkman;
On Friday, February .16. 1917,’ at 9 quantitieswere found here as well as ir.
“Those were what yon call real hard three years ago, $12,000 would have
Resolved that these resolutions b<
Treasurer— Russel Rutgers.
o’clock,on the farm of Joltn Scholten, a groat many other parts of the Wol- times as far as money was concerned. been saved on paving alone.
Plan*
for the second semester were spread in full upon our minutes ami a
Bonds
will
be
issued
for
tho
$50,000.
locatedone mile south and one and one- verine state.
People raised lots more stuff on the
certified copy of the same be sent fon
But then “Michigan,our Michigan,” farm but couldn’t get anything for it Work will commence as soon as weather discussed, a series of interestingprohalf miles east of Graafaefaap or 2%
grams being arranged by the boy’* publication to the Holland DaiLv Baicv.mile* south
west ot the ia the salt of the earth anyway, so there because there was no way to get it to conditions permit as the work must
tinel and Holland City News.
club.
be completed by August 1.
i* nothing funny about it
PUno factory.
market.”
1
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THIRTY nVB YEARS AGO

COSTER BUFFERS $3000

ARRESTED; PAYS TOO

LOSS nr BLAZE

Tke new school house for DistrictNo
4 of tta Township of Holland, was let
ob flfttnrday laat. The brick work to
Mr. Costing for $205.50 and the carpenters* work to Mr. Dolman for $225

OTTAWA MEN MIX IT DC COURT

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE AT MAOATAWA BURNS TO GROUND;
CAUSE UNKNOWN

TO TUN* OF

THIRTY YEARS AGO

FOR

A

case in which one party had an
(ther arrested and then the second pat
-y, after having pled guilty and paid
hia fine, turned about and had the In
irreated and saw him in turn plea>
guilty and pay a fine, was handled b;
JusticeJ. N. Clark of Zeeland.
Last August John Summers of Doo
was arrested on the complaint of Rich
ard Scholten of Jamestown
the
.‘barge of assault and battery. Sum
mers pled not guilty and his case was
pending from last August to a few
days ago when he changed his plea
before Justice Clark and paid the
costa of $8.85.
Summers then turned the tablef
Richard Scholten was arrested on the
charge of using indecent language.
The very next day he pled guiltv
and paid the costs amounting to $6.15
It cost the two men $15 to stsge their
disagreementand neither was benefit-

Mr. A. Meerman died last Thursday
at the age of 72 years. ,
It is no use filling your pockets with
soney of you have got a hole in th?
corner.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. John A
Boost, Wednesdaynight— a daughter.
At a meeting of the directorsof th*
, Holland City State Bank, held Monday last, a dividend of ten per cent
was declared after first setting aside a
like amount for the surplus fund, as
required by law.

on

TWENTY YEARS AGO
Born, a son to Mr. and Mrs. Johanne*
He Jongh on Tenth street, on Monday.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Bouis Viele on Tuesday morning.
City Treasurer Henry Vander Ploog
reports that the amount remaininguncollected on the city assessmentrolls

ed.
-:o:-

for the past year is $1,350.

FIFTEEN YEARS

$16

JUSTICE

CABLEGRAM TELLS

AGO

OF SAFE ARRIVAL

The Oivmpie basket ball team of
Hope College defeated the Saugatuck
team by a score of 74-4 at Saugatuck

HESAEL YNTEMA AT OXFORD AT
TER CROSSING ATLANTIC IN
ENGLISH STEAMER

last Saturday night.

The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Hamper, East Seventh street died last
Fridhy.

CaU Their

Nearby Cottages Badly B otched; Maatawa Hotel Threatened in Hign
Wind; Snow Protects.

Bluff!

A Sunday morning blaze, the
of which ia still a mystery, razed th

Coster Photo Supply House at Mac
tawa to the ground with a loss of fro.
$2,500 to $3,000. It was covered by ii

The

time you hear anyone say “Michigan flour is all right for
won’t bake good bread” just tell them to guess again.
Anyone making so silly a statement is either bluffing or betraying a
first

pastry but

it

lot of ignorance.

Call their bluff,

ue.

We have been making

With no

fire protection at the pari

in winter, the residentsthere who wit

nessed the destruction of the flame
were powerless to resist it. Because o
the nature of the goods stored in th-

was not long before th
whole frame store was a mass of fire
Nothing was saved.
building, it

Herbert Van Oort, one of the Coaa*
Guard crew, who ia living at Macatawr
during the closed season, was clearing
a path near the Vander Hulle confectioner and soda-fountain porch at 9:30
A. M. when he heard a loud report.
Looking around he saw flames shooting
from the front windows of the photohouse and smoke arisingfrom the roof.
The alarm was quickly spread, but
nothing could be done. It was found

New

It is our business to know what wheat makes gow flour and what
wheat doesn’t, and we do know.
Furthermore, we use only the very best as our success depends upon
the quality of the flour we make and the satisfactionit gives you and others.

White

Lily
“Tfie

Flour the Best Cooks Use"

Is made principallyfrom Michigan wheat because Michigan wheat is the
best flavored wheat grown in America.

Thousands upon thousands of the best cooks in the land are daily baking the most delicious bread, -as well as pastries, from Lily White Flour.
Every one of our dealers is instructed to sell lily White Flour on the
guarantee you will like it better for both bread and pastry baking or your
money to be returned in full.
There is an enviable reputation of thirty years* standing and an
investment of more than one million dollars behind this guarantee.
Anyhow the use of Lily White Flour will convince you of its

VALLEY CITY MILLING

-

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

of

-

^SCHOOL^OR BELGIANS

WANT MUNICIPAL

COAL YARD HERE

-

»

flour for more than thirty years and during
that time have tested practically every variety of wheat grown in the
United States.

that the center of the fire, its supposed
Prof, and Mrs. D. B. Yntema on the
Holland at the age of Zeeland road Sunday evening received origin,was the closet under the staira cablegram from Oxford, Eng., scot way where sensitized postcards were
lllss Lillis Van Dyke and George C. by their ion, Hessel E., informing them stored. Other chemicals used there
Hear were united in marraige Tuesday of his safe arrival after a perilous during the busy summer season in the
afternoon at the home of the bride’s voyage. On January 22 he sailed from work of developing, printing and supparaats, 280 East Eleventh street. The New York on the steamer “Orduna" plying the amateur photographers fureeremony was performed by Kev. K. of the Cunard line, landing at Liver- nished the best of food for the flames.
In the summer, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
superiority.
Vah Goor in tbe presence of relatives pool Saturday, Feb. 3. He at once reAnd friends.Tbe bride was attended paired to Oxford, from where he sent Coster of this city occupied the second
by Mias Minnie Deur and George Van the eablegram that relieved the worry floor apartment. Their furniturestored
here was lost in the fire. These house
Dyke was best man.
of his parents.
Hessel Yntema, a winner of the furnishings were new and very valuRhodes Scholarship,spent holidays able, adding a large item to the loss.
TEN YEARS AGO
Surroundingcottages and the MacaJames Zeerip, 80 Peck street, annonn- here. He will take his final leave of
tawa
hotel were threatened by the fire.
ces the engagement of his daughter OxfoiM next June and dnring the sumThe heavy snowstorm in which the
Miss Mamie Zeerip, to Rev. Henry E. mer Miss Ida Danhof of Grand Rapids,
bnilding burned to the ground is reTellman of Hamilton, Michigan, the daughter nf Mr .and Mrs. Peter J. Danthe
/%«dding to take place on the evening hof, will become his bride, the engage- sponsible for the checking
ment having been announced during flames. Nearby cottages were badly
of March 7 at 8 o’clock.
scorched, a few of them renuiring new
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Van his recent holiday visit.
siding before they can again be occu:o:
Dyke, West Fourtenthstreet Wednespied.
day. February $— a eon.
Five years ago a similarbuilding of
H. Faber died at his home 122 East
Paul Coster’s located on the same site, HOLLAND HIGH AIDS IN KEEPING
Ninth atreet laat Friday evening.'DeBELGIAN KIDDIES FROM
burned to the ground under like circeased was seventy-one years of age.
STARVING.
cumstances.
It was in December, at
Cards announcingthe marriage of SAY WOULD BE AS PROFITABLE
night, that winter residentsat Macato#
Mias Anna Knoll and William Dalman
The Belgian Children's Relief Fund
AS WATER AND LIGHT
wa discovered the store in flames and it
to take place Thursday afternoon, FebPLANT.
was destroyed without an article being which has been raised by Holland High
ruary 21, have been issued.
school students during the past week
saved.
o-~
f—
has amounted to $30. This means thit
It
is
thought
that
combustion
of
The Forward Movement Club held a
HEW STYLE OF LOVE MAKING
the high school students will keep more
IF BILL PASSES AT LAN SIN J meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. some chemicals started the conflagra- than two little Belgian kiddies from
John Wiersma, 495 Columbia avenue. tion. Van Oort testifies that no tracks
starving this year. This is just the be•New styles of love-making will soon A very instructive paper was read were to be seen around the building ginning of a fund which is hoped t)i
when
he arrived, tho it is possible that
upon
the
subject
“The
Municipal
Coai
bo popular in Michigan if Rep. Clark,
some one could have been there earlier be made much larger next month.
of Ingham county pnta across his law Yard," and how could a better subject
The citizens of Holland arc urged
in the day and the tracks covered by
for the regulationof breafh of promise have been chosen at thia time, with the
to contributeto this fund, every penny
the blinding 'snow.
thermometer
hovering
around
zero,
and
suits. Clark proposes to provide for
of which will be sent to the Belgian)
- This morning the Holland Fire De
the legal record of engagements. He the price of coal up to $9.00 f
children,thru th^ Literary Digest, the
partments
were
called
to
College
and
The writer explainedthe situation
would mske it possible for engage I
19th street, box 211, but no fire could magazine promotingthis good work. A
couples to call at the county clerk’s from “miner to consumer’’, in a very
total of $75,000 has been contribute*!
be
found.
interesting
way,
show
that
a
municipal
office and record their engagement and
in ten days to the Literary Digest.
-:o:would make breach of promise suits il- coal yard would be a good thing for
What will Holland do to helpf
the
citizens
of
Holland
especially
to
legal unless there was a record of the
All contributions may be sent L)
the
poor,
who
are
unable
to
buy
more
engagement. The Lansing man think*
BUSIMiss
Mabel Anthony, secretary of Bffithe tired business man should have an than a week’s supply at a time. The
gian Belief Fund society in Hollani
facts
were
brought
out
that
it
would
opportunity to talk to ehorus girls
High school, and will be sent direct to
without leavingan opportunity for huge not incur a great expense to the city
the
Literary Digest. Remember $12
and it would prove a success, as well aa CHAMBER C
Aeart balm suits.
provides a meal each day, consistingof
our water ami light plant, and of still
tfALS ARE ALREADY
one biscuit and cup of cocoa, for one
greater benefit.
BUSY.
CO.
year for one little kiddie.
A lively discussionfollowed the reado
IS
ing of the paper. Refreshmentswere
The newly chosen officials of the
served by the hostess.
Chamber of Commerce have been hav- I7SFE58frrIS'

Mrs. Frank Kraai died Sunday at

her home in

V

quick!

surance for about two thirds of its vn

Good Farms

atR££He

Buy soon as they are going fast. Stock and Tools
can be bought with them

at reasonable prices

-

|

j

1

ADDS HARBOR COMMITTE TO

NESS BOARD

FLORENZ CONCERT
DECIDED SUCCESS

• —

BOUND

HOLLAND QUARTET LAUNCHING
INTO LIMELIGHT PLEASES
GRAND HAVEN.
The Grand Haven Tribune of

-:o:-

SENIOR-JUNIOR EVENT
AT HIGH IS SUCCESS

Sat-

urday contains tbe following about four HAVE REAL HAWAIIAN MUSIC;
MANY ARE CALLED ON FOR
young ladies of Holland who reeentlv
TOASTS
formed a concert company:
The Florenz Concert troupe gave one
of the best concerts of the season at
The triumph of social events at Holthe Unitarian Church Friday evening. land High was reached last Saturday
The program began promptly at 8:15 night when the Seniors entertained the
with a solo played in n brilliant way by Juniors. The gallery of the gym. was
Miss Marie Dykstra. Miss Evelyn Rep- attractivelytransformed into cozy corpel’s beautifullyric soprano voice cap- ners, while below three long tables,
tured the audience with her group of shadowed with a canopy of green and
well chosen songs. She proved her white tissue fringed with hearts, made
ability when she sang. “The Visaed a pleasing picture. The originality
Arte" from Tosco, by Puccini. Miss and decided tastinessof decoration
Ruth Keppcl proved h-rselfn true ar made on excellent setting for the detiat in the renditionof Handel’s Sona- licious banquet that followed.
ta in “A Major." The manner in
After the banquet, Toastmaster John
which she played the selectionshowed Vande Woude called for toasts from
her complete mastery of the instrument. the following people: Mr. Fell, Mr.
The last group, consistingof three mod- Riemersma,Mr. Poppen, Mr. Van Dornern compositions,gave her an opportun- elen, Mr. Irving, Mrs. Hirrine and Mr.
ity to show her unusual grace, style Drew. A delightfulprogram followed,
and beauty in tones.
composed of a trio sung by the Misses
Miss Met* is not a stranger to Gran 1 Anthony, Karr and Wright; music by
Haven audiences.In imagination the string orchestra and songs by Senior
audience was transportedfrom the rag- boys’ quintet. The success of the baning blizzard to a warm day on a bath quet has stamped the Seniors as royal
ing beach. All of the numbers given entertainersin Holland High.
by Miss Met* proved that she was a
master of her art.
Throughout the program Miss Dyk
49
stra proved herself a most capable
accompanist. The concert in spite of
'the atomy weather was well attended The Dree tors and Manager Are Again
and greatly enjoyed by those present.
Re-Elected at Their Annual

—

ing several meeting recently,
in these little gatherings

and-

TO CIRCUIT COURT

they are working out the destinies of
At his examinationwhich was held
the Chamber for the coming year to the
at 2 o’clock Saturdavafternoon before
best of their ability. The men are full
Justice Clark in Zeeland, William Dieof “pep" and they want behind them
mer was bound over to the Circuit
“peppy” individualsas committeemen Court on a charge of resisting an offito back them up.
cer. The examination was attended by
It is understoodthat he chairmen a number of disappointed people. They
of the several committees have already
expected that several interestingfacts
been chosen and these will be notified would develop ia the examinationbut
to select their fellow members to be
as the greater part of the work hal
approved later by the officials of the been cprriel out a week before, there
Chamber.
was little left to do.
Great care has been taken in their
The evidence secured sufficed to bin!
selectionand the men chosen to fill out
Dieraer over to the Circuit court. He
the balance of the different committees
will he tried in March. Corrie Coburn

80 Acres,

5 miles South East of Holland. 40 acrea clay loam
and 40 acrea sandy loam All improved excfpt ,10 arrea river
bottom. A new house with 8 rooms and basement. Barn 62i84 and
shed. Granary, henhouse, etc. Small orchard. Good well with
windmill. 13 acres grain, 16 meadow. Seme fall plowing doie.
$2500 down. Price

................................................
$6,500
40 Acres, 1 1;2 miles from Crisp. 1-2 mile from school. All
good clay loam soil except about 5 acres sandy Icam. All improved
except 8 acres pasture with some nice timber House with 8 rooms
and cellar. Barn 46x48, silo, hogbonse, henbiute, corncrib, etc.
Good well and windmill. Also water in tbe pasture Well fenced.
65 fruit trees and lots of berries. Price $3,700 with tftm. 7 cows,
4 yearlings. 100 chickens, and all tools and produce on band
$1,300 extra. All

for

$5,000

..................................

60 Aorss,

4 miles

S. E- of

Holland, near a 10 grade* school.

All improved, good mixed soil. A boose with 7 rocros and cellar.

Barn 40x42 with addition. Granary, henhouse, hoghouse, corncrib,
Good well with windmill, fruit and shaoe trees and berries.
Price
etc.

..................................................

45 Acres,
mixed

low

3 miles South of Holland, near the stone

sandy loam

$5,000

rcad.^ood

soil. All improved, fairly level. House with

6 rooms and cellar. Barn 44x48, henhouse, wagon shed and granary combined, hogpen, etc. Small orchatd. Gocd watpr. Price

..........

..

.......................................

$3,500

JOHN WEERSING
30

W.

8th Street

Holland, Mich.

will be scrutinizedvery closely in order

of Grand Rapids represented Diemer
to see whether they willAvork, instead
Saturday and Prosecuting AttorneyF.
of simply fillingan honorary positionin
T. Miles of Holland the people.
name only.
“Splan" is at large until March on
A harbor committeewill be added to a $500 bail provided by G. Lagc an!
the list of committeesalready created.
Gil Van Hoven, both of Zeeland.
It will devolve upon this committeeto
look after matters relating to thia
harbor, boat lines, car ferry projects JACKSONVILLE
and other matters pertaining to the

WOMEN

WANT SKETCH OF
CENTENNIAL PARK

The

Electric

Way

marine end of this city’s welfare. This
committeewill co-operatewith the hnr
bor board already in existence, and
Mayor Vandersluisha.4 receiveda
should be composed of men of influence
communicationfrom several ladies in
who can create a favorable imprwsioj
tle
Jacksonville,111., asking for a sketch
at Washington, should the cause call of Centennial Park. The beauty spot
them there in the interestsof harbor
has proven a very good advertisement
developmentshere.
to Holland thru the resorterswho visit
The big meeting at which the organ- our local resortsin tho summer time.
ization and the announcingof the perThis is self-evidentjudging from the
sonnel on the differentconmuUgfts will
following letter to the mayor:
take place will be on Tuesday, Febru
Jacksonville,lit.
ary 13.
Jan. 31st, 1917
At
this
meeting
all
of
the
404
memMeeting
To the Mayor of Holland:—
bers are requested to be present, as it i*
Dear Sir— Two ladies of our city
Although it is just eight months ago with their cooperation,their ideas and
Limited All the Way- Every Two Hours
have recently been appointedby the
that the local press began to advance their hackng that the organization,can
mayor, as members of the park board—
the idea of a foundry in this city, the readily accomplish things.
ZEELAND CIVIC CLUB LOSES AFT casting plant that was buili shortly The' advisability of a banquet will it is a little out of the ordinary to
have ladies therefore we feel we waut
EE WINNING FROM HOLafter is now employihg49 skilled men also be a matter under discussion. There
all the information we can get on beauLAND SHOES.
in its factory at the head of Eighth is some opposition to a spread of this
tifying small parks. Many people from
.
kind, although it seems that a getting
#Lv. Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Deiioit next
our city go to Michigan Summer ReThe Zeeland Civic Club Indoor BaseThe factory is melting eigfit tons of together of our citizens once a year for
sorts,
and
we
have
beard
thru
them
ball team met defeat Monday night on iron castings each day and have a great the purpose "of fraternizing,exchanging
morning
their floor at the hands of the fast De deal of work ahead, with some fine con- ideas, picking out the best ones and wjiat a beautifullittle park you have, i
Free Chemical team of this city, 9 to 8. tracts signed up, one being with the following them out is an excellentthing Holland. Would it be asking too much
Ly. Detroit at noon andjeach Holland the next noon
As the score indicates, the game was Pere Marquette railroad in which the and there is no better way to do this of you to send us a rough sketch of
your park, with plans for planting low
exceptionally close, the locals winning Superior does all the casting required than at a congenial little spread.
shrubs and flowers. And what kind are
by a 9th inning rally. Neither of the by that company.
Do not fail to be at the meeting on the most satisfactory and attractive.
two nines aver led by* more than one
It has long been anticipatedthat there Tuesday, February 13, if you have th*
We have a ffhAll park in the center of
point.
has been a great need for a foundry interestsof the Chamber of Commerce
our business districtwhich has been
and solicited enough pledges of support
Tbe attendancewas not ns large as in this city. There were thousands of aid the City of Holland at heart.
poorly kept, much to tho disgust of the
to satisfy him. Tho Lincoln representat the first game between the Bhoer pounds of castingsbeing purchased outOF
:o:
ladies. Wo are not planningto have
ative was there at the same time and
and Civic club. Nevertheless both side of the city and in many instances HOLLAND PLAYERS GAINING
the park elaborate or expensive, but a
he announced before waving that he’
teams were well supported.Korstanj'* this is still going on. But no doubt the
IN COUNTY BILLARD CONTEST spot of beauty. We did not know who NOW TWO WILL COME ON THEIR
had sufficient guaranty to put the show
and Nash, the two umpires, gave sever- local plant will soon be in a position
OWN HOOK; LINCOLN IE
to advise with in regard to this mat
on there next summer. Tbe Community
al decisions which did not appeal to to handle everything in sight and at the
ONE OF
Holland played another big game in ter. Suppose you have a park honrJ,
people did not ask so much in the way
either team. Zeeland made 12 hits and rate business is coming in it will not b* tho Ottawa County Billiardtournament
or the mayor, some one is wonderfully
of local aid and responsibilityas tho
Holland made the same number. Seven long before a large addition will have of pocket billiard Thursday night.
interosted to make such an attractive Allegnn is quite likely to have plenZeeland players were struck out by to built to the plant.
Linooiln people have. They seem to reaJappinga gained 38 points, leaving
Bhaw and Vander Hill, while fourteen At the annual stockholders meeting them^nly about 40 points behind thc*.r park that its beauty is spoken of by all ty of Chautauquasnext summer if pres lize that Chautauqua patrons no longer
ent
plans
develop.
Both
the
Lincoln
of Holland's players went down before hell this morning the following. direc- rivaled th two more games to be play- those who have seen it.
feel it incumbent upon themselves to
Will you kindly let us hear from yon system, the one Allegan has had for
Alderinkand Vande Weide. Tbe score tors were elected: Albert Knopihuizen, ed before the tournamentcloses. Post
four years and a new company, the Com- make the week's program and receipts
soon, and you will greatly oblige,
by innings:
John Glupker and George E. Kollen.
lost out by only one point. Post and
munity Chautauqua system, have made financiallysuccessful for the system.
,
Holland...... ..... 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 2—9
The officers of the company are Jappenga will go to Grand Haven to
arrangementsto come here. A reprt- They make all the plans and do most of
Mrs.
Ira
Weihl,
Zeeland ___________ ______ -2 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0—“ George E. Kollen, president;John Glufv night and will play one jnore game there
the work,
a plan
plan more nearly
nearly hke
Kke the
the
sentative of the latter company was in 11,0
worx, a
Mrs.
Kate
H.
HoUinger,
Batteries— Holland,8haw, Van der ker, vice president; Albert Knooihui- ext week which will complete the tourAllegan two or three days last week ^*7 ^ *”7 professionalcompany that
205
S. Prairie
Jacksonville,
and Te Roller; Zeeland, Alderink, aen secretary, treasurer and manager. nament.
HUnois.
Weide and Alderink.

to
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ALLEGAN GETS OVERDOSE
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i

St.,

nofwrv tily
r

"Whose order*
toot To boltoto la toy purpooa, or had
"General Jackson directly;although
the words of botrayal spoken by Anas
Cowan and Kelly loft a otlng of ouo- Robert E. Lee was present, and give
picion behind? If they had, would I final Instructions."
Her hands concealed her face, and I
‘Window” Stylo lOilon W1U Bo Sold dare to confess the truth, fully reveal
my identity,and thui leave the fate could Judge nothing as to Us exprest PootoOcoou OoanoercUl
sion; whether, or not, my words had
Hits.
of my secret mission in her hands?
Her sympathise must naturally be any weight with htr. She sat motion*
Wohington. Peb. 8— Increase in the with the Union forces; ahe would tee leas, bent slightlyforward. At last she
price for all sixes of stamped envelopes, the Issues from the viewpoint of her said slowly:
"1— I know enough of— of army lift
effectiveFeb. 1, was announced by the father. That would have nothing to
poetofficedepartment. The raise was to with these banditti, but later might to be aware that men are not ordered
made necessary by the increased cost greatly Interfere with the work to to such hazardous work— they are
of paper and the use of more and better which I had been assigned.I bad two asked to volunteer. Only s brave man
material.| The increases average 43c
duties to perform—to tbs army, and to would assume such a risk; only a
per thousand envelopes.
this helpless girl; which was para- man who believed In himself, and his
Postofficesthrougnout the country
ooon will be supplied with stamped mount If by any chance they clashed? cause. *1—1 like you better because
‘window” envelopes with part of the I could not knswer, but I did compre- you have told me. I believe you are
address side transparent,which hereto* hend which came first— I must save honest with me now. I did not know
foie nave been unavailable.The depart* Noreen Harwood from the merciless what to d<* or what to say bfffpre. I
meat decided to put on sale tuis class clutch of Anao Cowan. I muit remain knew you were not Raymond, and that
of envelopes as a means of enabling with her loyally, until she was safe in you were acting a He— but could not
commercialconcerns to do away with
the protection of friends. Possibly I guess your purpose. What made It
addressing as well as stamping.
could accomplish this, and atlll retain
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half ran up four

1

Probate Court for ths Couatjr of 00
land’s one. The feature or
of tne
the game
tows.
BLANCHE POST FIND 36 PBR CENT aa well as almost all the rest of th«
At a stasloB of sold Court, holt
•
games of this season, wss the basket
OF THBM WITH PHYSICAL
shootjng of Doc Hensley. Doe caged at Probots Office Is Us City of QtsM
HANDICAPS.
four gokls the first half and 7 of the
_
Haven in said
County, on the 25th
second, which in addition to a foul goml
wnil J., Y~n ’lai?'
totaled
19
points
—
two
points
less
ths..
aav
A. 1). 1917.
The report of Blanche Post, the viaPresent.
Hon.
Jtmea P. Daahof,
the
number
made
by
the
Muskegon
iting
nurse
for
the
county
shows
thst
a
the work accomplished has tno.e that- players. Doe whose star has been con Judge of Probate
j
justified the appointmentof a county itantly in the ascendant, forms half of
Id the matter of the eeUte of
ollcer of thia
•
the team and without this scrappy play
Hendrik Forma, Deceased.
The report representsn etirvcy of helcr the Zeelsnd team would be at a loss.
:o:Ottawa County schools and hi much
Nicholas Hofereenge buvirg filed
visitingnurse, and initructivoa. d ed- TO GIVE
in said court bis petition, praying
ucationalwork as it was poa*ih!eto do
CHILD
for license to sell the interest of toid
in connection with inspection of the
estate in certain real estate therein
school children.
Senator Martin of Ottawa County Hat described.
The report in part follows:—
Measure Which will call for ChildAt first it seemed impossible and un
It is Ordered, Thai the 23rd day of
ren Born Out of Wedlock
wise to take more than actual school
FVhrnnry, A, D. 191 at ten o’clock
work, but as weeks and months advancin
the forenoon, a' said probate office
ed, the
calls for the
One of the most radical, in some wsys
sick became so imperative that it wa- revolutionary bills will be introduced be and i| hereby appointed for
impossible not to heed them. Destitut.'- in the state senate by Senator Vincent bearing
petition and that
familieshave been rejnirted to the prop- A. Martin, of Ottawa and Mnikeffor
my secret.
ill peraon* interested in said estate
er authorities, homes found for the ne^ counties, relate* to the loigt.inatialtv
-Is there any other way out of here,
lected children,institutions in the rare of childten born out of wedlock. Tk< ippear •ef.'re said court, at aaid
Miss Noreen?" 1 asked, scarcely above
of the sick, prevention of the illness o. bill it is believed will have a powerfu time and pU.-e, to show cauae why
a whisper, "any opening leading to the
how to controlthe spread of communion influenceip bettering moral c .uuitiont t license to -all the interest of said
roof?'
ble diseases. While o.ie might feel that in the atlte.
estate in aaid real estate ahould not
"I have never seen one, though often
a great deal of the work lies outsi-b
The meoMurp provides that if a child
up here when I was a child."
your nursl’a jurisdiction, she has tried is born out of wedlock, the courts shal be granted;
to lay a firm foundation for good, in decide who the father is, and he shall
It la further ordered, That pahlle
"Then our only means of escape is
each community according to the itrli the father in fart, must support th* notice thereof be given by publicaby the ladder, and we dare not venture
vidual
child and the child shall be his heir Just tion of a copy of fan order, for three
that until assured those fellows have
“In Ottawa County there are tS* city
as if the couple were marriel. successive week! previous to said
really left. Do you bear any sound
schools of Holland, Grand Haven and | The child will by action of the court In day of hearing, in the Holland City
below ?"
Zeeland one hundred and twenty -five iven the father’s name. In case the Newt a newapaper printed and circa
We both listened in breathlesi sirural schools, and nine parochialschools If,ather is unmarried, the birth of the lated la said county.
lence, but no noise reached ua with
Of the 8,888 children inspected,35 per child shall constitutealleged comm .r
Tale
JAMES J. DANHOF,
any distinctness. I thought I caught
cent were found to have physical handi- law marriage, which can only he annul)
Civil Strife
caps. Health talks have been given in |ed through regular divorce proceedings, (A true copy) Judge ol Probate
the echo of a voice, but it sounded
each class room, parent's meetings, the and the father shall be guilty of big W ILFORD F. KIEFT
from outside the house— possibly
grange and other public assemblies have amy should he marry another without
Register of Probate.
someone yelling a report from the
been addressedrelative to tho won; first having secured a divorce.
Bj RANDALL PARRISH
stable.
whenever possible.
If the father is already a married
"Shall 1 risk exploring?"^ asked
EMm«mIvC.D.RMs
Expiree Feb. 10
“Where instances of improper heat- man, the child born of a womnn otho
doubtfully. "There is surely no one
ing, lighting, unprotected wells, and un- than hi* luwfuPWife, will be given hi* •TATI OP MICHIGAN— THB
on this floor except Nichols, and I
b«te Court for the County of Of
sanitary toilets were found, and brot to name just tho same, will bo his heir juv
Judge he has been knocked out for
tawa.
the notice of the school board members, the same, will be supported by him and
OgpjitfhShyA.O.MoClarv*OQ.
immediate correctiveaction was taken will be recognized by law as a half
some time. We can hardly wait here
At a session of laid Court, held
in the majority of cases.
for him to recover, and give us free
SYNOPSIS.
brother or sister of the other children of at Probate Office la the City ot
“Thru the untiringefforts of the Sc that father.
passage. What action do you think we
Grand Uavru In laid County, on tha.
cial Welfare Association of Hollanl
The child born out of wedlock "IN Utli <U« nf Tan A
1917
^CHAPTER Z— Confederate Berfeaal ought to take?"
and the co-operation of the Holland be so much tho child of hi* father
Prr all of the Staunton artillery la eent
day 01 i,40,
'• „ . ^
"I certainly have no desire to re|gA vy to his native county on the Qreea
dentists,several children
had
their .the only manner in which the child can . ?****}'
,
,
,
PDlkBko*»
main here longer than is necessary,"
pier by General Jackson.
teeth cared for and were helped in var h)e deprived of his share of his father ’i Jud«® °‘ P™b*te
she answered calmly, "but 1 do not bela tha matter of tha aatate of
ious ways. Thirty dollars were spent e*tate is by a will in which that
moun*
j^ermiaefl JeaTKylor? wuh ibSS he lieve those men have all left the house.
for tooth brushes to be distribute! 1u]ar chikl will he disinherited, and th?
There
Waa
the
Sound
of
Chairs
Being
Margery
V. Buttrick. el a), Minors
to o house beyond Hot Springs.
Some may be outside in the storm
among the children in the Hollanl authors of tho bill figure a man would
Pushed
Haetlly Back.
schoolswho have parents unable to sup hesitate long to thus acknowledge his
Mary Butrick-Meyera having filed
t*1* Jiouaj Wyatt and searching for trace of ua, but there are
ply them.
[child out of wedlock and then disinherit in aaid court her petition praying
and an old SSIhKr* of^wJatL other8 BUreljr on *uard be,ow- D,d harder to underatand her voice best*
‘ The proceeds from the sale of Red him.
whUt ths two othor you hear that? A knife lell on the tatlng slightly,“arose because there
that her final account b# allowed.
Cross Christmas seals in Graud Haven
oecomee suaptctoui. and floor; someone Is eating In the dining
If the father of a child born out of
was somethingabout you so oddly fa- has been expendedby the Grand Haven
It is Ordered,That
••caped*^°r
lnurd*,^dHarwood
wedlock is a minor, then hia parents ate
room.”
miliar; I— I felt th4t I ought to recog- Anti-TuberculosisSociety in tho better
to be held liable for the suppoit of the Mon. thelSth day of Feb- A D- 1917
L CHAPTER IV— Wyatt changea to the
"1 am going to lift the scuttle; pos- nize your face; that somewhere we ing of living conditions of children
child.
uniform he has with him. sibly some light may filter up the
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at aaid
had met before— have we?"
suceptibleto tuberculosisand in provid
If the mother of a child is feeble
stairs."
“Yea, Mias Noreen; I am Tom ing many other things necessary for the minded, the father is determinedto probate office be and in hereby ap1 was obliged to loosen it by the in- Wyatt.”
recovery of persons affected with this have been guilty of rape whether he pointed for hearing aaid petition;
sertion of my knife blade, yet the
used violenceor not.
"Why! Why. of courae!” the awlft dread malady.
It la Furthar Ordered,That pvbde
clamp yielded with but little noise, expression was one of Intense relief. “Good results have been obtained in
Ail bastardylaws arc repealed, the notice* thereof be given by public*
many
cases where fool, clothing, medical aim of the authors of the bill being to
and I peered eagerly down the open- "How stupid of me! Oh, I am ao glad
ft V-Fox, and Wyatt believe
attentionor hospitalcare hna been fur- see the last of the illegitimatechild, Uoa of a copy of thia order, for three
V)lb* old Ned Cowan. The de- ing. There was a lamp burning In the that I know." To my surprise ahe
nished by the society. Proving the old tho child without a name and the child •uccesslve weeks previous to said lay
l.BS^Smrrfn’d^JfSd! !°wer h,U'
ufllclently held out both hands impulsively."Your adage, “An ounce of prevention is who will live forever after have some- of hearing la the Holland City Neva,
!'a apparentlydeserted home.
bright to reveal the general situation. being a spy doesn't make any differ worth a pound of cure.”
a newapaper printed and circulated
thing to live down which he was in no
No men were visible, nor did I hear ence now that I know who you really
s
The King’s Daughters of Grand Ha way responsible for. Senator Martin In said
any voices in conversation. One thing are. It Is no wonder I did not recqg- ven have supplied money to pay ocul holds that if a man RApts to maintain
JAMES J. DANHOF,
was certain— the upper hall was com- nlze you— why you were only a boy—* ists for glasses for childrenneeding eye to families he must W to in the open,
(A
true copy.) Judge of Probate
ecialista care. They have also sup and that the child of hia unmarried wife
pletely deserted, for I could see along
"Not when you rode by my mother
• CHAPTER Vll-Panon Nichols cornea
plied clothing where necessary.
shall have just the same protection,the WILFORD F. KIEFT
%o the house and tails Noreen of her fa* Its entire length.I lifted my head, and and me on the pike.”
Thru the Social elfare Society of
{fier'a death.
glanced back to where tbe girl reHegieter of Probate
"A year ago? I remember;yet I Grand Haven, 500 tooth brushes were I name, the rights and good name that th?
[childrenof his married wife have, and
• CHAPTER VIII— Wyatt forces Parson mained illent, and motionless.My
hardly caught
glimpse of you purchasad to be distributedto the chil- that child shall have these advantages
/Nichole to confeu that he haa been sent
Id -advance of Anse Cowan, who propoeea eyes, long accustomedto tbe darkness, through the dust You were Just a boy dren in need thru the county. The
in the eyes of the law and before all
to marry Noreen at once, and so quiet could distinguish her outlines, even
7584— Expires February 17
when you were here last. Why you Boards of Education of Spring Lake mankind. He holds that if there is any
(title to the lend In dlepute between the
the dim contour of her face. She aat had long curls."
and Grand Haven appropriatedeach $35 1 itigm* it must be .upon the father, and STATE OP lIlipiIUAN— Tks ProktU OmH
Cowana and Noreen’i dead father.
for the Coonto of Ottawa.
upright on tbe rough flooring, appar"And thought Noreen Harwood tbe to be used for dental work in behalf of |nftt th* lnnm.i.nr
CHAPTER IX— Anse Cowan and hit
At a aeaalon of aaid eourt, hald at th*
childrenwho have parents who are una
ently
regarding
me
Intently.
lAf arrive and find the preacher bound
most beautiful little girl I had ever
Probata Oflca In tha City of Grand
ble
to
bear
this
financial
burden.
Fol,
.
a
closet.
Wyatt
and
Noreen
have
coa*
iff!
"Do you find the way left clear?”
USED TOO MUCH FORMALDEHYDE in said county, on the 25th day of
seen.”
cesled themselvesIn the attic.
lowing investigationby officers of the
"So far as the upper hill is conWhy
you— you are In even greater Social Welfare Society of family con#
January, A. D- 1917.
Ain>c in uni nave completely tost ms
cerned— yes. There Is a light burn- danger than I."
ditions,
when
a
printed
slip
filled
out
Quarantine
cards
and
scarlet
fever Present: Hon James J. Danhof, Judge
temper, for there wae the sound of a ing below, although I can perceive no
"Oh, no; from all I have seen and and signed,is presented to them. Thi* meant nothing in the life of Andrew
blow, antyhe noise of a falling body,
movement They may be In the dining heard the Cowans must be In sympa- work is being done at the actual coat of Neigh of bagiiinaw when he wanted to of Probate.
feet ahuffllngas the others drew back.
In tha mattar of the aatata s<
room, but I do not believe they will thy with the South, or they never the material,each dentistin Grand Ha [see his sweetheart,whose sister was ill.
•••
Then a moment of ellence.
Willem Beukema, Deceased.
search up here again.”
would have made the attack on Fox’a ven sharing equally in the distribution He saturated bis clothing with disinfee“Pick the ol’ fool np," said a voice.
tant to avoid contracting the fever, but
"No?" The slight rising inflection party, or held Lieutenant Raymond of the
Hendrikje Beukema having filed
"Throw him back Into the room thar. stung me. What did her action mean?
“Seven thousand sample tubes of the mother of his aweetheart objected
prisoner.I ha^ considered going diin
said court her petition praying
Maybe hell hev sum sense when he Why should she so suddenlyassume
tooth power and paste were distributed | to hia calling because ahe feared th?
wakes up. Kelly, take Jim with yer, that tone with me? The sooner I knew rect to Anse, revealing my Identlt?, to the children throughout the county, fumes of formaldehydewould kill her that said ‘-ourt adjudicateand deterand demanding protection."
in addition to literature of educations! canaries. She had Neigh arrested and mine who were at the time of his
aa’ tee if thet.hoes Is In ther stable
the better.
value on the care of teeth and mouth." he barely escaped a workhouse senyet If them two left on fut, they "I beg your pardon, Miss Harwood," Her hands grasped my sleeve.
death the legal heirs of said deceased
tence..
"No, not that! You do not underand entitled to inherit the real estate
1 said quietly, "but 1 fall to understand
o----stand, Tom Wyatt. These men care
why you should speak to me in this nothing for the Issues of the war. They
Seth Nibelink and Austin Ilarring of which said deceaseo died seized.
ALS TO
OF 39-21 ton left for Chicago Tuesday noon on a It is Ordered, That the 23rd day
manner. You have shown confidence, merely use them to cover up their own
buaineas trip. Mr. Nibbelinkexpects
trust, In my former effortsto serve lawless deeds, and to assist in work
of February, A. D. 1917 at ten
you, and I am Just as eager now to be Ing out schemes of revenge. They are ADD ANOTHER SCALP; HAVE FOUR to go on to Iowa to purchasea caro’clock in tbe forenoon,at said Proload of horses.
of service."
ROUND BOXING CONTEST WITH
neither Federal, nor Confederate; they
bate office, be and is hereby appoinDRAW DECISION '
"You mean you wish me to have are robbers, murderers,and thieves.
ted for hearing aaid petition;
(Expiiroa March 3, 1917)
complete confidence In you?”
Is Anio Cowan here tonight for any
8TAlTE OF MICHIGAN
It U Furthtf Ordered, That Publle Unties
De Roster’s sturdy braves added an"Certainly. I can do nothing other purpose but his own? You realize
Twentieth Judicial Circuit: In Chan hereof t>e given by publicationof n copy thereother
scalp
to
their
belt
Friday
night
wise.”
of for three iscceulve week* previoui te seld
what that purpose is."
eery
when the Muskegon Normals were de)!i«nd City
ig in the Holltbd
OH leva, a
dtj of hearini
There was an instant of silence,In
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Suit
pending
in
the
Circuit
Court
for
newipsper printed end circulated la said
feated by a score of 39-21 at Zeeland.
which her breathing was plainly audiThe Ted and Eds have fallen into the the County of Ottawa, in Chancery, at I bounty
ble. Beneath the shadow of an uplift- RAUGATUCK RESIDENT DEAD
JAMES J. DANHOF,
habit of winning almost all of their the courthouse in the City of Grand Ha- 1
ed hand I felt that her eyes were upon
Judge ef Probate.
games. Only two defeats which were en, on the 18th day of January, A. D.
Funeral of Mrs. Beimetto Held Tues administered by the Hope College quin- 1917, J. Newton Nind, plaintiff vs. (A Tree Copy)
my fate.
day; Waa a Pioneer.
"Very well, then,” she said finally,
tet and the WolverineFive of Grand James W. Eno, if living,and his an WILFORD F. KIEFT,
Rapids, blot the record sheet of this known helre, devisees,legateps and as
her voice more expressive of Interest.
Register of Probate.
Mrs. Lydia Bennetto, aged 84, died in fast Zeeland team and these defeats are signs, if dead, defendant*.
"It
ii Is
id Burci/
surely no
uu more
unite than
iiMU UBMiiKi
natural that
iu»i
v-.u.i
The above entitled cause concerns
being continually eradicated by dedsI should desire to -know whom 1 h»e 8he j, .gur,wcd by a dwughter who
ivo victories. The game FriJay night all that certain piece or parcel of land,
a
ItAmAW
will
s-m •
7585— Expiree February 17
the honor of talking with.
sides in Chicago.
waa a forerunner to a series of hard situated in the Township of Park (forSTATE OF MICHIGAN—
FreThe funeral was held Tuesday
"But do you not know?"
games to follow and Zeeland will have merly Holland) in tho County of Otbate Court for the County <1
"No,” firmly and decisively. "You Saugatuck where Mra. Bennetto
to play even better ball than they have tawa, State of Michigan,known and
been staging in order to come out of described as follows:— Lot numbered Ottawa.
heard what those men said— yet you been a residentfor many years.
At a session of aaid Court, held
thia series of four games with a clean Fifty-seven, (57) of the plat of the
go on pretending to me. You are the
SIGN
record. The team is rapidly reaching West Michigan Park Association, ac
Probate Office In the City of
officer they referred to, are you not?"
I
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Damn Coward

I

What

Did

You

Tslir
gone fur in this atorfii. Enyhow
that's one thing sure— they ain't a
hidin' op yere. Cum on, boys, let’a

Ain’t

take a ’nother look ’round down bolow."

We heard their feet on the ftalre,
and the light, which had streamed up
through the crack In the ecuttle, faded
away, leaving ns lu utter darkness.
CHAPTER

X.

1 began to underatandthe state of
Affairs now, piecing thia and that together, lying there In the darkness,
listening for aome sound of guidance

from below. 1 could hear the
breathing of thh girl at

ay

side,

toft

but

ahe 414 not apeak or move. She had
overheardall that waa aaid; ahe must
lao realise Tally the object of these
men, and the desperation of our posi-

tion Would

last season and state teams will find
their equal in the Zeeland aggregation
From* the outset it looked aYiflt waa lather with aU and aignular the hered-l

Fox’s troop?"

clear sailing for the Ted and Eds with

HAS BEEN DECIDED BY THE
OTTAWA 00. ROAD COM
MISSION

she continue to trash

ita

merits

™

----

4

------

------

prMent Hon. Jamee J.

Danhof,

lJud*° of Prob4t«-

"No; I Joined him by accident at
hi the matter of the estate of
Hot Springs."
The board of county road commission rolted^up^a gainst IhLTppo^ntV’
B
appearingthaMt is | John Kervink, Deceased,
"Under what name?"
ers at a meeting held in the officeof the
two Points
the game
James W_
points and
and the
game had ^ely |not
The utter uselessness of attemptingcounty clerk, and attendedby Austin
commenced. Toward the close of the
to He was apparent Her questions Harrington, of Holland, it was decided second half the Muskegon basketeers whereabout*; and if deed, whether he I petition, praying that an mairuwere too direct,too straightforward, to purchase twenty-four sign posts Who tossed the sphere around in a seem- ha* personalrepresenativea or heirs I ment filed in aaid court be admitted
living, or where his unknown heirs,
probat« as the laat will and
for any further evasion.Tbe slightest which will be placed at the principal ingly ItfkadaeBaOl manner took a
quibblingnow would coat me her road crossingsin the county. If the?e •port and three of thei%men scored a
H. iMUment o. ..id deceMcd
posts prove satisfactoryothers will be
field goal thus making a final score of
friendship forever. If I hesitated, it
McBride, Attorney for Plaintiff, it is that administratioi- o! M»U»
placed where needed. The posts ordered
9-17
for
the
first
half.
Doc
Heasley,
the
was scarcely noticeable.
are constructedof steel angles, the sign Zeeland forward TagedTourflrid'gwiTs ordered that the said defendant, James granted to Jennie Kmirk or some
"Under the name,” I replied quietly, boards are rust proof and the letters are
a white back ground.
"of Charles H. Raymond, lieutenant black
Van Lolf*
""r"d ^ B"t
I*™"It is Ordered, That the
Third U. 6. cavalry,on recruiting Gravel was ordered to repair the road
I. con.ider.tionof He f.et that
of th«n, »h.U Jiiter
between Grand rtaven and Cooperaville. spectators.ro left without moth enter their vpMmu.ee in wid eauee within
aervice.”
. <i February. A- D. 1917
"Oh!” the exclamation burst forth In The gravel will be hauled across the tiinmentduring the hnlvee, the Otto- three months from the d.t» of this
.ni o clock in the forenoon, at said
w« Band wm secured to give a '°"rtrt. °jd«i ».<1 that within Went, dajr. the
surprise et my frank avowal "Then ,r^ver whi,e ** frozen.
.air office, be and is hereby apThere
wee a little additionalfeature
t0
,o» did not -a.
n,CT..rto do1 published in the Holland City News, s
. ii.tad for hearing raid petition.
a
boxing
fight staged between two
celve me? You had been paaslns
trunk line road
newspaperprinted,published and eireo
Ike younger element. The two boys
I» is Further Ordered. That publle
der that name with othera. You had from the Grand Haven bridge through
id cit
city of HoHand, and withn.
were clad in real pugilistic attire and lated In said
- Ice there f be glv'.n by public*taken It for a distinct purpose — a— a Ferrysburg, consisting of about three
iwa,
said
pu
publication
made things warm for each other for said county of Otta1
n of a copy of thia order, for
military
quarters of a mile of road. The commisto be continued
coniinned once in each week for
four rounds. Without injuring the digiree successiveweeks previoua to
sioners
favorably
eensidered
the
propo
six
weeks
in
succession,
"I took it,” I said slowly, and delibnity of either of these white hopes the
aid day of hearing, In the Holland
sition, and are inclined to ask permi*
i- Dated January 18, A. D. 1917.
erately, my eyes looking steadily at
affair waa called a draw.
Ity Newt a newapaper printed and
slon of the highway departmentof the
ORIEN
8. CROSS,
Heasley started this for Zeeland thi?
her, "becauseI knew inch a Federal
rculated In aaid county.
Circuit Judge.
•tate to do to.
second half with a few field goals. Hibofficer had been detailed to aervice In
:o:
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Charles H. McBride,
this neighborhood.If I have taken mj FOR SALE— Well matured fruit farm ner, guard for the Normals scored two Attorney for Plaintiff,
A
true
copy.)
Judge of Probate
goals and three of his teammates com
life In my hand* to serve the cause of
of twenty aeree; make* fine surburan
Buaineas address, Holland, Mich.
tributed one and the game was more
WILFORD
F. KIEFT,
home. Good water, %-mile south of
the South, it waa In obedienceto the
even, altho Zeeland still held a safe ma- A True Copy Attest:—
Reglater of Probate,
- City Limit* oa First Avenue. InOrris J. Sluiter,Clerk in Chancery
ordep of my super! ora."
jority of points. Mills who was unable
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“Yea; I escaped when Fox's command was attacked.”
"You were an officer in Captain THIS
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DUTCH ATTENTIVE TO
DRUMMER COMPLAINS WATIRft OF XVXRLA8T- OTTAWA COUNTY
IS8UR8 ANNUAL REPORT
VOICE CULTURE OF HOTEL BED OOVER8 INO LIFE COST <76.00 LI0AN8 BACK WILSON
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TEAR

AYS TRAVBLDfQ POPULATION IS WOMAN OF EIGHTY YEARS IS
NOT ENCOURAGED TO OPBM | STUNG VIA PONUE DR IRON
WINDOWS

aiEKBMA Aft CHAIRMAN

j

THU KEY-NOTE. RESOLUTION
ALSO BACK U? ADMINISTRATION
The Ottawa County Republicanton-

1.0?

It ha* become a subject of remark
And now comes a drummer witk a I Etwnal youth maJtes an everlasting vention was held in Grand Haven Monconsistory of the 14th Street
.43.00 Christian Reformed church has just is- in recent years that the voice of edu- plea for more comforters on koUl bed*, appeal, as evidenced by th* fact that
fit Car Feed ...... ...........
....
dav for the purpose of selecting 23
.43.00
No. Feed .... ..............
sued the annual report of that eongro- cated persons in Holland has a sweet- He think* the legislatureought to *ee Reading, Michigan, women of 80 or delegates to the State Convention at
.43.00
Cracked Corn
gation and this denominationis found ness of tone and modulationnot to be to thi* in the same way as the itate thereabout* are among the latest vie- Detroit to be held on Tuesday,Febrnfound in like extent in any other coun- aolons will be ealled upon to consider| tlms of a modern Pbnce de Leon,
______ 43.00
Corn Meal
to be in a flourishingcondition.
ary 20. Holland was represented about
37.00
Bran
bill prohibiting the employment
The past year ihere has been expend- try in Eorope and certjdnly not in
as well as any city in the county, jot
America. Dr. N. J. Poock van Baggan
44.00
Middling*
of per.
1 for charitiesand" missions the sum
excluding Grand ^aven.
Many Hol____ 37.00
of the Hague, Holland tells* in the New flicted with tuberenloeisand otbor com- one $75 for a “proscription” for a poScreenings ...
of $2,435.07, and the' total income from
'?
land delegates gathered at the P.
York Medical Record how this has been municable diseases. ..He. a.i.re.d. .bis tion that would give hev “eternal depot at 12 o’clock but the chances of
______ 48.00
Low Grade...
I sources for the year was $7,754.50.
__ 50.00
Oil Meal The general fund shows a balance on brought about by a reform which be- viewj in the state board of health tu- youth.”. Two other women were almos; going looked very dubious indeed. The
a K. D. Dairy Feed- ......... ........ 35.00 hand of $3,046.53,Jan. 1, 1916, while gan twenty years ago. During this berculosis
ready to sign checks, but at the last noon train from Muskegon had not ar______40.00
•Badger Horse FAed..— ..... ..
In the average hotel the covers on minute backed down. The woman who rived and a freight train with sornlus
the expenditures for the year were $3,- period the culture and refinement of
31.00 062.37. The clAirck property is esti- speech has largely improved by general the bed consist of a sheet, an extreme- bought the recipe was told that she coal was sent over the Muskegon divisBine Top Dairy Peed --voice hygienics and purificationof the ly flimsy comforter, a spread and a could get it filled at any drug store and ion to aid a stalled train somewhere
.47.00 mated at $17,118.50.
Cotton Seed Meal
111*080 Hi Protcin Dairy Fecds....44.00
woolen blanket, also very light. All that within three daye after coalmen*:- along the line. The Chicago train
The membership ia compiledns fol- accent.
/Beet Pulp .................
- ...................
— 28.00 lows: Total number of families, 16H; to- “To every Dutch training school for put together makes a thickness of eon- ing to take the medicine she would feel had to be waited for which was an
teachers,” he says, “is attached now siderably less than a single comforter aa well a* at any time in her whole
rnoi. aiMiMna* a O*.
tal number of communicants, 409; total
hour and a half late and all thi* had a
Hay, loose . ............
10.00
number of members,including children, adays a specialistfor voice hygieni-s on the average home bed. Add your life. Some of thr neighborslearned tendency of discouraging the delegates
Hay, baled
11.00
894; number of members who united who' is salaried by the municipality to overcoat to this and it ii still pretty that a emooti stranger was taking present,fearing that if they left they
Straw
8.00
with the church by letter and confes- which the school belongs. Moreover, in light with a zero temperaturethere their money ,away from the widows might be etalledover night somewhere
Moienaar ft De Ooeda
the large towns as in The Hague and cold February
and reported it, but before the stranger in a deep cut, between Holland and the
sion, during 1916, 41; Dumber of mem.. .14
Pork
The whole theory of the hotel bed | could be nabbed he had tied,
county-seat.
bers by baptism and birth, '16, 63; Amsterdam, the municipality has apMutton
—15% number of deaths ’16, four; number of pointed a specialist for voice hygienics equipment is that the occupant of the
Very little satisfactionwas given at
.16
Lamb .
families withdrawn,seven; number of who gives courses free of charge to the room is to sleep with window closed. In
the office and a majority of the dele...1215
Teal
individualmembers withdrawn 11; teachers.ofthe municipal schools. These many Michigan hotels, in fset, patrons
gated of Holland, Zeeland, Georgetown
... .15 number of catechumens,356; number courses were started to combat the are warned in a printed notice that if
Chickens
•nd Jamestown,went back home, as the
IS
IN
.36
throat disease (the same as the clergy- damage is caused by their having their
Egg*
me Grand
uranj
in Sunday School, 425; membership of
hours passed by. At 1:45 the
... .34
men’s sore throat) to wKich the teach- windows open they will have to foot
Buter, dairy ------Ladies’ Aid society,70.
Haves trained pulled u]
up at the station
.40
ers,
in
the
exercise
of
their
profession,
.Butter, creamery
the bill. And by making the bed cov | SPSNCXR, STUDENT LIFE GUARD, and the few remaining delegatesjumped
o
are so frequently subject. It is a mat- ering as flimsy as it can decently be
Haven in doubleRESCUES 17
THE
on and got to Grand Haven
917 IS 100TH
tgr off course that those trained teach- made, the hotel owners try to discourquick time, arriving there at 2:30.
SINKING
BOAT
ers exert a favorablerefining iuflu- age this open-window fad. Of course,
The effect of the storm seemed also
ence over the speech of their pupils.
anyone can demand more covering, but
to have been felt in the north end of
have often noticed that the young it means a lot of fuss, some addition!.. I Edward W. Spencer, who as the first the couaty, judging from the attendMrs. Klaas Prins living West 19tb
SHIPS ON
teachers,who have followed the rourse tipping and so* on. Many who oilier student life guard of Northwesternu* ance, as some townships had no represtreet is seriouslyill.
— :o:
THE FIRST STEAMBOAT ON THE take pleasure in correcting the speech wise would sleep with open window fol liversitysaved seventeen lives from the sentation at all and even Grand Haven
Dr. A. C. Van Raaltc Gilmore leaves GREAT LAKES WAS LAUNCHED xnd purifying the accent of the childlow the path of least resistance an*.: I wreck of the Lady Elgin, Sept. 8, I860, city wa* represented by only one-fourth
today for Spring Valley, Minn.
ren who arc under their care and de- keep it
A CENTURY AGO
is dying in. his home in BurBank,Calif. of their usual number.
—•to:—"
mand from them a faultlesspronuncia- “But it seems to me if anyone is t< Reports of his critical illness were rc
The 75 odd delegates were called to
Martin Trap of Chicago is visiting
The year 1917 marks the IMth anni tion.”
l»e encouraged to sleep with open win jeeived Monday night. Mr. Spencer is order by the Hon. G. J. Diekcma of
the Bev. Leonard Trap of Zeeland.
To this may be added that in every dow it should be the man who travels jmore than 80 years old.
versary of the launchingof the first
this city who in his speech urged all
town of any importance in Holland a He does not know who has occupied
When the Lady Elgin wa* flbunde men, irrespectiveof party allegiaareto
Attorney George E. Kollen is in Co- steamboat on the Great lakes.
The first steamer was built at Back- specialist for speech impediments is the room the night before or what com ing in the storm off Evanston, Spencer stand by the administrationin ease any
. ’lumbus, Ohio today on business.
ets Harbor and caned the Ontario. She attached to the public schools and sal municable disease the room has liar | swam out, breasting the seas, seventeen trouble should arise with foreign pow— :o:—
fC. De Keyzer the real estate man is was commenced in the year 1816, am aried by the municipality.
bored. The open window during the i times. Each time he brot back with ers as the result of the present war
made her first trip in the first part o
> in Grand Rapids today on business.
eight hours of his sleep is the very best I him a human being. After this feat he in Europe.
—
April, 1817.
MARRIED AT LAST, REJECTED
safeguarl against ‘catching’ things. I collapsed. Delirium followed his ex
The speech made by Mr. Diekema
f Peter Dulyea is in Grand Rapids toIn the drawing of the Ontario, she
BY FAMILY MANY TIMES but iu order, to get any sleep at all he haustion. and he called out repeatedly was enthmiastieally received and the
«d^y on business.
is represented with paddle wfieels on
must he warm and comfortable. “Did I do my besff”
delegates got on their feet and cheered
her sides and a large yralkingbenm and
“It isn’t perhaps a matter for legi- 1 This phrase instantly took prom in for flag and country. The same enThe marriage of Janies Leroy Gough
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 8. Dutton left
smoke-stacks amidships nud rigged of Lansing, and Miss Samantha Fuller lation,” Mr. Drummer went on, “but once in literature, particularly of the thusiasm was manifested when the res.'ffor Grand Rapids this morning.
with two masts for sails.
of Jackson took place at. the office of it is something the «otel men of the Methodist church, and it often ha* been olutions were read by Mr. Jacob Gler— :o:
The account of the boat shows that the county clerk under somewhat unique state might profitablygive some atten- the text for sermons. His heroism al MB*
Mrs. Laura Kiel* and daughter, Miss
The following delegates to the sta’e
Tern are spendingthe day in Grand on the 16th day of August ;he year circumstances. Mr. Gough has been in tion to. A* I understand It, the state Uq in commemorated on a bronze tablet
1816, Eri Lusher and Chat. Smyth be- the west for some years, and has re board of health in the fight against tu in the library at the university,
Republican eoarention, which meets at
lEapids, the 'guest* of friends.
came partners in an enterprise with turned here several times with the ex- hcrvulasis is looking for aid from all I The Lady Elgin left Chicago with Detroit,were chosen: Delegate-at-large,.
:o:
Mika Irene Van Ark ia spending the Major General Jacob Brown, M. T. pectation of marrying Miss Fuller, but people. And in the movement to en- 393 persons aboard. Off Evanston the Herman Harbeck; First District, Leo C.
last of this week with friends ia Grand Woolsey, Samuel F. Hooker, Hunter each time her parents made objection courage every person in the state to I steamer was rammed by the schooner Lillie, I>. F. Pageleen, Fred Hutty, JaCrane and Elisha Camp, for the naviga- and they remained single. Now the sleep with open windows the great ho Augusta. A heavy sea was running cob Glenim, Charles D. Dickinson, OrieRapids.
tion of boats on the waters of lake bride is of age,. and their plans were id population shouldn’t be forgotten, land the Lady Elgin went down. Of Sluiter, all of Grand Haven, and Ben— :o:—
tMi. and Mrs. Luke Lugers have re Ontario either by steam or fire. A carried out. When the license -was
'the 393 persons aboard 114 were saved. iamin Mulder, Charles McBride,Austin*
f turned from a western trip of four boat was commenced at Backets Harbor granted flic two justices of this city
iOf the 279 lost only 07 bodies were re- H. Harrington, Charles Dykstra, John
HOBOES SLEEP
•
weeks.
B. Mulder snd Neison R. Stanton of
the same oummer, nfter the model of were in tin* cleft's office drawing the
covered.
HER BATH TUB Spencev, a student* at the university, Holland City; Oecond District!
the Sen Horse, then running on the circuit court jury, and they drew hits
BynWo* of the Holland Auto 4c 8pe Bound near New York. She was 119 to see which should perform the cere
was the first of the student life saver*, Walter Clark, Kookus Cook, C. Van Loo,.
cialty Co. Is in Grand Rapids on busi feet long, 24 feet wide ami eight feet
f„r rlcanlines* l.which service has since been kept up. C. Andre, H. H. Averill. Millard Durmony and Justice Slrafterwas the onness -today.
deep, measuring237 tons. The boilers to get the fee.
ham, John Picket, R. H. Cook, Sam
Falls and John Jackson.
are said to have been 17 feet long, an l
Attorney Thos. N. Robinson left for
The connirittees chosen to expvdiate*
three and a half feet in diameter, with
Mr*
Tom
Fletcher, at Ann A rbo- but rushed into the dangerous surf. He
Ventwater to visit his parents for a
Because of the continued presence of
cross head engine and cylinder of 29
and" go ’to sleep in her hnth tub. Mr v | repeated his JripsJn quest of survjvors the business of the conventionweiefew days.
snow
and
ice the Grand Rapids isni
inches diameter, and three feet stroke;
until he sank. He was ill for many the following:
—to:
and playgrounds hundreds of squirrels Fletcher i* deaf and’ dumb and wa*
Committee
Resolutions— Dr.
Mr. C. V. R. Gilmore left this noon wheels eleven feet, four inches across, have been in danger of starvation. The badlv frightened. A boarder, who is n days after his experience.
and capacity of engine 21 horse power.
Mr. Spencer has spent the greater Brown, Judge Soule, Jacob Glerum.
• - for a. month’s visit with Rev. and Mrs.
situation has been relieved, however deputy sheriff, took the two men t*
Committee on Credentials — Mr. C. It
Early in 1817, the steamer Ontario
jart of his later life in California and
Carlton Pelgrim, at Lexington, Ky.
was completed, and performedher fir>t by kindhearted housewives, who hav jail.
has been noted for his rugged health* McBride, H. H. Averill, Rokns Cook.
— :o:—
taken jinins to lay trails of food to back
Committee on Permanent Organizaalthoughqver the 80-year mark.
A Blue Bird at the Royal tonight en trip, being everywhere greeted with
doors and daily scores of squirrels'mav LEGISLATORSCAN'T BIDE ON
tion and Order of Business— Fred A.,
joy.
Bonfires,
illuminations
and
mututitled “John Nedhams Double,
in five
be seen timorously scurrying back and
RAILROAD GIVEN PASSES
(Hatty, Ben Mulder and Mr. C. Andre.
congratulations of friends, bespoke
JUBA
$36.95 | Strong resolutions,upholding Presithe satisfaction with which this forth across the walks and streets^ to
these
gratifying
“bark
door
handdent Wilson in this war crisis, wereFINE, 008TS,
'Mr*. Diek Vander Haar and A. H achievementwas regarded and the
reneral electionof 18x4 a conpassed. The resolutionsfollow:—
.'Meyer were accepted as members of event was hailed as a new era in the outs.”
-:o:Report on Com. of Resolutions
/ IbO .hoard <af Censors upon recommenda commerce of the lakes. Weekly trips
IN
SALOOV;
The republieanParty of Ottawa*
* »tion of the board. The oaths of office from Odensburg to Lewiston were
adc it unlawful for members u,
INTERIOR OF JAIL AND RECounty in convention assembled exMrs. Fietcnpol n«<l Mrs. Olive were first attempted, but on the first of July
legislatureto accept and travel on rail
presses its sentiments in these resolu1817,
the
owners
advertised
that,
after
FUSED TO PAT FOR wnr.
-filed.
* . _______ nov for n session in
tions.
finding the trip of about 600 miles to
C. E. Bird of Saugatuek has been
The wiribers of Unity Lodge, F.
Resolved:That the Republicansof
extensive to be performed within that
creased to $7, from $3 a day for low- John Kolta, a Pole, working at a loA. JL are asked to be present at a fisn timwLit would be altered to ten day*. asked by the G. R. Sc I. R. R. Co., t<
Ottawa county affirm their allegiance
build a boat for them large enough tc er peninsula members ami $5“ a day to: |cal factory proceeded to get drank Frt
•supper which will be given in Masonic The tare through was fixed at $15.
to the principals of the parties enunhold four <-ars and Smalley 4c Upham a^e members living in the upper peuinsuh. I day and started something in the
3iaU .os Friday evening, February9, at Captain Francis Mnllahy, II. 8. N., was
ciated first under the oak at Jackson,.
now taking the matter up with them. This is the nearest to official sanction loon of Enos Stone on West Eighth St., afterwardsratifiedby the Nation at
17190 ••"clock. Each members will be
her first m»,ter. The
The same S4ug.tuek firm ii «IM figuring to aceeutlng favor from railroadsih the where he deliberatelybroke a $7 winxallowed to bring a gentlemanfriend.
large.
ueJ to run, «e .torn eieee, hug hve tmle,^ ,
|h(, r0In Rt0 hR wav of free transportation that WilMdow.
— :o:—
Resolved:— That the Republicansof
an hour
until 1832, w,hfcn
ever
riven
to
legislators.
Glvihg
He
was
taken
in
by
CoastaWe
De
t~"
”'A"'
used
by
the
railroad
in
freight
trni!*|for.John Tan Tatenkoven of Boter’s
Ottawa County are the same in sentibroken up at Oswego.
was
forbidden
by
law
a
decade
Witt
and
locked; up in tk« city jail, but
tation.
fpromked the Hope College Basket ball
passes
A petitionof her builders drawn '»
no sooner was- the k*r turned iu th? ments as they have been fbr fifty long
-:o:item a banquet provided they won from December, 1816, to the legislatureof
since.
door when he started a rough house years, in every sentiment for the glory,
SEVENTH STREET BUILDING
‘.the Grand Rapids Y. Well John will
honor and well-fare of the Nation.
New York state for a charter for a
there breaking up everything that was
ZEELAND
CHANGES HANDS
make eood tonight at the Hotel Cafe steamboat company shows that her
Resolved:— That as the Republica.>
laying around loose.
often lazy Altman will be toastmastei stopping places on the trips were to
Party was born in a great crisis strik..„
______ Befcore starting on kis rampage be
was
and Walter .Morris, Dick Boter and include Ogdensburg,Cape Vincent, Isaac Kouw * Co. have just dosed * The basket ball game whidl
ing at the very existencs of the Nation
ordered a meal at the Boston restaurJ>*ke Van Tatenkoven will be among Sachets Harbor, Oswego, Genesee rivet deal with Robert Leenhoutsof this city scheduledfor Wednesdu
and has in all its life aid all its action
for the building formerly occupied as
*the speakers. Responses will be beard
under it great and sacceesful leaders,
nud Lewiston. It declares that steam''“an-l' 8atur<la.v “• n>- he .was taken before
the Overland Garagev^ The property tween the Ted
irom the college bunch.
stood for the honor and best interests
boats will uot injure the village on the
pnny
F
team
of
Grand
Allegan
KoKa
a
stiff
fine
consists of a large 2 story brick build
of the Nation and now in tbs great
lake
shore
but
increase
their
prosperiAt least five flags were hung out
ing BSxllS'ft.; also a dwelling on the
crisis that is upon ua in the threatened
ty,
It further shows that the U. S.
to pay ITftir HW broken window, $1 for
the breeze in Grand Haven today. Two
the Republicsparty again deZeeland
I
the
broken
jail
and
35c
for
the
meal
at
I
•of the five were on the Robinhoodthea
for her coustruetioufrom the naval de
Wednesday
"ithtf*
local
restaurant,
the
sum
total
be1
cl,*r1ei
l}§ al!5*ian_2t0
C. Langhuis spent
r-ter, one on the Robbins wharf, one at
River avenues. Mr. Leenhouts, has not
,
.
rthe 'Grand Haven State Bank and .the pot at Backets.
yet made public just what the building datives ih Grind
The Ontario was the first steamer will be used for but it is said that he
.....
one
Robert Mills is confined to the
home dr^k in fte city of
other at the Central school. There may
orable efforts to maintain the honor
When. Kolta was searched by police
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new
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• so well represented by the Stars and
Committee on Resolution}.
patterns are now on display wi‘h the
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To make the next two weeks ns busy
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JPublic Schools and City Hall.
. LEADER.
met Thursday evening In tbe city hall
FOR POSTOFFICETHEFT as possible, we will allow 10% discount
on all your embroiderypurchases until
for the purpose of electing delegates
The Apollo Theater has received
who
March 1. Tell vour friends of this V™VrIU’Pj?t'GT.r1<i JUrid.
Chemical Squad Dines at Homs of Man to the countyconvention held at Grand
dgy by express a special one reel fea
A formerly was in the employ
aven last Monday.
agar De Free Tuesday Night;
lure from the Chicago Herald, depicting Mudendorph' fJraw Mu.tg^on^'ouSu
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J. Heinz Pickle Co. here, spent Wednes
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cent
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and
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i natural coloring. This reel is made by federal authorities
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First Ward— Arthur Van Duren. J. B.
Every team but the Shoes raised its
* the newest of coloringprocesses and
taking $11,000 'worth of certificates of)
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Mr. Bt rattan U now the leg. He showed a mo
another bunch of lambs and ex- wire and bolts to back i
receive UTVentii per pound Yor 'Tbe leg was a w«»odcn on*..
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thai company, baa been taken care
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lEdward De
workers went down a few notches.
local millionairefrom his private box
home with
daurit- 1 They now rank: Shoes, .408; Limbers*
lie feasible to secure. This reel is only at the postoffice, was arrested WedSecured through the courtesy of the nesdav at Buffalo, N. Y., by Deputy
Over a million and a half tons of
warm
Y Herald to Mr. Kirkpatrick and will be Sheriff Adam Kieft, who trailed him freight were carried into the port of
I t Spriggs Te Roller still leads the in-exhibited in very few places in this through six states before making the Grand Haven during the year 1910, ac Haven
Mr and Mrs.
I dividual batting list, raisingin the post
-Mate as the demand for the reel is very capture. Prosecuting Attorney Chris- cording to the statisticscompiled by
Giving him
urgent. This will be in addition to the tian A. Broek and Sheriff Carl Stauf- the Grand Haven U. S. Customs office in Grand Rapids this week Wednesday. week from 594 to
Mr. and Mrs. W. Bosch who 'oTmP'‘ the gold pin for slamming the first
•.Apollo’sregular program and all lovers fer are now endeavoringto make ar- which is in charge of W. L. Phillip*
residentsof this city and n0W home-run
last week wasn’t at nil out
. of nature in all its beauty should not rangements to have Medendorph turned
nome
Practicallythe same amount of freight lv were residents
fail to see this wonderful picture. I
over to the federal authorities, by whom was carried by outgoing registered live in Hastings, arrived here Wed- 0f place, say the fansL
nesdav
no.i
for^a few days visit at tnei
the Tuesday
<fu
the night Chemicals’squad
: uot forget the date, Thursday, Feb. 8.
he will be prosecuted. Medendorph ships.
made’ his escape from the observation
The figurescompiled from the arriv- home of their daughter and son-in-law,dined at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Con
De Free, sitting down to a 6:30 dinner,
A ALLEGAN MAN BELLS
ward at the state university hospital als and departures under the clearance.} Mr and Mrs. Folkert C. De
1000 LAMBS IN CHICAGO at Ann Arbor two months ago, where at the customs house, show that 90 reg- * Mrs John Van KJey spent WedncsdavFourteen compose the lucky squad who
I were the guests qf Manager De Free.
he was “being examined as to his sani- istered steam vessels arrived In port in Grand
Mrs. John Korstanjehas returned
the CJenucal R«
At r. Frank E. Stratton of Allegan, reduring the year and their cargoes
Mrs.
•
,m a week’s visit with her parents serves played fte Merchants’ Tuesday
g from Chicago
-rtirnedTuesday evening
amounted to 1,543,016tons. There are from
0
where he sold two carloads of lambs, DOC REPAIRS “WOODEN LEO
no records of registered sailingvessels Mrp. and Mrs. H. Faber Sr., of Vries- night in fte high pchool gymnasiurm
reeks •go Hie Chemical scrubs'
Two we
lifcOOO head to a stock yards buyer. Mr.
FLBSH DOCTORS TO ASSIST and no other craft stated., The eame land.
Z-ll victory out of the first
>’
Stratton fed the lambs on his farm at
The Jamestown Orchestra will ren- ma<lfl all
records show the departure of 978 reg
i Galesburg. He has fed lambs for 35
Clay Rjrtlewskl,new turnkey at the istered steam vessels from the port, with
i ir 36 years and the sales made this county
lunty jail
jail at Bay City, has earned tin a tonnage of 1,542,377tons. No regia
• week “topped the Chicago market” for title of “Doe”. There was great ex- tered sail vessels were cleared,but unhu no .triie^ » foul hit will rou.t
; orice. He received an average of about citement around the county building re- der the head of other craft one.,de 4ttd«r,bin of Pr(rf. II. Jorge., of
$14.40 per 100 |*mrtids for the lot, the cently when a commotion was heard I.i parture is shows with a cargo of ten Iteplda. Mr.. Fred Bow, render «nd T. a. one. Thi. role took effect lut week
Prio., baritone will t.ke p.rt In the «nd will be uud hereafter In the fee/ only exception being two lambs which the cell block and the new* became tons.
v were injured iii shipment. The total noiied around that • prisoner had fal
t017 le*KJ*e*
A decrease in 220,000 tons from the evening’s
The Ladies” Good Will society will! Last night the first game was
price received was $4,853.79.Mr. Strat- len and broken his leg. Msny officials previoni year’s business is shown, and
t$n bought the lartbs in Montana, and telephoned for doctors and hs'f a dozen tb!s falling
ng off is attributed to the fact meet this week Friday at the home of , be a crossing of bats by the Shoes and
"Aft* fed them since last November— not ohysicians soon appeared. They irere that the Crosby. Traasporation Co, div Mrs. E. J. MacDermandon We.t Main, Warm Friends The second was the
fcqulte nine .weeks. At that time the denied
enled ads
admittance by the turnkey, who continued the service* of one break bulk street. The electionof officers for the*. Chemicals and Limberts. Two sharp
lambs averaged|8f pounds each, and in finally appeared in response $6 their steam-* In November. All of the heavy snauing year and the transaction of games are expected,and as the percent
otherimportant business will take , a<?es are flockingtogether towards the
winter business formerly handled
^tbe tune zed they made n net gain qf knocks, and explained that h* had
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John Bosman, Jacob Lokker, John
Schouten, Harry Doesburg, F. White,
Gerard Cook, R. De Merrell, John
Arendshort.
John Arendshorst, chairman; J. B.
Mulder, secretary.

Second Ward— Frank Brieve, John
Vanden Berg, Arthur Drinkwater, Herman Vanden Brink.
(Frank Brieve, chairman; Herman
Vanden Brink, secretary.
Third Ward-G. Van Schelven, E. P.
Stephan, Nelson B. Stanton. ChaHawM*
ride, John Vandersluls, Peter
Henry Geeriings, Wm. Brusse, B.
aider,

John

f.

De

Koejrer.

G. Van Schelven, chairman; B.
Mulder, secretary.
Fourth Ward— G. J. Diekema,H. Pelgrim, Sr., Austin Harrington, Dana Ten
Cate, George Lage, Henry Winter, C.
W. Nibbelink. Simon Kleyn, Nick Boscb,
William Vander Ven.

H. G. Pelgrim, chairman; Simon
Heyn^ Secretary.
Ward— Thomas Robinson, Billy
Witt, Nick Dykema, Richard Ovetweg,
O. W. Kooyers, Fred T. Miles, Ben
Brower Dick Stbketae,J. Dobben, Okas.
Dykitri, H. Vander Warf.A. Poetma, chairman, R. Overweg,
secretary.
Sixth ward— Edward J. Lam, Ben
Wiersema,Arie Vander Hill, Bimc
Simon
.

nlacs at this meeting.
1 B^»oa »• •’0M' ‘w four twn*a **« ready
Bqs, Jftoob Sprange, Cornatfua Btam.
Mr. and MVs. John Harterink were in to do cr die. More chairs will be prpOrand Rapids
vlded for the crowd .

Wedawdftj.
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